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Abstract 
When trivalent rare earth (RES+) ions are introduced into the alkaline 
earth fluoride, they substitute for the divalent cation and some form of charge 
compensation is required for the crystal to maintain charge neutrality. A 
wide variety of symmetry configurations can be produced depending on the 
charge compensator(s) and the rare earth ion(s) in the lattice. The selective 
laser excitation technique was used to determine the symmetry of the various 
dopant centres in CaF2 and Sr F2 doped with N d8+ ions; both before and 
after hydrogenation treatment. 
Previously unassigned energy levels of F- charge compensating centres 
of tetragonal and orthorhombic symmetry in CaF2 : N d3+ and Sr F2 : N d3+ 
have been identified by the energy upconversion processes. The upconver-
sion mechanisms for the tetragonal centre are attributed to be dominated 
by the sequential two photon excitation process (STEP), whereas the two 
orthorhombic centres are attributed to be dominated by the phonon-assisted 
energy transfer upconversion process (ETU). 
The hydrogenic analogues of the well established tetragonal centre in 
G aF2 : N d3+ and Sr F2 : N d3+, and other hydrogenic charge compensating 
centres were studied. The fluorescence of some of the multiple charge com-
pensating hydrogenic centres were found to exhibit 'bleaching' behaviours. 
These effects are attributed to the migration of the hydrogenic ions adjacent 
to the rare earth ion. 
For the tetragonal centres, the C4v irreducible representation designations 
of the crystal field levels were identified by their intensity variations in the 
polarisation studies. 
Energy transfer between the rare earth ions within a cluster centre was 
established by studying the M' centres in the CaF2 : N d8+ co-doped with 
CeS+, Gd3+ or Yb8+ rare earth ions. These multiple rare earth ion centres 
also exhibit energy upconversion processes similar to those observed for the 
orthorhombic centres in C aF2 : N d3+. 
Crystal field analyses have been carried out for the tetragonal centres 
observed in CaF2 : Nd3+ and SrF2 : Nd3+ and a simplified superposition 
model was used to analyse the distortions in these centres. The crystal 
field results are in satisfactory agreement with the experimental data and 
predicted the experimentally unobserved Z4 energy level for the various C4v 
centres. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
The purpose of this thesis is to report on the experimental results obtained 
from a laser selective excitation study of trivalent neodymium ions doped in 
fluorite type crystals; both before and after hydrogenation treatment. 
Neodymium is one of the lanthanide (or 'rare earth') series which is char-
acterised by the progressive filling of the 4/ electronic shell. As 4fn configu-
rations are partially shielded from fluctuations in the surrounding crystalline 
field by the outer closed 5s and 5p shells, the lanthanides all have very sim-
ilar, though not identical, chemical behaviour. The trivalent ions have the 
xenon-like rare gas shell of 54 electrons in common and a partially filled 
4f shell. Their trivalent salts have absorption spectra and, in most cases, 
fluorescence spectra with sharp lines in the visible, near-ultraviolet or near-
infrared regions. It is generally agreed that these sharp line spectra arise 
from transitions between crystal field levels of the various LS J multiplets of 
the 4fn configuration. Neodymium has the 4/3 configuration, whose LSJ 
multiplet structure is given in Fig. 1.1. These multiplets are often labelled by 
single letters with the ground multiplet 4 19; 2 being labelled Z and the excited 
multiplets as shown in Fig. 1.1. The single letter notation is used extensively 
throughout this thesis and the LS J labels are needed only to identify the 
different LS J multiplets grouped under the single letter notation. 
The triply ionized neodymium ion has been investigated in various host 
materials (Kaminskii et al. 1974, Partlow et al. 1967, Prokhorov et al. 1969, 
Asawa et al. 1966, Bonchkovskii et al. 1973, Barthem et al. 1985, Voron'ko 
et al. 1969, Reddy et al. 1983, Venkateswarlu et al. 1984, Vignaneswara et 
al. 1977) because it has desirable laser properties and, perhaps more impor-
tantly, because it is an excellent probe for investigating impurity ion interac-
tions with host materials. The 4h ground multiplets of N d3+ are relatively 
pure and lend themselves to analysis in the Russell- Saunders basis; yet have 
sufficient number of levels, 26 in an electrostatic field of sufficiently low sym-
metry, to provide a stringent test of crystal field models. Moreover, each of 
its levels is a Kramers' doublet that may be split by a magnetic field giving 
Zeeman interaction information for detailed model calculations. 
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Figure 1.1: Observed energy levels of the rare earth ions. The thickness of each 
level represents the total crystal field splitting in LaC h. A pendant semicircle 
indicates that this level fluoresces in the LaCl3 structures. Reproduced from 
Dieke 1968. 
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The alkaline-earth fluorides ( CaF2 , Sr F2 , BaF2 ) consist of a simple cubic 
lattice of fluorine ions in which every other body centre position is occupied 
by a divalent alkaline-earth ion ( M e2+). They are good as hosts for the pur-
pose of investigating trivalent rare-earth ions, because they are relatively easy 
to grow in large single crystal form and readily accept rare- earth dopants. 
In addition, the band gap for these materials is large (Hayes 1974) so that 
the optical spectra can be investigated to wavelengths as short as 120· nm. 
When trivalent rare earth (RE3+) ions are introduced into the alkaline-
earth fluoride, they substitute for the divalent cation (M e2+) and some form 
of charge compensation is required for the crystal to maintain charge neu-
trality. This can take place in several spatial configurations depending on the 
relative positions of the charge compensator(s) and the RE3+ ion(s) in the 
lattice. The charge compensating F- ions can be substituted by oxygen ions, 
monovalent cations or, in this study, H- , n- and r- ions. A wide spectrum 
of symmetry configurations have been observed ranging from single-RE3+ ion 
compensator pairs to multi-RE3+ ion clusters (Andreen et al. 1968, Voron'ko 
et al. 1965, Ashburner et al. 1965). The relative concentration of the var-
ious centres are found to be dependent upon the growth conditions, RE3+ 
concentrations and thermal treatment of the sample. When the charge com-
pensation is remote from the rare earth ion the cubic ( Oh) symmetry of the 
crystalline field at the Ca2+ site is preserved; but if it is sufficiently close, 
the symmetry of the electric field can be reduced from cubic to tetragonal, 
trigonal or even rhombic. A review of this topic is given by Baker (1974). 
The existence of many of these different configurations is established through 
a variety of techniques, with electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) being 
a very powerful method for unravelling site symmetries (Kask et al. 1964, 
1965, 1968, Edgar et al. 1977, Baker et al. 1980). A review of the results 
of different techniques applied to various rare earth ions can be found in 
Moore's thesis (1980). 
The site symmetries of N d3+ ions in C aF2 and S r F2 have been investi-
gated mainly by electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) (Kask et al. 1966, 
1968a, b, c, Edgar et al. 1977, Baker et al. 1980,). These investigations 
showed the N d3+ ions to be in fields of cubic, tetragonal or orthorhom-
bic symmetry. The tetragonal symmetry centre in CaF2 : N d3+ and, to a 
lesser extent, in Sr F2 : N d3+ has attracted particular attention in both ex-
perimental and theoretical investigations. The methods used include Ionic 
Thermocurrent (Popov et al. 1974), Zeeman Infrared (Edgar et al. 1977), 
Optical Zeeman (Stacy et al. 1973), EPR (Kask et al. 1964, 1966, 1968a, b, 
c, Edgar et al. 1977, Baker et al. 1980), ENDOR (Kiro et al. 1969, Secemski 
et al. 1970) and Fluorescence Lifetime (Kaminskii et al. 1965). 
The principal aim of this research was to characterise the hydrogenic 
analogues of the well established tetragonal symmetry fluorine centres in 
CaF2 : Nd3+ and SrF2 : Nd3+; and also determine other hydrogenic com-
4 
pensation centres and additional new fluorine centres present. Another re-
search aspect was to investigate the energy transfer mechanisms involved in 
the different symmetry centres. This was motivated by the observation of 
energy upconversion in both single-ion and multi-ion centres and by the re-
ported experimental results for C aF2 : N d3+ : RE3+ ( RE3+ : any trivalent 
rare earth ion from La3+ to Lu3+) (Voron'ko et al. 1968, 1971, Batygov et al. 
1973) which suggested the existence of multi-RE3+ ion centres. Fluorescence 
lifetimes were determined, where possible, for all identified centres. 
Chapter 2 
Theory 
2.1 Crystal Field Theory 
The complex energy level structures of the rare earth ions were successfully 
unravelled with the advent of powerful tensor operator techniques and crystal 
field theory. This work has been well documented by Condon and Shortley 
(1951), Judd (1963), Wybourne {1965), and Dieke {1968). The Hamiltonian 
for a rare earth ion in a crystalline potential field can be written as : 
(2.1) 
where Hp is the Hamiltonian of the free ion and V is the crystalline potential 
field experienced by the rare earth ion from the surrounding ions, called 
ligands. The Hamiltonian for a free ion of N electrons with a nuclear charge 
Ze is: 
(2.2) 
where the terms are the kinetic energies of all the electrons, the electron-
nuclear potential energy, the repulsive Coulomb potential energy of the in-
teraction between pairs of electrons and the spin-orbit energy, respectively. 
The electrostatic interaction yields 28+1 L (Russell-Saunders) terms with sep-
arations of the order of 104 cm-1 • The spin-orbit interaction splits these 
terms into J multiplets with typical separations of 103 cm-1 • The energies of 
these free ion LS J states can be expressed in terms of the Racah parameters 
E 1, E 2 and E 3 , and the spin-orbit parameter e. The J degeneracy of these 
free ion states is partially or fully removed by the crystalline potential field. 
For a configuration containing an odd number of electrons there is a remain-
ing two-fold Kramers' degeneracy which can only be lifted by application 
of an external magnetic field. In the labelling of the rare earth ion states 
5 
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the LS J designation has the LS labels of the dominant Russell-Saunders 
component of the corresponding J multiplet eigenfunction. 
For rare earth ions the above intermediate coupling scheme is found to be 
appropriate, where states of different L and S are mixed by a relatively small 
spin-orbit interaction. This mixing can be expressed in terms of intermediate 
coupling reduction factors which are obtained by diagonalising all the J 
matrices with each matrix of an order equal to the number of levels with that 
particular J. The resulting eigenfunctions give the intermediate coupling 
wavefunctions as linear combination of LS terms. 
The crystalline potential field V can be treated as a perturbation on the 
free ion states. The crystal field potential is expanded in a series of spherical 
harmonic terms of the form : 
N 
VcF =I: n:( cJkl )i , (2.3) 
i,k,q 
where then; are crystal field parameters describing the strength of the crys-
talline field components, the C~k) are Racah tensor operator components with 
transformation properties corresponding to those of the spherical harmonics, 
and the sum is over theN electrons of the 4/N configuration. The number 
and types of terms appearing in the expansion are derivable using group the-
ory, given the point symmetry at the rare earth ion site. If only /-electrons 
are involved in the summation, the terms in the expansion are zero for k odd 
and fork greater than six. The matrix elements of these operators may be 
calculated using the formulae given by Wybourne (1965). 
The tetragonal, C4v, symmetry Hamiltonian is often written in terms of 
spherical tensors cJk) as : 
Hc.v B~ C~2) + ng C~4> + B! ( ci4> + c£~) + ng C~6> + n: ( ci6> + c£62) . 
(2.4} 
However, this formulation gives little indication of the magnitude of the 
cubic part of the crystal field. The tetragonal symmetry centres have ap-
proximately cubic, Oh , symmetry, with an interstitial charge compensating 
ion as the next nearest neighbour reducing the symmetry to C4v. The pa-
rameterisation used by Freeth and Jones (1982) distinguishes an axial part : 
Hazial B 2 c<2> + B4 c<4> + B6 c<6) 00 00 00' (2.5) 
from a cubic part : 
B4 [c<4) + . /5 ( c<4> + c<4> )] 
0 v 14 4 -4 
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+ B' [ d'l - ~ ( cj'l + c~~)] (2.6) 
This is preferable to equation 2.4 but is not completely satisfactory because 
C~4) and C~6) do not have well defined transformation properties under oh 
and are not orthogonal to the terms in equation 2.6. 
Reid (1981) has shown that when an ion is placed in a crystal, it is more 
natural to use a chain of groups which reflect the exact symmetry of the cen-
tre. Using the chain of groups decomposition method Butler and Wybourne 
(1976) generated tables for all point groups. A crystal field Hamiltonian is 
more diagonal in such point group bases than in the J M basis. These basis 
states are therefore more 'physical' because they are a closer approximation 
to the eigenstates of the Hamiltonian, and the invariant tensors are more 
obvious. In the point group basis, following the notation of Butler (1981), 
the tetragonal crystal field Hamiltonian is written as : 
(2.7) 
where the labels refer to 0 3 , Oh, D4 and C4 respectively. The crystal field 
parameters xabOO and the point group unit tensors uabOO are related to the 
B; and the CJk) in the J M basis respectively. They can be transformed to 
the J M basis using the tables given by Butler (1981) : 
- !I c(e) + f!_ [ c(e) + c(e)] v 8 0 4 4 -4 
(7 c(4) + (5 [ c(4) + c(4)] v 12 ° v 24 4 - 4 
fi c(e) + ~ [ c(e) + c(e)] v 8 0 4 4 -4 
{[; c~4) - {[; [ c!4l + c~~ J 
- c~2) . 
The two octahedral terms U 4+o+o+o and ue+o+o+o are invariant under octa-
hedral, Oh, symmetry and the other 3 terms only occur for the lower C4v 
symmetry for which effects are expected to be smaller. The tetragonal sym-
metry crystal field Hamiltonian in the J M basis can be rewritten as : 
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where 
[. {5 c(4) - {7 (c(4) + c(4))] y 12 o Vu 4 -4 
[~ ca•) + ~ (d•) + c~~) l 
[. {7 c(4) + {5 (c(4) + c(4))] y 12 0 y 24 4 -4 
[-if ca•) + ft ( c£•l + c!"l) l 
B k - xk+2+o+o tet -
8 
(2.8) 
The C(4) and C(6) tetragonal terms are n~w orthogonal to the C(4) and C(6) 
octahedral terms. A crystal field Hamiltonian of this form is used for the 
crystal field analysis given in this thesis. The parameters of this Hamilto-
nian are related to those used by Freeth and Jones (1982) by the following 
relationships : 
Blet -B2 0 
Bfet ~B4 0 
B:et ~Ba 0 
B:ct 1¥ [B4 !_ B4] + 12 ° 
B~ct -Vs [B6 + ~ Bg] 
The resulting predicted energy levels are compared to the observed values 
and, by an iterative least squares fitting procedure, the crystal field parame-
ters are adjusted to obtain an optimum fit to experimental data. The size of 
the standard deviation will indicate the validity of the theoretical description 
of the energy level structure of the symmetry centre being studied. It must 
be emphasized that a small standard deviation alone does not guarantee the 
correctness of the description. A correct theoretical description should also 
yield eigenfunctions that can be used to calculate other physical observables 
with a comparable precision. 
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2.2 Superposition Model 
The crystal field parameters can be interpreted using a superposition model 
pioneered by Newman (1971). The superposition model makes no assump-
tion about the interaction mechanism between the rare earth ion and its 
neighbours except that the effects of the individual ligand on the rare earth 
ion is taken to be independent and each has an axial (Coo) symmetry. 
Newman (1971) has shown that the crystal field parameters can be writ-
ten as a function of the co-ordinates ( R , () , ¢) of each of the surrounding 
ions and of intrinsic parameters Ak for these ions. As the first shell of the 
surrounding ions is responsible for most of the crystal field, to a first approx-
imation, in the context of the tetragonal symmetry centre, the summation 
includes the eight nearest neighbours and the interstitial charge compensat-
ing ions. The rare earth ion is at the origin with the nearest neighbours 
labelled 1 to 8 and the interstitial charge compensating ion, labelled 9, on 
the z axis, as shown in Fig. 2.1. The angular co-ordinates of the nearest 
neighbours are (Oa, 1rj2(n- 1/2)) for n = 1 to 4 and (Ob, 1r f2(n- 1/2)) for 
n = 5 to 8. 
Newman (1978) has shown that for rare earth ions in cubic symmetry 
centres in CaF2 , Sr F2 and BaF2 the intrinsic parameters A4 and A6 follow 
a power law (Ro/ R)t,. where R 0 is the mean distance between the rare earth 
ion and its surrounding neighbours, R is the distance between the rare earth 
ion and its surrounding neighbours, t 4 = 6.3 (±1.4) and t 6 10.1 (±1.1). 
The Racah tensor operators, cJk), already used in the crystal field expression 
equation 2.3, are defined by : 
(k)_.~ 
cq - V (2k+1) Ykq ' (2.9) 
with the spherical harmonics Y kq defined by : 
(2.10) 
where the associated Legendre polynomials 
(2.11) 
and 
w =cos(} . 
Therefore for several ligands at different distances to the rare earth ion a 
given crystalline field parameter B; can be expressed as : 
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Re3+ 
Figure 2.1 Model for the tetragonal symmetry centre. Numbers on the F-
ions identify them for the model calculation (Chapter 5). 
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B; = 'L B~(L) cJk>(oL,<h) (-1)q , (2.12) 
L 
where B~(L) is the same for 'chemically identical' ligands, i.e. the same 
distance and bonding, and OL, <h are the co-ordiantion angles. 
The superposition model has been applied successfully to several systems 
by Newman (1971) and yields a significant reduction in number of parame-
ters, especially for low symmetry centres. In addition, parameters deduced 
for one centre and a particular ligand may be used as a guide for the crystal 
field at a different centre with the same ligand through the previous men-
tioned power law dependency. The superposition model in the form described 
above is used to analyse the distortions of the tetragonal symmetry centres 
in SrF2 : Nd3+ and CaF2 : Nd3+ in Chapter 7. 
2.3 Zeeman Splitting Factors 
For an unambiguous assignment of the optical transition in terms of crys-
tal field parameters it is helpful to study the Zeeman effect of the optical 
transitions. A measurement of the g-values for the various levels checks the 
assignment of centres to a particular symmetry and helps in assigning wave-
functions appropriate to the energy levels. Details of the Zeeman splitting 
factors are included as they are relevant to the inclusion of Zeeman data in 
the crystal field calculations in Chapter 7. 
When an external magnetic field is applied to the crystal, the Kramers' 
degeneracy of the energy levels (of odd electron rare earth ions) is fully lifted. 
The applied magnetic field can be directed either parallel or perpendicular 
to the optical z axis of the crystal giving rise to the parallel or perpendicular 
Zeeman interaction spectra respectively. The Hamiltonian for the interaction 
between the N electrons and an external magnetic field B is given to first 
order of the magnetic field strength as : 
N 
Hz = f3 B L (li + gs!S.i) ' (2.13) 
i=l 
where f3 = ehj2m is the Bohr magneton and the gyromagnetic ratio g8 of 
the electron is 2.0023. 
In general, the perturbation produced by the magnetic field on the ion is 
smaller than that produced by the crystal field and thus it is advantageous 
to calculate the matrix elements of the operator (l + g8 §.) using the basis 
functions which describe the crystal field levels. 
The Zeeman operators of interest are (lz + g8 §.z) and (L~: + g82z) which give 
the parallel, gil, and perpendicular, g.J.., Zeeman interactions respectively. In 
Zeeman spectroscopy it is more usual to define the parallel and perpendicular 
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splitting factors s11 and s.l of the crystal field energy levels by the relationship 
D..E 
s= {3B ' (2.14) 
where D. E is the energy separation between the components of a doublet in 
the magnetic field B. In EPR studies the corresponding splitting factors are 
usually written as gil and g.l. 
The matrix elements of the two Zeeman operators for LS J levels can be 
calculated using the formulae given by Macfarlane (1970) where an orbital 
angular momentum reduction factor k is included, and the Zeeman operator 
becomes (kL + g8 S). 
2.4 Localised Vibrational Modes 
The presence of a point defect in an otherwise perfect crystal destroys the 
strict translational symmetry of the lattice and, at the same time, modifies 
its normal modes of vibration. Theoretical investigations of defects and lat-
tice vibrations can be found in Born and Huang (1954) and Newman (1973), 
among others. Highly localised vibrational modes can occur when the defect 
consists of an impurity atom which is much lighter than the atoms of the 
host crystal, provided the force constants between this atom and its neigh-
bours have a similar strength to or greater than, those between pairs of host 
crystal atoms. These local mode frequencies are determined by the exact 
environment of the impurity ions in the crystal lattice and the number of 
local mode frequencies in the fundamental and the harmonics yield some 
information about the symmetry of the defect centre. For ionic impurities, 
these localised modes of vibration are infrared active and can be observed 
in the low temperature infrared absorption as sharp absorption lines. Ex-
amples of such light impurity atoms are provided by hydride ions and the 
isotopes deuterium and tritium. Hydride ions have been observed to substi-
tute for the anions in alkali halides (Schaefer 1960) and alkaline earth fluoride 
crystals (Elliott et al. 1965, Hayes et al. 1965). Early experimental results 
showed that the ratio of the local mode frequencies for n- and H- ions in 
CaF2 : N d3+ is closely equal to the square root of the inverse mass ratio of 
n- and H-, supporting the idea that the lattice ions do not play a significant 
role in these highly localised modes. The mass of the H- ion is so small in 
comparison to the masses of the lattice ions that the localised modes may 
be considered as oscillations of the hydrogen alone in the potential formed 
by an effectively static lattice. This anharmonic oscillator potential for C4v 
symmetry sites is given by Maradudin and Peretti (1967) as : 
2.5. ELECTRON-PHONON INTERACTION 
V(r) - A1(x2 + y2) + A2z 2 + B 1z3 + B 2z(x2 + y2) + C1z 4 
+C2(x4 + y4) + Csz2(x2 + y2) + C4x2y2 ... 
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The anharmonic terms lead to shifting and splitting of the energy levels of 
the harmonic oscillator potential (A1 (x2 + y2) + A2z 2) and the results are 
given in the original paper by Maradudin and Peretti (1967). Reeves (1987) 
has listed some corrections to the expressions in the original Maradudin and 
Peretti paper (1967). The important result for the present analysis is that, 
the first excited level (N=1) decomposes into the two 1')'1 + 2')'5 irreducible 
representations (irreps) of C4v and the second excited state (N=2) decom-
poses into five levels designated by 2 1')'1 + 1')'3 + 1')'4 + 2')'5, as shown in 
Fig. 2.2. 
2.5 Electron-Phonon Interaction 
In the analysis of the hydrogenic C4v symmetry centres the electron-phonon 
interaction can be treated as the coupling of the electronic energy levels of 
the rare earth ion with the energy levels of the localised anharmonic oscillator 
of the charge compensating hydride ion. The irreps of the wavefunctions in 
the combined electron-vibrational system is given by the direct product of 
the irreps of the coupled systems : 
r = r(k} x r(l) . 
Multiplication tables for the irreps of the symmetry point group such as 
those found in Koster (1963) can be used to determine the symmetries of the 
combined levels. For the rare earth ion N d3+, its crystal field wavefunctions 
may be characterised by either the ')'6 or the ')'7 irreps of the C4v point group. 
The irreps formed by coupling these wavefunctions with the two first N=1 
wavefunctions ('I'I(z) and 15(x, y)) of the anharmonic oscillator are : 
'1'1 (z) x '/'6 
')'5 (X, Y) X '/'6 
-+ '/'6 
-+ '/'6 + '1'7 
'/'I(z) X ')'7 
')'5 (x, y) X '1'1 
-+ '/'7 
-+ '/'6 + '1'7 
Hence for the combined system, it is apparent that the (z) component of a 
fundamental vibronic level always has the symmetry of the parent electronic 
level while the (x, y) component gives two vibronic levels of ')'6 + ')'7 symme-
try independent of the symmetry of the parent electronic level, as shown in 
Fig. 2.2. The energy separation of these vibronic levels from their parent 
electronic levels should closely match the local mode vibrational frequen-
cies. The transition probabilities between the energy levels of this combined 
system are dependent on the strength of the electron-phonon interaction. 
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Figure 2.2: Schematic diagram of the low lying energy levels of the com-
bined electron-vibrational system of a hydrogenated tetragonal centre in 
CaF2 : Nd3+. 
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2.6 Polarisation and Selection Rules for Elec-
tronic Transitions 
The crystal field wavefunctions for the tetragonal symmetry centre can be 
labelled by both the octahedral ( Oh) and tetragonal ( C4v) irreducible rep-
resentations, irreps, ri and li respectively. For configurations with an odd 
number of electrons, the crystal field energy levels are labelled by the r6, r7 
and f 8 irreps of the Oh double group and by the C4v irreps into which these 
decompose viz 16, 1 7 and 1 6 + 1 7 respectively. Under the operations of the 
C4v point group, the cartesian components of the electric dipole operator, 
- I:i eri, transform as the 1 5 (x, y) and 1 1 (z) irreps of the C4v group. The 
C4v group multiplication table can now be used to determine the electric 
dipole selection rules for transitions between levels with various symmetries, 
the requirement being that an allowed transition must satisfy the product 
rule: 
Ia X lop C lb , (2.15) 
where Ia and lb are the symmetries of the two energy levels involved in the 
transition and lop is the symmetry of the appropriate electric dipole operator 
involved. Thus the electric dipole selection rules for the transitions between 
energy levels of 16 and 17 symmetries are : 
16 X 15 -t 16 + 17 
17 X 15 -t 16 + 17 
16 X 11 -t 16 
17 X 11 -t 17 
(2.16) 
For polarised light with theE vector perpendicular to the principal symmetry 
axis ( z), i.e. u polarisation, transitions are allowed between levels of either 
symmetry; while for polarised light with the E vector parallel to the principal 
axis, i.e. 1r polarisation, the allowed transitions are only between levels of 
the same symmetry. These selection rules can be summarised as follows : 
16 1fU U (2.17) 
17 U 1fU 
where 7r and u polarisations are given relative to the principal symmetry (z) 
axis of the centre. 
Following the convention used in Raman spectroscopy the polarisation 
notation adopted is specified as : 
X(ab)Z , (2.18) 
where X and Z designate the respective directions of propagation of the 
incident and emitted radiation, and a and b designate the polarisations of 
the incident laser beam and the fluorescence respectively. This polarisation 
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notation can be shortened to ( ab) for convenience since the direction of the 
propagation of the incident laser beam and of the emitted fluorescence are 
fixed by the experimental geometry, used as shown in Fig. 2.3. 
There are three possible orientations for C4v centres in the crystal, which 
can be labelled x, y and z according to the orientations of the principal four-
fold axis as in Fig. 2.3. Thus the total fluorescence intensities for the z and 
y polarisations of the laser are given by the electric dipole selection rules to 
be: 
(zy) (zx) 
X laa la'lr (2.19) y la'lr laa 
z l'lra l'Jra 
or 
(yy) (yx) 
X lacr la'lr {2.20) y l'lr'Jr l'Jra 
z lacr laa 
where lab is the combined intensity of the absorption and emission transitions 
involving operators with polarisations a and b respectively, lab ex: la · lb. 
Assuming equal population of x, y and z oriented centres the above tables 
show that there is no difference in the overall fluorescence intensity for the 
(zy) and (zx) polarisations, whereas there is a difference for the (yy) and (yx) 
polarisations. This difference can indicate possible symmetries of the levels 
involved in the given absorption and fluorescence transition. For example, if 
both the initial and the final transitions are between two levels of different 
symmetries, i.e. 16 -+ "{7 , a 2:1 ratio is expected for the (yy):(yx) fluorescence 
intensities (equation 2.20). 
The linear combination of 2(yx)+(yy) polarisation satisfies the isotropic 
condition where both the absorption and emission are represented by 2la + l1r 
giving an overall intensity : 
(2.21) 
Additional information can be deduced from the polarisation data and this 
can be clearly illustrated by the following example. If an energy level of "{6 
symmetry is excited to an energy level of "{7 symmetry, only la is involved 
for absorption and the effects are : 
(yy) (yx) 
(2.22) 
Spectrometer 
Sample 
( Analyser y,x) X 
I<'luoresc.ence 
z 
X 
( Polariser y,z ) 
z 
tlaser 
Figure 2.3: Schematic diagram of the experimental geometry used for the 
polarisation and 'bleaching' experiments. 
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where 
and 
I = (yy) 
(7(7 2 ' 
(yy) 
Iu'lr = (yx) -- . 
2 
The ratio of Iu and J'~~" for emission is then given by : 
18 
(2.23) 
(2.24) 
(2.25) 
The observed intensity ratio may then be compared with the results of a 
transition probability calculation for the two energy levels involved. More-
over, if the emission is also by Iu, i.e. "(6 --+ "Yr, then a 2:1 ratio is expected 
for the (yy):(yx) polarisation as already mentioned above. 
This approach will be discussed further in Chapter 5 with specific refer-
ence to the C4v centre polarisation data. 
2. 7 Fluorescence Lifetimes 
When an ion in a crystal lattice is raised to an excited state the system can 
decay by a number of relaxation processes. These can be classified into two 
types of processes, radiative or non-radiative. Thus the observed fluorescence 
lifetime, r, of an excited level b is given by : 
-1 "WR "WNR 
1' = ~ a,b + ~ a,b ' (2.26) 
a a 
where the summations are for the transitions terminating on a final level 
a; W R includes both purely electronic and phonon assisted vibronic radia-
tive processes; the non-radiative processes WNR include relaxation by multi-
phonon emission and effective energy transfer interactions. The relative prob-
ability of these two types of processes depends on several factors, including : 
- the nature of the ion. 
- the nature of the lattice. 
- the energy gap between the fluorescing level 
and the next lowest energy levels. 
- the coupling of the ion to the lattice. 
- the coupling of two or more ions. 
At low rare earth ion concentrations, or for simple isolated symmetry cen-
tres, the contribution from the coupling of two or more nearby ions can be 
neglected. 
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Multi-phonon relaxation may occur when the energy separation between 
the excited and the next lowest energy levels is larger than the highest energy 
phonon of the lattice. Several theoretical techniques have been developed to 
calculate the transition rates of the multi-phonon processes. Kiel (1964) 
treated the problem by applying conventional time dependent perturbation 
theory in high order. Subsequent theoretical treatments by Miyakawa and 
Dexter (1970) and Fong, Naberhuis and Miller (1972) yield more complex de-
pendence of the rate of multi-phonon emission on the energy gap and temper-
ature. Riseberg and Moos (1968) developed a phenomenological treatment 
which was found to be successful, within a factor of 2 to 3, when describing 
a wide body of experimental data on multi-phonon transition rates. 
In a simple phenomenological approach of a single frequency phonon model 
(Partlow et al.1967, Riseberg et al. 1967, 1968, Weber 1968), the spontaneous 
transition rate at low temperatures is taken to vary approximately as : 
(2.27) 
where A is a constant and the order n is related to the energy gap dE by : 
dE 
n = hw , (2.28) 
w being the dominant angular frequency of the phonons. The ratio of the 
n-th order transition rate to the (n -1)th order rate in a given host is given 
by a coupling constant f where : 
w<n) 
€ = w<n-1) ~ 1 ' (2.29) 
which reflects the strength of the RE3+ ion-phonon coupling and correlates 
with the magnitude of the crystalline fields. 
The validity of this approach depends on the extent to which the pre-
cise features, associated with each individual phonon and set of participating 
levels, are statistically averaged out as a result of the number of phonons 
involved together with the number of equivalent processes for each phonon. 
This approach is discussed in Chapter 5, with specific reference to the hy-
drogenic G4v and the F- cluster centres. 
Chapter 3 
Experimental 
3.1 Crystals 
The single crystal samples used in this study were either obtained from Opto-
vac Inc. (U.S.A.) or grown in this department by the Bridgman-Stockbarger 
method, using a 38 kilowatt radio frequency furnace manufactured by Arthur 
D. Little Company. All locally grown crystals were prepared from alkaline 
earth fluoride starting material supplied by Optovac Inc.. The rare earth 
dopant in the form of tri-fluoride, supplied by Ventron, Alfa Products U.S.A, 
was added to give the desired molar concentration of trivalent rare earth. A 
dopant concentration of 0.05% or less was used in this study, this being a 
compromise between having sufficient rare earth dopant to give observable 
spectral line intensities but not so much that complex clusters become dom-
inant. 
Hydrogen and its isotopes can be introduced into the crystals by the 
method of Hall and Schumacher (1962). The crystals were placed in a 
graphite boat in contact with a strip of aluminium wire inside the hydro-
genation furnace. They were then heated to 100°0 under vacuum to remove 
absorbed gases and water vapour. Appropriate gas was then introduced to 
the desired pressure (0.3 atmospheric pressure) and the temperature raised 
to and maintained at 850°0 for the duration of the hydrogenation process. 
The variety of spectroscopically distinct hydrogenic centres was found to in-
crease with the length of the hydrogenic treatment (Cockroft 1987). To avoid 
the formation of complex multi-ion clusters during the cooling down of the 
crystals, they were rapidly quenched by pulling them out of the furnace to 
room temperature. No significant difference was observed in the number of 
different cluster centres formed between quenching to room temperature or 
by immersing in liquid nitrogen. 
Crystals oriented in the (100) direction were obtained using the (111) 
cleavage planes for reference, as illustrated in Fig. 3.1. 
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Figure 3.1: Diagram showing the (111) cleavage planes of the CaF2 cubic 
structure. 
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3.2 Low Temperature Cryostat 
A CTI-Cryogenic's Model 21C Cryodyne cryocooler was used to cool all the 
samples measured. The cryocooler consists of a Model 21 two stage cold 
head, a Model SCW (water cooled) compressor unit and accessories. It pro-
vides reliable refrigeration at temperatures down to 10 K for long continuous 
periods and the cold head could operate in any orientation without loss of 
performance. The manufacturer's specification of the refrigeration capacity 
is reproduced in Fig. 3.2 while Fig. 3.3 shows the cold head unit and the 
sample holders. 
3.3 Optical Absorption 
Optical absorption spectra were recorded photoelectrically on a Spex 1700 
monochromator using a 100 watt Tungsten Halogen lamp, powered by a 
stabilised supply, as the light source. The monochromator had a 3/4 metre 
focal length Czerny-Turner optical configuration with an effective aperture 
of f/6.8. A plane grating with 1180 grooves/mm blazed at 750 nm gave 
a dispersion of 1.06 nm/mm in first order. The photomultiplier tubes used 
were an R.C.A. type C31034 (S20 spectral response) for wavelengths less than 
880 nm and a R.C.A. type 7102 (Sl spectral response) for wavelengths greater 
than 880 nm. The 7102 tube was cooled to -100°C using a liquid nitrogen 
cooler (TE-176- RF) supplied by Products for Research Inc.. The C31034 
tube was cooled to -25°C using a thermal electric cooler (TE-104-RF-002) 
supplied by Products for Research Inc.. The output of the photomultiplier 
was amplified by a Keithley Instruments 610B Electrometer and the output 
displayed on a Sekonic SS250F chart recorder. The weak absorption of the 
rare earth ions was usually measured with high gain setting and using a zero 
suppressor designed by the electronics workshop in this department. 
3.4 Laser Selective Excitation Fluorescence 
and Excitation Measurements 
A Spectra Physics Model 375 tunable dye laser with Rhodamine 6G dye was 
excited by a Spectra Physics Model 171 15 watt Argon-Ion laser. The dye 
laser was modified by Dr. R.J. Reeves to accommodate a Spectra Physics 
three-plate birefringent filter. This gave a capability to tune continuously 
across the desired frequency range with an added benefit of eliminating 
the troublesome sidebands associated with the original tuning wedge and 
etalon. Rotational motion of the birefringent filter was achieved by using a 
0.5 mm/rev. micrometer shaft as shown in Fig. 3.4. An unidirection stepping 
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Refrigeration Capacity: 
The values listed below represent the minimum refrigeration 
capacities of the second-stage cold station, assum1ng the following 
conditions: 
-No heat load applied to the first-stage cold station 
- An ambient temperature of 75°F 
- No thermal radiation or gas conduction heat load 
Applied Second-Stage 
Heat Load 
(watts) 
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Cold-Station Temperature 
for 60-Hz operation (K) 
10.0 
16.0 
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Temperature Stability under Constant Load: + l.OK 
(At the Second-Stage Cold Station) 
No-load Cooldown Time to 20K: 30 minutes; 50-Hz power 
lO 
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Figure 3.2: Specifications of the closed cycle refrigerator. Reproduced from 
the manufacturer's manual (CTI-Cryogenic Ltd.). 
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motor was adapted to drive the micrometer for the excitation experiments. 
The line-width of the dye laser was approximately 1 cm-1 and the typical 
laser power used for the experiments was 100 mW. The strong near-infrared 
fluorescence from energy levels of the R multiplet to the levels of 4 I multiplets 
was measured photoelectrically with the equipment outlined above using the 
R.C.A. S1 spectral response photomultiplier tube. 
3.5 Laser Selective Excitation Upconversion 
Fluorescence Measurements 
The equipment used was the same as for the fluorescence experiments de-
scribed above. The fluorescence spectrum was measured photoelectrically 
using a Spex 1403 double monochromator with a 0.85 metre focal length 
Czerny-Turner optical system. Plane gratings with 1800 groovesjmm blazed 
at 500 nm gave a dispersion of 10 cm-1 /mm at 514.5 nm. An R.C.A. 
C31034 photomultiplier was used and its output was sent to a discrimina-
tor Model1121 and photon counter Model 1112 combination manufactured 
by Princeton Applied Research. The double monochromator was controlled 
by a Spex CD2A computer drive, which was in turn interfaced to an Apple 
He microcomputer. Data and relevant information for each spectrum were 
permanently stored on 5.25 inch floppy discs. Appendix A gives the specific 
details of the interfacing which was developed during the early stages of the 
present investigation. 
3.6 Fluorescence Lifetime Measurements 
A tunable pulsed dye laser system manufactured by Photochemical Research 
Associates Inc. was used as the exciting source. The system consisted of a 
Model LNlOOO 2 Megawatt TEA nitrogen laser, a Model LN107 high res-
olution dye laser and a Model DD1790 microprocessor scanning unit. The 
nitrogen laser produced sub- nanosecond pulses of 2 MW peak pulse power. 
The dye laser could produce peak pulse powers of 200 k W with a .04 nm band 
width when pumped by the nitrogen laser. It had a pulse width of approxi-
mately 500 picoseconds. The fluorescence was detected using the Spex 1700 
monochromator and the R.C.A. C31034 photomultiplier tube as described 
for optical absorption experiments. The output of the photomultiplier was 
connected to a boxcar averager system manufactured by Stanford Research 
Systems Inc.. It consisted of a Model SR250 Gated Integrator Boxcar, a 
Model SR235 Analog Processor and a Model SR245 Computer Interface. 
This system was computer driven by an I.B.M. PC computer and the menu 
driven software package SR265 supplied by Standford Research Systems Inc .. 
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Figure 3.4: Diagram showing the birefringent filter unit. 
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The use of an EG&G Ortec Model574 Timing Amplifier and/or a Model9305 
Fast Preamplifier did not significantly improve the signal to noise ratio. 
Initial measurements were made using the conventional method of fast 
pulse amplifier with 50 ohm termination for impedance matching, but signals 
were found to be very weak and were comparable to noise. Several alternative 
approaches were considered (see Appendix B) and the integral method was 
chosen for its simplicity in design and implementation. It had the advantages 
of rejecting induced noise and a lack of requirement for impedance matching 
as reflected signals due to mismatch integrate to zero. The integral method 
was implemented in the form of a resetable integrator, as shown in Fig. 3.5, 
which was designed and tested by Mr. C.H. Rowe of the electronic work shop 
in this department. The fluorescence lifetime measurements obtained for 
several well documented centres in the Sr F2 : N d3+ and CaF2 : N d3+ systems 
agree with other workers, within the uncertainties of the experimental data 
and the data reduction methods used, thus giving confidence in the integral 
method. A brief discussion of the analysis of the signal strength, the box-car 
averager, the integral method and the data reduction methods can be found 
in Appendix B. 
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Figure 3.5: Circuit diagram of the resetable integrator. 
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Chapter 4 
Optical absorption 
4.1 Introduction 
The optical absorption spectra of the trivalent rare earth ions at low temper-
atures usually consists of distinct groups of narrow lines of various intensities. 
These lines correspond to transitions from the lower crystal field levels of the 
ground LS J multiplet to the crystal field levels of the upper LS J multiplets 
of the 4fn configuration. 
The absorption spectra of CaF2 : Nd3+ and SrF2 : Nd3+ were measured 
at 10 K. At this temperature only transitions from the Z1 ground state were 
present. Each symmetry centre has its own characteristic set of absorption 
lines. The measured absorption spectra comprised of a superposition of the 
lines of all centres present with relative intensities determined by the abun-
dance of each centre in the crystal. Additional lines appeared in the higher 
temperature (77 K) absorption spectra corresponding to transitions from 
the thermally populated excited Z2 crystal field level and such spectra are, 
therefore, more complex to analyse. 
Extensive studies by many workers (Al'tshuler et al. 1970, Tallant et al. 
1976, Andree et al. 1981, Jones et al. 1986, Reeves 1987) of fluoride crystals 
doped with RES+ions have established several possible charge compensation 
arrangements. Complex cluster charge compensation centres are dominant 
for RES+ ion concentrations above 0.2% whereas for RES+ ion concentrations 
less than or equal to 0.05% the single ion centre is dominant. Examples of 
some charge compensation centres are shown in Fig. 4.1. 
As N d3+ ion has an odd number of 4/ electrons, all its crystal field 
levels are at least two fold degenerate (Kramers' degeneracy). For a given 
symmetry centre there can be, at most, J 1/2 crystal field levels for a given 
J multiplet. The absorption spectra of transitions to multiplets of low J 
value are therefore simplest to analyse. Consequently the absorption spectra 
of transitions to the 2 P112 (I), 4F312 (R) and 4D312 (L) multiplets were first 
studied. 
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Figure 4.1: Examples of some charge compensation symmetry centres in 
CaF2 • 
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The absorption spectra of the R and L multiplets are of particular inter-
est. While the former is the multiplet from which the N d3+ ion's strongest 
fluorescence is observed, the latter was also found to fluoresce in an energy 
upconversion process. These fluorescence results are presented in Chapters 
5 and 6. 
The absorption spectra of the 2H 11; 2 (C) and, 4G5; 2 and 2G1t2 (D) mul-
tiplets were also studied because they lie within the frequency range of the 
Rhodamine 6G dye and are, therefore, candidates for laser selective excita-
tion studies. 
4.2 Absorption Spectra of Crystals Before Hy-
drogenation Treatment 
The absorption spectra of the five multiplets studied are presented in Figs. 4.2 
to 4.11. 
At 0.05% N d3+ ion concentration the low temperature absorption spec-
tra of CaF2 : Nd3+ are similar to those of SrF2 : Nd3+ but are complicated 
by the fact that there are three dominant symmetry centres; one tetragonal 
(L or C4v) and two orthorhombic (M, N) in CaF2 : N d3+ whereas only 
one distinct tetragonal centre is present in Sr F2 : N d3+. Thermal treatment 
under vacuum with the same thermal cycling procedure as in the hydrogena-
tion treatment, decreased the intensity of the absorption lines attributed to 
the two orthorhombic symmetry centres. This is consistent with their being 
multi-ion cluster centres which can be broken up by thermal treatment. 
The tetragonal and the two orthorhombic symmetry centres found in 
CaF2 : N d3+and the tetragonal centre in Sr F2 : N d3+ were identified by 
comparing the absorption spectra of the L and R multiplets both before 
and after thermal treatment. These results (see Chapter 5) are in complete 
agreement with earlier works (Voron'ko et al. 1965, 1966, 1969, Kask et al. 
1968a, b, Osiko 1971). 
The optical absorption spectrum of the C (2 H 11t2) multiplet was found 
to be very weak; only one line of the six expected for each symmetry centre 
was apparent in either SrF2 : Nd3+ or CaF2 : Nd3+. The weakness in 
the intensity was attributed to the predominant doublet character of the C 
multiplet. 
The absorption spectrum of the D multiplet spans a wavelength range 
of approximately 10 nm and consists of the 4G5t 2 and 2G7; 2 multiplets. The 
2G7; 2 multiplet has slightly higher energy than the 4 G5t2 multiplet and has 
relatively broad absorption lines. This broadness combined with an expected 
total of seven lines per symmetry centre makes the task of unravelling the 
energy levels of this multiplet difficult. 
The absorption spectrum of the L (4 D3; 2) multiplet was surprisingly weak 
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Parent 
I I I I I I I I 
880,0 8700 8600 
Wavelength (nm) 
Figure 4.2: 10 K 4F3; 2 (R) multiplet absorption spectrum for 
SrF2 : (0.05%)Nd3+ crystals before and after hydrogenation treatments. 
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Parent 
625.0 620.0 
Wavelength (nrn) 
Figure 4.3: 10 K 2 H 11; 2 (C) multiplet absorption spectrum for 
Sr F2 : (0.05%)N d3+ crystals before and after hydrogenation treatments. 
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Parent 
I I I I I I I I I I II I I I 
585,0 580,0 575,0 
Wave 1 ength (nm) 
Figure 4.4: 10 K 4 G5; 2 and 2 G7; 2 (D) multiplets absorption spectrum for 
SrFz: (0.05%)Nd3+ crystals before and after hydrogenation treatments. 
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J[· 
Wavelength (nm) 
Figure 4.5: 10 K 2P1; 2 (I) multiplet absorption spectrum for 
Sr F2 : (0.05%)N d3+ crystals before and after hydrogenation treatments. 
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n-
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365.0 360.0 
Wavelength (nm) 
Figure 4.6: 10 K 4 D312 (L) multiplet absorption spectrum for 
Sr F2 : (0.05%)N d3+ crystals before and after hydrogenation treatments. 
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when compared with other quartet multiplets. Its general appearance was 
found to be very similar to the R multiplet, namely two lines per symmetry 
centre for the two multiplets, as expected for J = 3/2 multiplets. 
4.3 Absorption Spectra of Crystals After Hy-
drogenation Treatment 
The absorption spectra of the hydrogenated crystals reveal additional lines 
for both CaF2 : Nd3+ and SrF2 : Nd3+ crystals and the spectra of the 
five multiplets studied are presented in Figs. 4.2 to 4.11 while the data are 
presented in Chapter 5. The number of additional lines was found to be a 
function of the length of the hydrogenation process as illustrated in Fig. 4.12. 
A detailed study of this aspect can be found in the work of Cockroft (1987) 
on CaF2 : Er3+. Isotope shifts were observed on comparison of H-, n- and 
r- crystals confirming the hydrogenic nature of these additional lines. 
A detailed analysis of the absorption spectra of the double light ion 
H- + r- and H- + n- crystals reveals additional structures near the hy-
drogenic lines. A comparison of the absorption spectra of the double hydro-
genated crystals with those of crystals which were hydrogenated separately 
with different hydride ions indicates that some of these centres involve more 
than one hydride ion. A representative example is shown in Fig. 4.13 which 
demonstrates the multiple charge compensating nature of these centres. 
4.4 Discussion 
The results of the optical absorption measurements confirmed the findings of 
previous authors on the major fluorine charge compensation centres (Kariss 
et al. 1965, Voron'ko et al. 1965, 1969, Kask et al. 1968a, b, Presland 1974, 
Freeth 1980). The results for the hydrogenated SrF2 : N d3+ crystals are all 
new, while the results for H-and n- centres in CaF2 : Nd3+ confirmed the 
R and L multiplets transitions observed by Presland (1974) whilst giving 
new results for the C and D multiplets. 
The hydrogenic lines can be classified into distinct groups but no attempt 
was made to assign any of these lines to specific centres through the optical 
absorption data alone. The details of each absorption line observed in the R 
multiplet and the assignment to specific symmetry centres are discussed in 
Chapter 5 together with the corresponding laser selective excitation results. 
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D· 
Wavelength (nm) 
Figure 4. 7: 10 K 4 F3; 2 ( R) multiplet absorption spectrum for 
CaF2 : (0.05%)N d3+ crystals before and after hydrogenation treatments. 
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Figure 4.8: 10 K 2 H11; 2 (C) multiplet absorption spectrum for 
CaF2 : (0.05%)N d3+ crystals before and after hydrogenation treatments. 
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585.0 
Wavelength (rnn) 
Figure 4.9: 10 K 4G5; 2 and 2G7; 2 (D) multiplets absorption spectrum for 
GaF2: (0.05%)Nd3+ crystals before and after hydrogenation treatments. 
Parent 
575.0 
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430.0 425.0 
Wavelength (nm) 
Figure 4.10: 10 K 2 P1; 2 (I) multiplet absorption spectrum for 
CaF2 : (0.05%)N d3+ crystals before and after hydrogenation treatments. 
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I I 
360.0 355.0 
Wavelength (nm) 
Figure 4.11: 10 K 4 D 3; 2 (L) multiplet absorption spectrum for 
CaF2 : (0.05%)N d3+ crystals before and after hydrogenation treatments. 
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Figure 4.12: 10 K 4F3; 2 (R) multiplet absorption spectrum of deuterated 
SrF2 : (0.05%)Nd3+ crystals for a) 68 hours (top); b) 102 hours (bottom). 
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Expanded scale 
870.0 
Wavelength (nm) 865.0 
Figure 4.13: 10 K '1 F312 (R) multiplet absorption spectrum of a mixed 
r- + H- Sr F2 : (0.05%)N d3+ crystal. 
Chapter 5 
Laser Selective Excitation 
5.1 Introduction 
Traditionally assignment of RES+ crystal field levels to specific symmetry 
centres is achieved by the method of concentration series (Voron'ko et al. 
1966, 1969). Such assignments are confirmed by the observation of a common 
energy level separation, equal to the spacing between the two lowest crystal 
field levels of the ground multiplets, between pairs of absorption lines, to-
gether with temperature dependence of the intensities of these lines (Smalley 
1971). An alternative method is to use the technique of laser selective exci-
tation developed by Wright and co-workers (Tallant et al. 1976, Gustafson 
and Wright 1979). 
The application of the technique of selective excitation to the alkaline 
earth fluorides can be traced back to Voron'ko et al. s' studies (1965) of CaF2 : 
Er3+ where they used the combination of a strong white light source and a 
monochromator to selectively excite individual symmetry centres. They were 
able to separate, from the total absorption spectrum, the spectra belonging to 
three different types of centres, but were hampered by the low intensity and 
the band width of the light source. The development of the tunable dye laser 
provides an ideal intense light source for this technique, which was modified 
and improved by Wright and co-workers in their laser selective excitation 
studies (Tallant et al. 1976, Gustafson and Wright 1979). 
The fluorescence spectrum of a specific RE3+ symmetry centre can be ob-
tained by setting the dye laser wavelength into resonance with an absorption 
line associated with that centre and scanning the monochromator to record 
the fluorescence. Judicious choice of non- overlapping absorption lines makes 
it possible to determine the crystal field levels belonging to each individual 
symmetry centre from the total absorption spectrum. The converse experi-
ment of monitoring non-overlapping fluorescence transitions while scanning 
the dye laser results in a single centre excitation spectrum which indicates 
the absorption lines belonging to the monitored centre. This technique gives 
much higher sensitivity and resolvability than optical absorption but, in prac-
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tice, there are often near coincidences of transitions from different symmetry 
centres. 
Laser selective excitation studies at lOK were carried out on all the centres 
identified in the absorption spectra of the SrF2 : Nd'H and CaF2 : Nd'H 
systems. The C and D multiplets were excited by a tunable dye laser using 
R6G dye, while monitoring the strong near-infrared fluorescence transitions 
from the R multiplet. The equipment used enabled the detection of the near-
infrared fluorescence transitions from the R multiplet to the levels of Z and 
Y multiplets. 
As a consequence of strong non-radiative processes involving hydrogenic 
ions both the H- and n- centres have weaker fluorescence than their corre-
sponding F- centres by factors of 104 and 102 respectively. Discrimination of 
H- centres from other centres was hampered by the weak fluorescence of the 
H- centre and by overlapping absorption lines of other F- centres for the 
multiplets being excited; consequently the corresponding n- centres were 
preferentially studied. In addition to the new hydrogenic symmetry centres 
identified in the absorption spectra, four new fluorine centres were identified 
for SrF2 : Nd'H and six for CaF2 : NdB+. 
Excitation spectra were used to assign crystal field levels of the C and 
D multiplets; the assignment of other multiplets was obtained by correlation 
with additional results from energy upconversion measurements, which are 
to be presented in Chapter 6. 
The results for each individual symmetry centre will be discussed in the 
remainder of this chapter together with their associated optical absorption 
results. As a general result for N d3+, no fluorescence was observed di-
rectly from the excited C and D multiplets, which indicates a very fast 
non-radiative de-excitation from these excited multiplets to the emitting R 
multiplet. This is consistent with earlier studies of N d'H ions in other host 
materials (Reddy and Venkatesvarlu 1983). 
5.2 The Tetragonal Symmetry Centres (C4v; 
L centre of Voron'ko et al. 1965) 
5.2.1 Before Hydrogenation Treatment 
At 0.05% N d3+ ion concentration, the absorption spectra of the Sr F2 : N d3+ 
system is dominated by lines of the tetragonal symmetry charge compensat-
ing centre; the optical absorption spectra being that described in Chapter 
4. The absorption lines pattern for the same tetragonal symmetry centre in 
CaF2 : N d'H closely resembles its counterpart in Sr F2 : N d'H. 
The fluorescence spectra of this symmetry centre in both S r F2 : N d3+ and 
CaF2 : N d3+ were recorded and are shown in Figs. 5.1 and 5.2 respectively. 
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They exhibit the strongest fluorescence of all the centres observed for 0.05% 
N dB+ ion concentration. 
Analysis of the 60 K fluorescence spectra revealed transitions from the 
second crystal field level of the R multiplet, R2 -+ Z11 at wavelengths of 
857.05 (±.05) nm and 854.0 (±.1) nm for SrF2 : NdB+ and CaF2 : NdB+ 
respectively. The assigned energy levels of the C4v F- centre are listed 
in Tables. 5.1 and 5.2 for SrF2 : Nd8+ and CaF2 : Nd8+ respectively. A 
detailed analysis of the fluorescence spectra failed to locate the R 1 -+ Z4 
transition in the region predicted by Freeth and Jones (1982) in their crystal 
field calculations. The presence of an additional energy level situated at 164 
cm-1 in the SrF2 : Nd8+ system was observed confirming the observation 
of Freeth and Jones (1982). The two transitions at 869.6 nm and 875.9 
nm associated with this energy level were found to have the same energy 
separation as the R2 to R1 separation. The observation of this energy level 
in energy upconversion, which is discussed in Chapter 6, reinforces Freeth's 
suggestion that this level belongs to the C4v symmetry centre. However, 
an attempt to accommodate this level in the crystal field analysis failed to 
give a good overall fit and its absence in C aF2 : N dB+ raises doubts as to its 
electronic origin. Results from the hydrogenated C4v centres in Sr F2 : N d3+, 
presented below, also show similar additional structures on the R 1 -+ Z3 
electronic transition. This suggests that the 164 cm-1 level is a vibronic 
feature associated with all the C4v centres, which is apparent in Sr F2 , but 
not in CaF2 • 
5.2.2 After Hydrogenation Treatment 
The fluorescence spectra of the C4v H- centres for both Sr F2 : N d3+ and 
CaF2 : Nd8+ were very weak and, as observations were also hampered by 
strong fluorescence from other centres, only a few of the 4 I 9t 2 multiplet energy 
levels were identified for this centre. Consequently the corresponding n-
and T- centres were preferentially studied. Hydrogenic C4v centre spectra 
for both SrF2 : Nd8+ and CaF2 : Nd3+ are presented in Figs. 5.1 to 5.3 and 
their corresponding energy levels are listed in Table 5.3. 
All the hydrogenic C4v centres observed have spectra with a similar flu-
orescence intensity pattern to that of the corresponding C4v F- spectrum. 
For the R1 -+ Z1 transition only a small isotope shift was observed between 
H-, n- and T- as indicated in the absorption spectrum of the 4 F3t2 mul-
tiplet, Fig. 5.4. A comparison of the optical absorption results confirmed 
the R1 -+ Z1 transition to be at 8631.1 (±.1), 8664.6 (±.2), 8663.3 (±.3) 
and 8664.1 (±.2) nm for F-, T-, n- and H- analogues in SrF2 : Nd8+ 
respectively. The Z2 energy levels of n- and T- centres in Sr F2 : N d8+ are 
similar and are situated approximately 82 cm-1 above the Z1 energy level in 
each case, whereas for then- centre in CaF2 : N d3+ the Z2 to Z1 separation 
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Figure 5.1: 10 K fluorescence spectra of the C.w F~, T~, n- and H~ centres 
of S r F2 : N d3+ crystals. • unidentified line. 
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Figure 5.2: 10 K fluorescence spectra of CaF2 : N d3+ C4v p- centre. 
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Figure 5.3: 10 K fluorescence spectra of CaF2 
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is 110 cm-1• Additional structures were observed on the R1 -+ Z3 electronic 
transition for H-, n-and T- centres in SrF2 : Nd3+ but not for any centre 
in C aF2 : N d3+. These correlate with the additional energy level (164 em - 1) 
previously described for the Sr F2 : N d3+ C4v F- centre. 
Another additional electronic transition was observed in the C4v n- and 
H- analogues fluorescence spectra at 921.7 nm and 921.4 nm for SrF2 : 
N d3+, and at 932.6 nm for the n- analogue in CaF2 : N d3+. It has the 
same tuning characteristics as the other electronic lines for the same centre, 
but its absence in the T- and F- spectra makes its origin uncertain. An 
attempt to treat it as terminating on either the z4 or z5 level in the crystal 
field analysis failed to give a good overall fit and it was therefore omitted in 
the final crystal field analysis to be presented in Chapter 7. 
Local mode vibronic lines were observed for all the hydrogenic C4v cen-
tres studied. The two vibronic lines associated with each electronic transition 
have energy separations from their parent electronic transition closely match-
ing the local mode vibronic frequencies, which have been observed in infrared 
absorption studies (Edgar et al. 1977). The observed C4v local mode vibronic 
frequencies ofT-, n- and H- for SrF2 : Nd3+ and CaF2 : Nd3+ are pre-
sented in Table 5.4. They match the predicted infrared n- and T- local 
mode frequencies, as deduced from the observed H- local mode frequencies 
for reduced mass factors of 1.39 and 1.67 respectively. The R1 -+ Z5 elec-
tronic transition showed the strongest and clearest vibronic lines which are 
presented in Figs. 5.5 and 5.6. Local mode vibronic lines corresponding to the 
additional transition observed in the 910 nm region in the n- spectra were 
also evident as shown in Figs. 5.5 and 5.6. They have the same energy sepa-
ration from their parent electronic transition as the vibronics corresponding 
to the other electronic lines of the C4v n- centre. 
5.2.3 Polarisation 
For (100) orientated crystals, the intensity pattern of the polarised fluores-
cence spectrum for the appropriate transitions is expected to closely follow 
the predicted ratios as discussed in Chapter 2. Polarised fluorescence spectra 
of the G4v F-, T- and n- centres, obtained by exciting different crystal field 
levels of the C and D multiplets, for both Sr F2 : N d3+ and CaF2 : N d3+ are 
presented in Figs. 5. 7 to 5.23. The complex intensity pattern of these po-
larised fluorescence spectra can be analysed following the phenomenological 
approach as discussed in Chapter 2. 
Firstly, the absolute intensity measured is not significant due to different 
settings of slit width and gain for each set of polarisation spectra. Difficulties 
arise from not knowing the symmetry of the excited and the fluorescing levels. 
Fortunately, the symmetry of the various levels in the 4 I multiplets have been 
determined by Freeth and Jones (1982) in their Zeeman study of the G4v F-
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Figure 5.4: 10 K R multiplet absorption spectrum of SrF2 : N d3+ showing 
the lines associated with the C4v centre. 
a) n- + H-; b) y- + H-. 
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Figure 5.5: 10 K fluorescence spectrum showing the vibronic lines associated 
with the R1 -+ Zi transitions for the SrF2 : Nd3+ C4v a) r- and b) D~ 
centres. * unidentified line. 
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Figure 5.6: 10 K fluorescence spectrum showing the vibronic lines associated 
with the R1 -+ Z5 transitions for the CaF2 : N d3+ n- C4v centres. * 
unidentified line. 
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Figure 5. 7: 60 K polarised fluorescence spectrum of R1 --+ Z1,2,3 transitions 
for SrF2 : Nd3+ C4v p- centre with laser excitation at 17199 cm-1 (in air) 
for a) (yy) and b) (yx) polarisation. 
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Figure 5.8: 10 K polarised fluorescence spectrum of R 1 -+ Z5 transition for 
Sr F2 : N d3+ C4v F- centre with laser excitation at 15968 cm-1 (in air) for 
a) (yx) and b) (yy) polarisation. 
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Figure 5.9: 10 K polarised fluorescence spectrum of R1 --t Y1,2,3,4 transitions 
for Sr F2 : N d3+ C4v F- centre with laser excitation at 15968 cm-1 (in air) 
for a) (yx) and b) (yy) polarisation. 
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Figure 5.10: 60 K polarised fluorescence spectrum of R 1 ~ Z1,2,3 transitions 
for CaF2 : Nd3+ C4v F- centre with laser excitation at 17347 cm-1 (in air) 
for a) (yx) and b) (yy) polarisation. 
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Figure 5.11: 60 K polarised fluorescence spectrum of R1 -+ Z5 transition for 
CaF2 : Nd3+ C4v F- centre with laser excitation at 17347 cm-1 (in air) for 
a) (yx) and b) (yy) polarisation. 
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Figure 5.12: 60 K polarised fluorescence spectrum of R1 -+- ¥1,2,3,4 transitions 
for CaF2 : Nd3+ C4v F- centre with laser excitation at 17347 cm-1 (in air) 
for a) (yx) and b) (yy) polarisation. 
a.) 
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Figure 5.13: 10 K polarised fluorescence spectrum of R 1 -+ Z1,2,3 transitions 
for SrF2 : Nd3+ C4v T- centre with laser excitation at 17299 cm-1 (in air) 
for a) (yx) and b) (yy) polarisation. 
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a) 
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Figure 5.14: 10 K polarised fluorescence spectrum of R1 -+ Z5 transition for 
SrFz: N d3+ C4v r- centre with laser excitation at 17299 cm-1 (in air) for 
a) (yx) and b) (yy) polarisation. 
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Figure 5.15: 10 K polarised fluorescence spectrum of R 1 -+ Y1,2,3 ,4 transitions 
for SrF2 : Nd3+ C4v T- centre with laser excitation at 17299 cm- 1 (in air) 
for a) (yx) and b) (yy) polarisation. 
1040.0 
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centres in CaF2 : N dS+ and Sr F2 : N d3+. 
Using these results as a basis it was possible to deduce the possible sym-
metries of the excited and emitting levels. The present analysis based on the 
phenomenological approach is more clearly illustrated by way of examples. 
Consider the excitation of the energy level at 16061 em -l for the S r F 2 : N d3+ 
C4v p- centre. The intensity pattern of the electronic transitions terminat-
ing at levels having "'(7 symmetry showed an approximately 2:1 ratio for 
(yy):(yx) polarisation intensities. This suggests the emitting level, Rt, has 
a "Ya symmetry and that the initial excitation involved Q polarisation only, 
i.e. "'fa ~ "'17 transition, with the excited level having a "Y7 symmetry. From 
equation 2.22 the total effects can be summarised as follows : 
(yy) (yx) 
(5.1) 
The electric-dipole transition rules indicate a 2:1 ratio for (yy):(yx) polari-
sation intensities of transitions involving two energy levels of different sym-
metry, which is in close agreement with the present observation where : 
(yy):(yx) 1.6 ( R1 "'fa ~ z2 "'17) 
1.8 (R1 "'fa ~ Zs "'11) 
1.9 (R1 "Ys ~ 'unidentified line') 
1.8 ( R1 "Ys ~ Y1 "11) 
(5.2) 
All of the polarisation intensity ratios derived from the data have an un-
certainty of up to ±12%. For transitions between two levels of the same 
symmetry, the relationship is : 
and 
lcru = (yy) 
2 
IU1r = (yx) 
giving the fluorescence intensity ratios : 
0.92 (R1 "Ys ~ Z1 "Ys) 
23.0 (R1 "'fa ~ Y4 "'fa) 
0.22 ( R2 "'11 ~ z2 "'11) 
6.0 ( R2 "'11 ~ Za "'11) 
(5.3) 
(5.4) 
(5.5) 
The assignment of "Ys symmetry to the emitting level, R1, is further supported 
by the observation of a 2:1 ratio for the (yy):(yx) polarisation intensities of 
the R2 ~ Z1 transition. This means the symmetry of the R2 energy level is 
"'17. 
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Figure 5.16: 10 K polarised fluorescence spectrum of R1 -+ Y2,3,4 transitions 
for SrF2 : Nd3+ C4v r- centre with laser excitation at 17299 cm-1 (in air) 
for a) (yy) and b) (yx) polarisation. 
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Figure 5.17: 10 K polarised fluorescence spectrum of R1 -+ Y5,6 transitions 
for Sr F2 : N d3+ C4v r- centre with laser excitation at 17299 cm-1 (in air) 
for a) (yy) and b) (yx) polarisation. 
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Figure 5.18: 10 K polarised fluorescence spectrum showing the vibronic lines 
associated with the R 1 --* Z1 transitions for Sr F2 : N d3+ C4v r- centre with 
laser excitation at 17299 em -l (in air) for a) (yx) and b) (yy) polarisation. 
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Figure 5.19: 10 K polarised fluorescence spectrum showing the vibronic lines 
associated with the R1 --+ Z5 transition for Sr F2 : N d3+ C4v r- centre with 
laser excitation at 17299 cm- 1 (in air) for a) (yx) and b) (yy) polarisation. 
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In contrast, for excitation of the energy level at 17346 em -l, there is 
not a 2:1 ratio for the fluorescent transitions involving levels of different 
symmetries. This indicates that both u and 1r polarisations are involved in 
the initial excitation and that the excited level must have the same symmetry 
as the ground level, i.e. 16 • The total effect is then given by equation 2.20 
to be: 
(yy) (yx) 
ItY(f Iu1r 
l1r1r l1ru 
Iuu luu 
Then for fluorescent transitions between levels of different symmetry : 
and 
(yx)- (yy) 
2 
and the absorption intensities ratios : 
8.5 
29.0 
24.3 
29.7 
(Rt '"'Ia -t Z211) 
(Rt '"'/6 -t Zs11) 
( Rt '"'/6 ---t Yt 11) 
(R2 11 -t Zt '"'/6) 
(5.6) 
(5.7) 
(5.8) 
(5.9) 
These results are reasonably self consistent, with the exception of the R 1 ---t 
Z2 transition. This transition is situated very close to the more intense R2 -t 
Z3 transition, which might have had an effect on the intensity measurement. 
The calculated 1r:u ratio shows that the initial excitation is dominated by 1r, 
and for this case equation 5.6 can be reduced to : 
(yy) (yx) (5.10) 
giving rise to the following ratios 1r:u for transitions between levels of the 
same symmetry : 
(yy):(yx) 0.94 (Rt '"'Ia -t Zt '"'Ia) 
22.0 (Rt '"'Ia -t Y4 '"'Ia) 
o.21 (R2 11 -t z2 11) 
5.75 (R2 '"'11 ---t Zs 11) 
33.0 (R2 11 -t Yt 11) 
(5.11) 
These results compare favourably with those obtained in the first example 
mentioned above (see equation 5.5). 
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Figure 5.20: 10 K polarised fluorescence spectrum of R1 --1- Z1,2,3 transitions 
for SrF2 : Nd3+ C4v n- centre with laser excitation at 15972 cm-1 (in air) 
for a) (yx) and b) (yy) polarisation. 
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Figure 5.21: 10 K polarised fluorescence spectrum of R1 -+ Z5 transition for 
SrF2 : Nd3+ C4v n- centre with laser excitation at 15972 cm-1 (in air) for 
a) (yx) and b) (yy) polarisation. 
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Figure 5.22: 10 K polarised fluorescence spectrum of R 1 --+ Y1,2,3,4 transitions 
for SrF2 : Nd3+ C4v n- centre with laser excitation at 15972 cm-1 (in air) 
for a) (yx) and b) (yy) polarisation. 
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Figure 5.23: 10 K polarised fluorescence spectrum showing the vibronic lines 
associated with the R1 _,. Z 5 transitions for Sr F2 : N d3+ C4v n- centre with 
laser excitation at 15972 cm-1 (in air) for a) (yx) andb) (yy) polarisation. 
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The polarised fluorescence spectra of the C4v n- and T- centres were 
similarly analysed. The derived symmetry for the various energy levels of the 
4 I multiplets follows that of the C4v F- centre with the exception that the 
symmetries of the Y2 and Y8 energy levels are interchanged. This is consistent 
with the eigenfunctions obtained in the respective crystal field analyses to 
be discussed in Chapter 7. The intensity pattern of the vibronic lines can 
be derived from the electron-phonon interaction as discussed in Chapter 2. 
The observed intensity pattern of the (z) component of the vibronic lines 
showed close resemblance to that of the parent electronic level (see Chapter 
2). This behaviour was also observed for the vibronic levels associated with 
the additional electronic transition observed for C4v n- centres in CaF2 : 
N d3+ and SrF2 : Nd3+. 
5.2.4 Fluorescence Excitation Spectra 
Excitation spectra of C4v F- and its hydrogenic analogues for both SrF2 : 
N d3+ and CaF2 : N d3+ are presented in Figs. 5.24 to 5.31. These spectra 
show the crystal field levels of the excited multiplets corresponding to this 
symmetry configuration. The results are consistent with the optical absorp-
tion observations and unambiguously reveal the weaker absorption lines that 
are difficult to obtain in optical absorption measurements. A comparison of 
the C multiplet obtained by the two techniques clearly demonstrates the sen-
sitivity and resolvability of this technique over that of conventional optical 
absorption (see Figs. 5.20 and 4.8 ). 
5.2.5 Fluorescence Lifetimes 
Fluorescence decay lifetimes of the transitions between the emitting 4 F3; 2 
multiplet and the 4 19; 2 ground multiplet of the C4v F- centres and their n-
and T- analogues were measured for both SrF2 : Nd3+ and CaF2 : Nd3+. 
The C4v n- analogue proved to be very difficult to measure as a result of 
its very weak fluorescence and strong overlapping spurious fluorescence. The 
R1 ---+ Z1 fluorescence lifetimes for the C4v F- centre are found to be 1. 7 
ms (±10%) and 1.5 ms (±10%) for SrF2 : Nd3+ and CaF2 : Nd3+ respec-
tively, which is in good agreement with other workers (Kaminskii et al. 1965, 
Voron'ko et al. 1969), giving confidence to the results for then- and T- ana-
logues. The large uncertainty quoted above is a reflection of the difficulty in 
extracting the lifetime of the transition from the actual experimental data; 
a discussion of this particular aspect can be found in Appendix B. The flu-
orescence lifetime results are presented in Table 5.5, while Fig. 5.32 shows a 
representative selection of the fluorescence decay spectra obtained. No fluo-
rescence risetime was observed in the fluorescence of the R1 ---+ Z1 transition 
consistent with the general view that a very fast non-radiative de- excita-
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15922 160.>.5 16195 16293 
Wavenumber (em·•) 
Figure 5.24: 10 K excitation spectrum of the C multiplet of the Sr F2 : N d3+ 
C4v F- centre. 
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17121 176l!i 
Figure 5.25: 10 K excitation spectrum of the D multiplet of the Sr F2 : N d3+ 
C4v F- centre. 
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Figure 5.26: 10 K excitation spectrum of the C multiplet of the CaF2 : N d3+ 
C4v centre. 
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Figure 5.27: 10 K excitation spectrum of the D multiplet of the CaF2 : N d3+ 
C4v F- centre. 
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Figure 5.28: 10 K excitation spectrum of a) C and b) D multiplets of the 
SrF2 : Nd3+ C4v r- centre. 
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Figure 5.29: 10 K excitation spectrum of the D multiplet of the Sr F2 : N d3+ 
C4v n- centre. 
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Figure 5.30: 10 K excitation spectrum of the C multiplet of the Sr F 2 : N d3+ 
C4v n- centre. 
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Figure 5.31: 10 K excitation spectrum of a) G and b) D multiplets of the 
GaF2 : N d3+ G,w n- centre. 
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tion takes place from the excited multiplet to the emitting R multiplet. The 
marked decrease of the decay rate coupled with the observed decrease of the 
fluorescence intensity in the order going from F-, T-, n- to n- indicates 
an increasing contribution from the non-radiative processes to the overall 
decay lifetime. As the hydrogenic ions are electronically identical, the varia-
tions are attributed to non-radiative processes involving the respective local 
mode phonons. The energy gap dependence of the multiphonon transition 
rate can be determined following the phenomenological approach discussed 
in Chapter 2. 
In the phenomenological approach it is necessary to estimate the radia-
tive transition rate of the fluorescing energy level and subtract it from the 
observed fluorescence decay rate to obtain the non-radiative transition rate. 
In a first approximation it is deemed reasonable to assume the fluorescence 
decay of the F- ion is almost purely radiative, since the lattice frequencies 
of the F- ions are low. Equation 2.26 is reduced to : 
wff 
595 (± 10%) s-1 (5.12) 
For pure radiative processes the spontaneous electric dipole transition 
probability is given by Reeves (1987) as proportional to : 
(5.13) 
where B; is a crystal field parameter, C~k) is a Racah tensor operator and, 
't/J and 1/J' are the wavefunction of different states. This implies that the 
transition probabilities between the same two crystal field levels for equiv-
alent hydrogenic centres are proportional to the squares of the appropriate 
crystal field parameters. The validity of this approach can be shown by con-
sidering the fluorescence measurements obtained by Jones et al. (1969) for 
CaF2 : Gd3+. The 6 P7; 2 -+ 887; 2 transitions have an energy gap of 32000 
cm-1 and its relaxation process is considered to be purely radiative. The 
fluorescence lifetimes for the C4v F-, n- and n- centres were measured to 
be 11 (±1) ms, 3 ms and 4.0 (±0.5) ms. The crystal field parameter B5 was 
found to have the largest variation and was calculated (Edgar 1974) to be 
653 cm-1 and 1055 cm-1 for F- and n- respectively. Following the above 
argument, the fluorescence lifetime for the n- centre can be written as : 
B5 (F) 2 
B5 (H) rp 
4.2 ± 0.4 ms (5.14) 
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Figure 5.32: 10 K fluorescence decay spectrum for the R1 -+ Z1 transition of 
the SrF2 : Nd3+ and CaF2 : Nd3+ C4v centres. 
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which is similar to that measured. 
In the present case, the crystal field parameter B5 of the T- and n-
centres was found to have the largest variation with an average increase 
of 46% over the corresponding F- centre in Sr F2 : N d3+. Therefore the 
effective radiative transition rate for T-, n- and H- centres can be deduced 
to be: 
wfi 1 (0.69) 2 TF 
- 1249 (± 10%) 8-l (5.15) 
The order of the processes for the respective hydrogenic ions can be calculated 
using equation 2.29, while the non- radiative transition rate is given by : 
and the coupling constant € can be calculated from : 
w,(n) 
_T_ 
Wn 
€ 0.12 ± 0.05 
(5.16) 
(5.17) 
This value compares well with the value of 0.2 (±0.02) obtained by Riseberg 
and Moos (1968), but is slightly more than double that obtained by Reeves 
{1987) in a similar calculation for SrF2 : Pr3+. Using the value of 0.12 
for the coupling constant, the non-radiative transition rate WNR for H- is 
calculated to be : 
(WffR)(7) 
€(7-5) 
(5.5 ± 2.8) 
and subsequently the total fluorescence lifetime can be deduced as : 
1 
WJ} + WlfR 
180 ± 90 ns 
(5.18) 
(5.19) 
Unfortunately the present data does not give this lifetime so cannot validate 
this calculation, but judging from the close agreement achieved by Riseberg 
and Moos (1968) and Reeves (1987) it is not unreasonable to expect an 
agreement to within a factor of 2 to 3. 
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A similar approach could be applied to G aF2 : N d8+ but the present data 
are not sufficient to warrant such a calculation. 
In the present approach where WR is subtracted from r-I, the uncer-
tainties in WR can greatly affect the value and accuracy of wNR. This is 
especially prominent in the case of r-, where the multiphonon decay rates 
become smaller and approach the region where wR ~ wNR. Furthermore, 
the present approach, where W R is deduced from the p- centres for all 
the hydrogenic centres, is only a first approximation . This is certainly not 
strictly correct but the good agreement obtained by Reeves (1987) and the 
lack of additional data do not make it worthwhile at this stage to attempt a 
more complex calculation. 
5.3 The Ll Centres 
A new single REB+ ion charge compensation centre has been identified for 
SrF2 : Nd8+ and GaF2 : Nd3+. Its fluorescence spectrum showed a marked 
resemblance to that of the C4v p- centres, but the intensity is down by a 
factor of 10. As for all other G4v centres, there is a marked absence of the 
R1 4 Z4 transition in this centre. No additional transition was observed 
in the 910 nm region. The Z2 to Z1 energy level separation is 52.1 cm-1 
for SrF2 : Nd8+ and 75.3 cm-1 for CaF2 : Nd3+, in each case being 8 
cm-1 smaller than the corresponding separation for the p- C4v centres. 
The energy levels of this centre are listed in Table 5.6. Judging from the 
fluorescence line intensity pattern this centre is expected to have a closely 
related configuration to the C4v symmetry centre. 
5.4 The Csi {i=l,3, .. ) Centres 
5.4.1 Introduction 
Optical absorption spectra of the hydrogenated SrF2 : NdS+ and GaF2 : 
N d3+ crystals show that there are three other hydrogenic centres in addition 
to the hydrogenic G4v symmetry centre. Analysis of the mixed H- n-
crystals and their comparison with the corresponding singly hydrogenated 
crystals revealed that these centres involved multiple hydrogenic charge com-
pensating ions. 
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State Experimental State Experimental 
419/2 z1 "16 0 4F1;2, A1 "17 13525 ( ± 2) 
z2 "17 60.0 ( ± 1.6) 483/2 A2 "16 13581.0 ( ± 1.5) 
z3 "17 157.0 ( ± 1.8) A3 13723 ( ± 2) 
164.0 ( ± 1.8) A4 13731.0 ( ± 1.5) 
Z4 As 
Zs "16 637.0 ( ± 1.6) A6 
4 1nj2 y1 "17 2006.0 ( ± 1.6) 4F9f2 B1 
y2 "16 2044.0 ( ± 1.8) B2 "17 14807 ( ± 3) 
y3 "17 2050.0 ( ± 1.8) B3 "16 14843 ( ± 3) 
y4 "16 2061.0 ( ± 1.6) B4 
Ys "17 2280.0 ( ± 2.6) Bs 
y6 "16 2366.0 ( ± 1.6) 
2 Hn;2 c1 15968 ( ± 1) 
4113/2 x1 "17 3942 ( ± 2) c2 16010 ( ± 3) 
x2 "16 3984 ( ± 2) C3 16061 ( ± 3) 
X3 "{6 4009 ( ± 2) c4 16085 ( ± 3) 
x4 "17 Cs 16175 ( ± 3) 
Xs "17 c6 16214 ( ± 3) 
x6 "17 4348 ( ± 1) 
x1 "16 4365.0 ( ± 1.5) 4Gs;2, D1 17199 ( ± 2) 
2G1;2 D2 17346 ( ± 2) 
4115/2 w1 "16 5784 ( ± 2) D3 17381 ( ± 2) 
w1 "17 5923 ( ± 2) D4 17491 ( ± 3) 
W3 "16 5946 ( ± 2) Ds 17508 ( ± 3) 
W4 "17 D6 17529 ( ± 3) 
Ws "16 D1 17588 ( ± 3) 
w6 "{6 6516 ( ± 1) 
w1 "17 6527 ( ± 2) 2 P1j2, h 23485 ( ± 2) 
Wa "17 6593 ( ± 2) 2Psj2 12 
13 
4F3/2 R1 "16 11586.0 ( ± 1.5) 
R2 "17 11668.0 ( ± 1.5) 2P3j2 K1 26336 ( ± 3) 
K2 
4Fs;2, 81 "16 12557.0 ( ± 1.5) 
2 H9f2 82 "16 12631.0 ( ± 1.5) 4D3f2 L1 28182 ( ± 1) 
83 "17 12635.0 ( ± 1.5) L2 
84 "16 12709.0 ( ± 1.5) 
Ss "17 12722.0 ( ± 1.5) 
86 12725.0 ( ± 1.5) 
87 12942.0 ( ± 1.5) 
Sa 
Table 5.1: 10 K energy levels (in air cm-1) of the C4v p- centre in 
SrF2 : Nd3+. 
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State Experimental State Experimental 
4/9/2 z1 /e 0 4F1;2, A1 13538 ( ± 1) 
z2 /7 82 ( ± 1) 4Sa;2 A2 13590 ( ± 1) 
Za /7 198 ( ± 2) A a 13756 ( ± 1) 
z4 A4 13766 ( ± 1) 
z5 /e 746 ( ± 3) A5 13801 ( ± 1) 
A a 13806 ( ± 1) 4hl/2 yl /7 2032 ( ± 1) 
y2 /7 2086 ( ± 1) 4F9/2 B1 
Ya /e 2096 ( ± 1) B2 14769? ( ± 1) 
y4 /e 2105 ( ± 1) Ba 14780? ( ± 1) 
y5 /7 2354 ( ± 3) B4 14817? ( ± 3) 
Ye /e 2462 ( ± 2) B5 14864? ( ± 3) 
4haj2 x1 /7 3960 ( ± 1) 2 Hu;2 c1 15967 ( ± 2) 
x2 /e 4022 ( ± 1) c2 16022 ( ± 2) 
X a /e 4045 ( ± 3) Ca 16077.0 ( ± 1.5) 
x4 /7 c4 16100 ( ± 2) 
x5 /7 c5 16195 ( ± 5) 
Xe /7 4442? ( ± 3) Ce 16241 ( ± 3) 
x1 /e 4465 ( ± 1) 
4G5;2, D1 17183 ( ± 2) 4h5/2 w1 /e 5764 ( ± 1) 2G112 D2 17312 ( ± 2) 
w1 /7 5952 ( ± 1) Da 17347 ( ± 2) 
Wa /e 5974? ( ± 3) D4 17385 ( ± 3) 
W4 /7 6036? ( ± 3) D5 17518 ( ± 5) 
W5 /e De 17549 ( ± 5) 
We /e 6632 ( ± 1) D1 17620 ( ± 3) 
W1 /7 6639 ( ± 1) 
Wa /7 2 pl/2, h 23486.9 ( ± 2.5) 2D5/2 12 4Fa;2 R1 11594.0 ( ± 1.5) I a 
R2 11707.0 ( ± 1.5) 
2Paj2 K1 281091\' ( ± 3) 4F5;2, s1 12558 ( ± 1) K2 \ 
2 H9/2 s2 12628 ( ± 1) I I v·· Sa 12658 ( ± 1) 4Da;2 L1 26310 ( ± 3) 
s4 12728 ( ± 1) L2 
s5 12750 ( ± 1) 
Se 12764 ( ± 1) 
s7 
Sa 
Table 5.2: 10 K energy levels (in air cm-1) of the C4v F- centre in 
CaF2 : N d3+. ? Tentative assignment. 
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State 
419/2 z1 "!6 0 0 0 0 
z2 "17 81.2 ( ± 1.8) 80.3 ( ± 1.5) 79.4 ( ± 1.5) 110.0 ( ± 1.5) 
161.4 ( ± 1.2) 165.2 ( ± 1.2) 162.5 ( ± 1.2) 
Zs "17 172.4 ( ± 1.6) 174.9 ( ± 1.5) 173.2 ( ± 1.5) 234.0 ( ± 1.5) 
185.8 ( ± 1.3) 188.2 ( ± 1.3) 185.7 ( ± 1.3) 
193.5 ( ± 1.5) 195.1 ( ± 1.5) 193.7 ( ± 1.5) 
z4 
Zs "16 651.5 ( ± 1.5) 643.8 ( ± 1.2) 642.8 ( ± 1.2) 762.7 ( ± 1.2) 
693.0 ( ± 1.8) 691.3 ( ± 1.8) 891.3 ( ± 1.8) 
4 lu/2 yl "17 2002.8 ( ± 1.2) 2004.6 ( ± 1.4) 2005.7 ( ± 1.4) 2023.5 ( ± 2.5) 
y2 "17 2069.7 ( ± 1.3) 2068.8 ( ± 1.4) 2071.2 ( ± 1.4) 2119.8 ( ± 1.2) 
Ys "!6 2074.2 ( ± 1.6) 2074.2 ( ± 1.2) 2076.0 ( ± 1.2) 2129.1 ( ± 1.1) 
y4 "16 2090.3 ( ± 1.7) 2089.4 ( ± 1.4) 2092.3 ( ± 1.4) 2148.9 ( ± 2.3) 
Ys "17 2276.8 ( ± 2.2) 2276 ( ± 3) 2279.9 ( ± 3.0) 2371.9 ( ± 2.3) 
y6 "!6 2388.7 ( ± 1.3) 2389.6 ( ± 1.4) 2391.6 ( ± 1.4) 2500.1 ( ± 1.2) 
4 Fs;2 R1 11541.2 ( ± 2.2) 11543 ( ± 2) 11542 ( ± 2) 11542 ( ± 2) 
R2 
2 Hu;2 01 15970 ( ± 2) 15972 ( ± 2) 15971 ( ± 2) 15966 ( ± 2) 
02 16002 ( ± 2) 16007 ( ± 2) 16007 ( ± 2) 15974 ( ± 2) 
Os 16063 ( ± 2) 16068 ( ± 2) 16068r) ( ± 2) 16083 ( ± 2) 
04 16068 ( ± 2) 16073 ( ± 2) 16062 lc' ( ± 2) 16088 ( ± 2) 
Os 16155Q ( ± 2) 16159 ( ± 2) 16158 ( ± 2) 16179 ( ± 2) 
06 16125 ' ( ± 2) 16209 ( ± 2) 16209 ( ± 2) 16243 ( ± 2) 
4Gs;2 D1 17155 ( ± 2) 17162 ( ± 2) 17175 ( ± 2) 17134 ( ± 2) 
2Grf2 D2 17299 ( ± 2) 17301 ( ± 2) 17265? ( ± 2) 17289 ( ± 2) 
Ds 17313 ( ± 2) 17314 ( ± 2) 17272 ( ± 2) 17346 ( ± 2) 
D4 17463 ( ± 3) 17336 ( ± 3) 17301 ( ± 3) 17498 ( ± 3) 
Ds 17473 ( ± 5) 17463 ( ± 5) 17431 ( ± 5) 17517 ( ± 5) 
D6 17496 ( ± 5) 1749'4- ( ± 5) 17588 ( ± 5) 
Dr 17555 ( ± 3) 17556 ( ± 3) 
Table 5.3: 10 K energy levels (in air cm-1) of the C4v hydrogenic centres in 
SrF2 : Nd3+ and CaF2 : Nd3+. 7 Tentative assignment. 
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Centres SrF2: Nd3+ CaF2: Nd3+ 
C4v T- (x, y) 556 
(z) 578 
n- (x,y) 668 732 
(z) 684 812 
H- (x, y) 929 927.0 (± 0.7) ! 
(z) 944 941.5 (± 0.8) I 
Cs1 T- (A) 554,479,441 
(B) 
n- (A) 696, 572, 530 
(B) 611, 560 
H- (A) 960, 789, 731 * 957 .8, 775.2, 724.2 I 
Cs3 n- (A) 541, 481 
(B) 612,559,520 
Cs4 n- (A) 586, 534, 461 
(B) 598,515,497 
Table 5.4: Local mode vibronic frequencies (in air cm-1) of various symmetry 
centres in hydrogenated Sr F2 : N d3+ and CaF2 : N d3+ crystals. *) inferred 
from n- C81 centre using a reduced mass ratio of 1.38 (Jacobs 1971); !) data 
of Edgar et al. 1977. 
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Centres 
C4v F- 1.7 ms 1.5 ms 
T- 410 us 
n- 12.5us 2.6 us 
M F- 92 us 
N F- 35 us 
M1 F- 520 us 
M2 F- 237 us 450 us 
M3 F- 262 us 580 us 
M4 F- 490 us 
A' 02 2.4 ms 3 ms 
Cs1 T- 136.4 us 
n- 3.6 us 
Cs3 n- 2.3 us 
Cs4 n- 1.7 us 
Nd3+- RE3+ 
M' Nd3+- Ce3+ 610 us 
Nd3+- Gd3+ 590 us 
Nd3+- Yb3+ 83.1 us 
Table 5.5: 10 K fluorescence lifetime measurements of the various symmetry 
centres in Sr F2 : N d3+, CaF2 : N d3+ and CaF2 : N d3+ : RE3+ crystals. 
Uncertainty is ±10% for all measurements. 
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State 
419/2 z1 0 0 
z2 52.1 ( ± 1.3) 75.3 ( ± 1.5) 
Zs 151.1 ( ± 1.2) 150.0 ( ± 1.2) 
z4 
Zo 637.1 ( ± 1.3) 645.5 ( ± 1.5) 
4 In/2 yl 2014.0 ( ± 1.2) 2002.9 ( 1.2) 
y2 2039.0 ( ± 1.4) 2038.2 ( ± 1.2) 
Ys 2045.0 ( ± 1.2) 2077.7 ( ± 1.3) 
Y4 2055.9 ( ± 1.2) 2116.9 ( ± 1.2) 
Yo 2279.6 ( ± 1.4) 2270.5 ( 1.3) 
Ye 2362.9 ( ± 1.2) 2393.2 ( ± 1.3) 
4Fs;2 R1 11589.0 ( ± 1.2) 11534 ( ± 2) 
R2 
2 Hu;2 c1 15967 ( ± 2) 
c2 16015 ( ± 2) 
Cs 16061 ( ± 2) 
c4 16088 ( ± 2) 
Cs 16182 ( ± 2) 
Ce 16214 ( ± 2) 
4Gs;2, D1 17200 ( ± 2) 
2G7f2 D2 17349 ( ± 2) 
Ds 17375 ( ± 2) 
D4 17489 ( 3) 
Ds 17496 ( ± 5) 
De 17525 ( ± 5) 
D7 17598 ( ± 3) 
Table 5.6: 10 K energy levels (in air cm-1) of the Ll p- centres in 
SrF2 : Nd3+ and CaF2 : NdS+. 
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The similarity of their fluorescence spectra in deuterated Sr F2 : N d3+ 
crystals indicates that the underlying symmetry configurations of these three 
centres are very similar, hence they are labelled 0 81 , C88 and Cs4 • However, 
each centre has its own distinct characteristics and is discussed separately, to-
gether its optical absorption results. Figs. 5.33 to 5.38 show a representative 
example of the excitation spectra for each of the C si centres. 
The optical absorption spectrum of the R multiplet proves to be the most 
convenient for analysing the absorption. The H- analogues of the three 
centres have an extremely weak fluorescence and observation was hampered 
by strong overlapping fluorescence from other centres, so consequently only 
limited data were obtained. The r- analogues of the C s centres were only 
observed in Sr F2 : N d3+ as there was no tritiated CaF2 : N dS+ crystal 
available. 
5.4.2 The C s1 Centre 
Detailed analysis of the optical absorption spectrum (Fig. 5.39) shows the 
Cs1 centre involves two charge compensating ions. It reveals that the centre 
line observed in the mixed H- + n- crystal can be attributed to two identical 
hydrogenic ions whereas the lines at each side are a result of combinations of 
the two different hydrogenic ions. This indicates that the position of the two 
compensating hydrogenic ions involved is not equivalent relative to the rare 
earth ion. Therefore, the effects of the H- n- and the n- H- ion pairs on 
the N d8+ electronic levels are different, whereas the effects the H- H- and 
the n- n- ion pairs are very similar. 
The fluorescence spectra of H-' n- and r- analogues of the c Sl centre 
in SrF2 : Nd3+ are presented in Figs. 5.40 to 5.45. In CaF2 : Nd3+ the 
fluorescence of the Cs1 centre was obscured by the easily excited A' centre 
which involved an oxygen charge compensating ion. The R1 --+ Z1 transitions 
of the C s 1 and A' centres (to be described later) in C aF2 : N d3+ coincide at 
869.7 nm, consequently the fluorescence of the C 81 centre was not resolved. 
The intensity pattern of the C81 centre in Sr F2 : N d8+ is similar to the C4v 
symmetry centre which suggests that the configuration of the Cs1 centre 
could be derived from the single H- C4v centre. As the R1 --+ Z4 transition 
cannot be unambiguously identified in the C81 centres, the values of the Z4 
energy level presented in Table 5. 7 are only a tentative assignment. 
Local mode vibronic frequencies were observed for the C 81 r- and the 
C s1 n- centres in S r F 2 : N d3+. The ratio of the local mode vibronic fre-
quencies of the n- and r- analogues is similar to the corresponding ratio 
for the C4v centre, i.e. close to the reduced mass ratio of the isotopes. The 
expected C 81 H- local mode frequencies were predicted on this basis and are 
presented in Table 5.4 together with the observed C81 n- and 0 81 r- local 
mode frequencies. The predicted C 81 H- local mode frequencies are similar 
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Figure 5.33: 10 K excitation spectrum of a) C and b) D multiplets for 
SrF2 : Nd3+ n- C81 centre. 
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Figure 5.34: 10 K excitation spectrum of the C multiplet for Sr F2 : N d3+ 
r- Cs 1 centre. 
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I 
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Figure 5.35: 10 K excitation spectrum of the D multiplet for Sr F2 : N d3+ 
y- C s1 centre. 
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Figure 5.36: 10 K excitation spectrum of a) C and b) D multiplets for 
SrF2 : Nd3+ n- C83 centre. 
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Figure 5.37: 10 K excitation spectrum of the C multiplet for Sr F2 : N d3+ 
n- c 84 centre. 
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Figure 5.38: 10 K excitation spectrum of the D multiplet for Sr F2 : N d3+ 
D- Cs4 centre. 
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a) 
b) 
c) 
D- T- H-
870.0 869.0 
Wavelength (nrn) 
Figure 5.39: 10 K R multiplet absorption spectrum of the C s1 centre for the 
following Sr F2 : N d3+ crystals : 
a) T- n-; b) n- + s-; c) n- + n- and n- in series. 
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to those of the C8 centre observed in the infrared by Edgar et al. (1977), with 
an average deviation of 13 cm-1• They proposed a model for the Cs centre 
which involved two charge compensating ions, as shown in Fig. 5.46. Their 
explanation for the observed local mode frequencies was that the rare earth 
ion perturbed the substitutional hydrogenic ion and partly lifted the degen-
eracy of the three fold degenerate tetrahedral centre line into two lines; one 
of which is doubly degenerate. The more distant interstitial hydrogenic ion 
further splits the doubly degenerate line and shifts the frequencies of all three 
lines. Consequently the local mode frequencies of the C4v centre must also 
be present and are expected to be similarly perturbed by the substitutional 
ion. The results do not unambiguously confirm the presence of the C4v local 
mode vibronic frequencies as their intensities were extremely weak and they 
were also overlapped by a strong electronic transition. Two extremely weak 
transitions were observed to terminate at 611 and 560 cm-1, which could be 
the perturbed C4v local mode frequencies but there is insufficient evidence 
to verify this. 
5.4.3 The Cs3 Centre 
The fluorescence spectra of the H-, n- and r- analogues of the C83 centre 
were observed in Sr F2 : N d3+ but only the v- analogue was observed in 
CaF2 : N d3+. The recorded fluorescence spectra are presented in Figs. 5.47 
to 5.53 and the energy levels are listed in Table 5.8. 
Analysis of the optical absorption spectra reveals the C 83 centre also in-
volved two charge compensating hydrogenic ions. Fig. 5.54 shows the absorp-
tion lines of the C83 centre with various combinations of singly hydrogenated 
crystals. The absorption line in the centre of the absorption spectrum of 
the mixed n- + H- crystal is associated with combinations of two differ-
ent hydrogenic ions whereas the lines at each side are due to the n- n-
and the H- H- ion pairs. The isotope shift for the Z1 -+ R 1 transition in 
SrF2 : Nd3+ is 1.70 ±0.06 cm-1 for H- ton- and is 1.99 ±0.06 cm-1 for 
H- tor-. 
The fluorescence intensity pattern of the C 83 centre is very similar to that 
of the Cs1 centre. The fluorescence of the C83 centre is weaker than that of 
the Cs1 centre. This was particularly so for the r- analogue, which is at-
tributed to the low concentration of the r- ions in the tritiated crystal. This 
is the reason for being unable to observe the local mode vibronic frequencies 
in the r- analogue. Five local mode frequencies were observed for the C83 
n- centre in Sr F2 : N d3+ which can then be separated into two groups on 
the basis of their relative intensities. The first group consists of 612, 559 and 
520 cm-1 while the remaining frequencies 541 and 481 cm-1 form the second 
group, as shown in Fig. 5.49. 
The fluorescence pattern of the C83 n- centre in CaF2 : N d3+ is similar 
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Figure 5.40: 10 K fluorescence spectrum of the Sr F2 : N d3+ C81 H- centre. 
* unidentified line. 
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Figure 5.41: 10 K fluorescence spectrum of the Sr F2 : N d3+ C81 n- centre. 
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Figure 5.42: 10 K fluorescence spectrum showing the vibronic lines associated 
with the R 1 --+ Z 1 2 3 transitions for the Sr F2 : N d3+ C81 n- centre. 
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Figure 5.43: 10 K fluorescence spectrum for the R 1 -+ Z1,2,3 transitions of 
the SrF2 : Nd3+ 0 81 r- centre. 
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Figure 5.44: 10 K fluorescence spectrum for the R1 -+ Y1,2,3 ,4 ,s,e transitions 
of the Sr F2 : N d3+ C 81 y- centre. 
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Figure 5.45: 10 K fluorescence spectrum showing the vibronic lines associated 
with the R1 --+ Z12 transitions for the SrF2 : Nd3+ C81 r- centre. I 
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Figure 5.46: Schematic diagram of C s symmetry centre involving two charge 
compensating ions, proposed by Edgar et al. 1977. 
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Figure 5.47: 10 K fluorescence spectrum of the SrF2 : Nd3+ Cs3 H- centre. 
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Figure 5.48: 10 K fluorescence spectrum of the Sr F2 : N d3+ C 83 n- centre. 
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Figure 5.49: 10 K fluorescence spectrum showing the vibronic lines associated 
with the R 1 -+ Z12 3 transitions for the Sr F2 : N d3+ Cs3 n- centre. I I 
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Figure 5.50: 10 K fluorescence spectrum for the R1 --+ Z1,2,3 ,4 ,5 transitions of 
the SrF2 : Nd3+ Cs3 T- centre. *unidentified line. 
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Figure 5.51: 10 K fluorescence spectrum for the R1 -+ ¥1,2,3,4,5,6 transitions of 
the SrF2 : Nd3+ C83 T- centre. 
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Figure 5.52: 10 K fluorescence spectrum for the R1 -+ Z1,2,3,5 transitions of 
the c aF2 : N d3+ c S3 n- centre. * unidentified line. 
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Figure 5.53: 10 K fluorescence spectrum for the R1 -+ Y1,2,3,4,5,6 transitions 
of the c aFz : N d3+ c S3 n- centre. 
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Figure 5.54: 10 K R multiplet absorption spectrum of the Sr F2 : N d3+ C s3 
centre for a) y- + H-; b) n- + H-; c) n- +H-and H-. 
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to, but weaker in intensity than its corresponding counterpart in Sr F2 : 
N d8+. It was observed that the C 88 n- centre in C aF2 : N d3+ possessed non-
recoverable bleaching properties. The term 'bleach' as used within this thesis 
describes a decrease of the observed fluorescence intensity with an increase in 
time of exposure to the pump laser. No extensive study of these properties 
was carried out, but the following results are a preliminary investigation 
of this bleaching behaviour. It must be noted that similar bleaching effects, 
both recoverable and non-recoverable, have been observed in other rare earth 
doped fluoride crystals studied (Cockroft et al. 1987, Reeves et al. 1987). 
It was observed that for a (100) orientated hydrogenated CaF2 : N d3+ 
crystal, using the same geometry as in the polarisation studies for the C4v 
centre, the fluorescence intensity of the C 83 centre decreases with respect to 
time to a final intensity of approximately 1/8 of its initial value in a time 
interval of 200 seconds, for a laser power of 60 mW. When the polarisation 
of the laser was rotated 90° the fluorescence intensity recovered, but to a 
lower level than previously. Successive alternation of the polarisation of the 
laser results in a complete bleaching of the fluorescence of the 0 83 centre 
to a similar final intensity level for each polarisation (see Fig. 5.55). The 
fl. uorescence intensity for the C 83 n- centre in C aF2 : N d3+ shows a compli-
cated time dependence for the (y) and (z) polarisations of the laser. Fig. 5.56 
shows that there is more than one time constant in each decay for the two 
polarisations of the laser and that a time constant of the order of 100 seconds 
is obtained for the bleaching curve beyond 20 seconds. The time constant for 
the initial part of each decay was difficult to determine reliably because of 
the complexity of ensuring the same starting condition for each decay. Simi-
lar behaviour of the fluorescence intensity was observed for temperatures up 
to 55 K, as shown in Fig. 5.56. No attempt was made to find the precise 
lowest temperature at which the fluorescence intensity would fully recover. 
No noticeable recovery of the fluorescence was observed for temperatures up 
to 55 K, but recycling the crystal by warming it up to room temperature and 
then recooling it caused the recovery of the fluorescence to its initial level. 
This bleaching behaviour and its relatively fast decay rate made it difficult to 
obtain a good fluorescence spectrum and consequently even harder to obtain 
the much weaker local mode vibronic lines. 
5.4.4 The C 84 Centre 
The optical absorption spectrum of a mixed n- + n- hydrogenated Sr Fz : 
Nd3+ crystal showed four absorption lines for the 0 84 centre (see Fig. 5.57). 
Detailed analysis of combinations of different hydrogenated crystals reveals 
that the lines at each side of the main absorption line are associated with 
the n- n- and the n- n- ion pairs. This result is consistent with a centre 
involving three charge compensating ions. The isotope shift of the Z1 -t R1 
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transition in Sr F2 : N d3+ is 2.22 ± 0.06 cm-1 for H- to n- and is 2.35 
0.06 cm-1 for H- to r-. 
The fluorescence spectrum was recorded in deuterated Sr F2 : N d3+ crys-
tals only (Fig. 5.58 and Table 5.9), because the fluorescence of the H- ana-
logue was very weak and was masked by strong overlapping spurious fluores-
cence from other centres. The fluorescence intensity pattern of the Cs4 n-
centre in SrF2 : Nd3+ is similar to that of the Cs1 and 083 centres, with 
the exception of an additional transition in the region near the R 1 -t Z4 
and R1 -t Z5 transitions (see Fig. 5.58). This additional transition has the 
same tuning characteristics as the R1 -t Z1 transition, which makes the as-
signment of the Z4 and Z5 energy levels ambiguous. Six local mode vibronic 
frequencies were observed for the 0 84 n- centre (Fig. 5.59), with higher rel-
ative intensity to the electronic lines than their counterparts in C 81 and C 83 
centres. They were separated into two groups on the basis of their intensities 
and by comparison with the results for C 81 and C 88 centres. The first group 
consists of the frequencies 598, 515 and 497 cm-1 while the second group is 
formed by the remaining frequencies of 586, 534 and 461 cm-1• 
The fluorescence of the C34 centre in SrF2 : Nd3+ was also observed 
to possess bleaching characteristics. The bleached fluorescence of an (100) 
oriented crystal is recoverable by rotating the plane of polarisation of the 
laser by 90° (see Fig. 5.60). The geometry of the experiment is the same as 
that described for the 0 83 centre. In this preliminary investigation it was 
observed that the bleaching characteristics vary with excitation of different 
energy levels in the 4G5; 2 multiplet of the 0 84 centre. Excitation of the energy 
levels at 17026 and 17154 cm-1 gave bleaching decay rates of 39.4 and 166.7 
seconds respectively (Figs. 5.61 and 5.62), whereas excitation of the energy 
level at 17164 cm-1 gave no sign of bleaching, but removed any asymmetry 
induced by previous excitation of either of the other levels. For a (111) 
oriented crystal, excitation of the energy levels at 17154 and 17164 cm-1 
gave no sign of bleaching while excitation of the energy level at 17026 cm- 1 
gave bleaching with a complicated time dependence for both orientations of 
the plane of polarisation of the laser, as illustrated in Fig. 5.63. 
A preliminary search for a photoproduct associated with the bleaching 
was carried out for the 084 n- centre in SrF2 : Nd3+. The term 'photo-
product' in this context is defined as the creation of a new symmetry centre 
from the original centre by the bleaching process. The spectrometer was set 
at 'zero order' to pass all frequencies of the fluorescence, but with a pair of 
red filters (Corning glass filters C.S.2-64 and C.S.2-62) at its entrance slit 
to limit the response of the photo-multiplier to wavelengths longer than 850 
nm. The tunable dye laser was scanned across the 4 G5; 2 multiplet at 20 
mW laser power producing a 'zero order' excitation spectrum. A photo-
product was observed in the 'zero' order excitation spectra after excitation 
of the energy level at 17026 em - 1 for 300 seconds at 180 m W laser power, 
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Figure 5.55: 10 K bleaching curves of the fluorescence for CaF2 : N d3+ 
Cs3 n- centre with 60 mW laser power for (y) and (z) polarisations of the 
incident laser and using (100) oriented crystals. 
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Figure 5.56: Bleaching plots of the fluorescence of the CaF2 : Nd3+ C83 D-
centre in (100) oriented crystals. Fluorescence decay constants after about 
20 seconds are : 
for (y) polarisation a) 101.3 ± 24.9 s (55 K); b) 99.3 ± 28.4 s (28 K); 
for (z) polarisation c) 99.1 ± 18.5 s (55 K); d) 167.9 ± 41.3 s (28 K). 
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Figure 5.57: 10 K R multiplet absorption spectrum of the SrF2 : Nd3+ C34 
centre a) n- + n-; b) n- + s- and n-; c) n- +n-and n-. 
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Figure 5.58: 10 K fluorescence spectrum for the R1 -+ Z1,2,s,s transitions of 
the SrF2 : Nd3+ C84 n- centre. 
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Figure 5.59: 10 K fluorescence spectrum showing the vibronic lines associated 
with the R1 ---+ Z1,2,3 transitions for the Sr F2 : N d3+ C84 n- centre. 
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Figure 5.60: 10 K bleaching curves of the fluorescence for the SrF2 : Nd3+ 
Cs4 n- centre with 180 mW laser power for (y) and (z) polarisations of the 
incident laser and using (100) oriented crystals. 
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Figure 5.61: Bleaching plots of the fluorescence for the SrF2 : Nd3+ C84 n-
centre in (100) oriented crystals with laser excitation of 180 mW at 17154 
cm-1 (in air). The fluorescence decay constant is 166.7 28.6 s at 10 K. 
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Figure 5.62: 10 K bleaching curves of the fluorescence for a) Sr F2 : N d3+ 
Cs4 n- centre and b) its photoproduct with laser excitation of 180 mW at 
17026 cm-1 (in air) and using (100) oriented crystals. The fluorescence decay 
constant is 30.4 ± 1.1 8 for a) and 123.8 ± 27.2 8 for b). 
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Figure 5.63: 10 K bleaching plots of the fluorescence for the SrF2 : Nd3+ Cs4 
v- centre with laser excitation of 180 mW at 17026 cm-1 (in air) for the 
a) (z) and b) (y) polarisation of the incident laser and using (111) oriented 
crystals. 
b) 
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as shown in Fig. 5.64. The fluorescence intensity obtained by pumping the 
17026 cm-1 and its photoproduct varies exponentially with time (Fig. 5.62). 
It was observed that in the 'zero order' excitation spectra obtained with 20 
mW laser power there were no noticeable changes in the intensity or the line 
width of the 17026 cm-1 line, after pumping the line or its photoproduct 
with 180 mW laser power. This peculiar observation indicates a possibility 
that the bleaching and the production of the photoproduct are the result 
of a particular frequency, much narrower than the 1 cm-1 line width of the 
laser, within the contour of the energy level at 17026 em - 1 . However, a 
high resolution laser would be needed to verify this hypothesis. Another 
possibility is that the appropriate absorption and emission coefficients are 
such that the experiment is particularly sensitive to a small concentration 
of the photoproduct. There is insufficient evidence at this stage to verify 
the above hypotheses. It would be valuable to have additional experimental 
data for the laser power and temperature dependence to give an improved 
understanding of the bleaching characteristics of the C 84 centre. 
5.4.5 Discussion 
The results reveal that the C 8 i centres are cluster centres which involve two 
or three charge compensating ions. This is substantiated by the fluorescence 
lifetime measurements of these centres, which are presented in Table. 5.5. 
All the C8 i hydrogenic centres have a shorter fluorescence lifetime than the 
corresponding hydrogenic C4v centre, which is attributed to the increase 
in the number of possible multi-phonon relaxation channels caused by the 
presence of the extra hydrogenic ion(s) involved in the charge compensation. 
The local mode vibronic frequencies of the H- analogue derived from 
group A of the C81 centre are in close agreement with those of the C8 H-
centre observed by Edgar et al. (1977). A simple model involving two charge 
compensating ions can be treated as a modification of the simple tetragonal 
symmetry with the second charge compensating ion located in position 1, 5 
or 9, as shown in Fig. 5.65. The configuration having the second hydrogenic 
ion in position 1 is the same as the model proposed by Edgar et al. (1977) 
for their C s centre and the similarity of the results for the H- local mode 
frequencies supports this configuration being proposed for the C 81 centres. 
A similar model involving two charge compensating ions is proposed for 
the C53 centre. For the C83 n- centre in Sr F2 : N d3+ the ratio of the average 
frequency of group A and the average frequency for the tetrahedral centre is 
0.94 for the Cs1 centre and is 0.8 for the C83 centre. The splitting of the (x, y) 
component for group A of the C81 centre is 42 cm-1 and for the C83 centre is 
60 cm-1 . This greater perturbation of the tetrahedral centre frequencies for 
the C 83 centre suggests a closer proximity of the two charge compensating 
hydrogenic ions. If the frequencies in group B of the C83 centre are taken to 
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Figure 5.64: 10 K 'zero' order excitation spectrum recorded at 20 mW laser 
power after laser bleaching at 180 mW for 300 s of a) # the Sr F2 : N d3+ 
C84 v- centre line at 17026 cm-1 (in air) and b) * its photoproduct line. 
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be the perturbed G4v local mode frequencies, then the ratio of the average 
frequency of group B of the Gsa centre and the average frequency for the G4v 
centre is 0.84, which agrees with the ratio of 0.8 obtained for the tetrahedral 
centre. On this basis the configuration with the second hydrogenic ion at 
position 5 is proposed for the Gsa n- centre in SrF2 : Nda+. This model 
could explain bleaching behaviour when one considers the migration of the 
hydrogenic ions as shown in Fig. 5.66. As these migrations are reversible, 
there is expected to be recoverable bleaching between the two orientations of 
the laser polarisation. As no bleaching is observed for the Gsa n- centre in 
SrF2 : N d3+ and only a non recoverable bleaching is found for the Gsa n-
centre in GaF2 : N d3+, this model needs further development. Consideration 
of the relative magnitudes of the a and 71' absorption cross-sections for the 
two incident laser polarisations is needed to account for the absence of the 
predicted bleaching behaviour. 
A simple model involving three charge compensating ions is proposed for 
the Gs4 centres observed in Sr F2 : N d3+. The ratio of the average frequency 
for group A of the G s4 centres and for the tetrahedral centre lines is 0. 79 
and the ratio of the average frequency for group B of the G s4 centres and 
for the G4V centres is 0.84. These results suggest a close coupling between 
the interstitial and the substitutional charge compensating hydrogenic ions 
in the Cs4 centre. The splitting of the (x, y) component for group A of the 
G s4 centre is 73 cm-1 which is similar to the corresponding splitting for 
group A of the Gsa centre. No additional local mode vibronic frequencies 
were observed suggesting that the two substitutional hydrogenic ions are in 
either position 5 and 6 or 5 and 8. The splitting of the (x, y) component 
for group B of the Gs4 centre is approximately half of the corresponding 
splitting for group B of the Gsa centre. This suggests the position of the 
third hydrogenic ion could have averaged out the overall effects of the two 
hydrogenic ions, hence reducing the perturbation on the G4v centre. There is 
insufficient evidence to distinguish between the two possible positions of the 
third hydrogenic ion in the G s4 centre. The observed bleaching behaviour 
and the production of its photoproduct could be the result of the migration 
of the hydrogenic ions in the two models as shown in Figs. 5.67 and 5.68. 
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Figure 5.65: Schematic diagram of the C4v symmetry centre with its sur-
rounding F- ions numbered. 
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Figure 5.66: Schematic diagram of a possible symmetry centre for the C s3 
centre involving two charge compensating ions. Arrows indicate the possi-
ble migration path for the D- ions resulting in two identical configurations 
orthogonal to each other. 
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Figure 5.67: Schematic diagram of a possible symmetry centre for the Cs4 
centre involving three charge compensating ions. Arrows indicate the possi-
ble migration path for the n- ions resulting in two identical configurations 
orthogonal to each other. 
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Figure 5.68: Schematic diagram of a possible symmetry centre for the C84 cen-
tre involving three charge compensating ions. Arrows indicate the possible 
migration path for the n- ions resulting in two slightly different configura-
tions; * is considered to be the photoproduct of the original configuration. 
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State 
4 lg/2 z1 0 0 0 
z2 101.4 ( ± 1.6) 98.1 ( ± 1.6) 109.8 ( ± 1.6) 
Zs 213.3 ( ± 1.8) 212.6 ( ± 1.8) 231.7 ( ± 1.8) 
Z4 344.3 ( ± 1.8) 268.4? ( ± 1.8) 
659.3 ( ± 1.6) 
Zs 688.1 ( ± 1.6) 691.0 ( ± 1.6) 739.8 ( ± 1.6) 
4 Iu;2 yl 2004.6 ( ± 1.3) 2004.8 ( ± 1.3) 
y2 2080.6 ( ± 1.8) 2080.0 ( ± 1.8) 
Ys 2121.3 ( ± 1.8) 2120.6 ( ± 1.8) 
y4 2129.2 ( ± 1.6) 2128.5 ( ± 1.6) 
Ys 2310.9 ( ± 2.3) 2312.0 ( ± 2.3) 
Ye 2426.0 ( ± 1.6) 2426.2 ( ± 1.6) 
4Fs;2 R1 11501.3 ( ± 1.6) 11500.6 ( ± 1.6) 11500.6 ( ± 1.6) 
R2 
2 Hu;2 c1 15972 ( ± 2) 15970 ( ± 2) 
c2 16002 ( ± 2) 16002 ( ± 2) 
Cs 16061 ( ± 2) 16060 ( ± 2) 
c4 16076 ( ± 2) 16076 ( ± 2) 
Cs 16150 ( ± 2) 16149 ( ± 2) 
Ce 16208 ( ± 2) 16207 ( ± 2) 
4Gs;2, D1 17109 ( ± 2) 17109 ( ± 2) 17107 ( ± 2) 
2G1;2 D2 17246 ( ± 2) 17246 ( ± 2) 
Ds 17266 ( ± 2) 17265 ( ± 2) 
D4 17448 ( ± 3) 17461 ( ± 3) 
Ds 17467 ( ± 5) 17470 ( ± 5) 
De 17459 ( ± 5) 17483 ( ± 5) 
D1 17529 ( ± 3) 
Table 5.7: 10 K energy levels (in air cm-1) of the q1 hydrogenic centres in 
Sr F2 : N d3+. 7 Tentative assignment. 
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SrF2: Nd3+ OaF2: Nd3+ 
State r- D- H- D-
419/2 z1 0 0 0 0 
z2 115.0 ( ± 1.6) 114.2 ( ± 1.6) 113.8 ( ± 1.6) 143.4 ( ± 1.6) 
Zs 238.6 ( ± 1.8) 240.4 ( ± 1.8) 238.7 ( ± 1.8) 286.4 ( ± 1.8) 
z4 
716.1 ( ± 1.8) 657.5 ( ± 1.8) 834.5 ( ± 1.8) 
Zs 726.0 ( ± 1.6) 727.7 ( ± 1.6) 709.8 ( ± 1.6) 888.5 ( ± 1.6) 
4 In;2 yl 2005.8 ( ± 1.6) 2007.2 ( ± 1.6) 2008.2 ( ± 1.6) 2029.6 ( ± 1.6) 
y2 2110.3 ( ± 1.8) 2110.8 ( ± 1.8) 2108.2 ( ± 1.8) 2162.2 ( ± 1.8) 
Ys 2131.2 ( ± 1.8) 2131.7 ( ± 1.8) 2128.3 ( ± 1.8) 2188.1 ( ± 1.8) 
y4 2159.0 ( ± 1.6) 2157.8 ( ± 1.6) 2156.1 ( ± 1.6) 2224.1 ( ± 1.6) 
Ys 2340.9 ( ± 2.3) 2339.7 ( ± 2.3) 2298.7 ( ± 2.3) 2432.9 ( ± 2.3) 
y6 2464.1 ( ± 1.6) 2461.4 ( ± 1.6) 2458.1 ( ± 1.6) 2575.8 ( ± 1.6) 
4 Fs;2 R1 11468.3 ( ± 1.6) 11468.8 ( ± 1.6) 11467.5' ( ± 1.6) 11467.8 ( ± 1.6) 
R2 
2 Hn;2 o1 15959 ( ± 2) 15961 ( ± 2) 
02 15997 ( ± 2) 
Os 16053 ( ± 2) 
04 16074 ( ± 2) 
Os 16142 ( ± 2) 
06 16202 ( ± 2) 
4Gs;2, D1 17061 ( ± 2) 17063 ( ± 2) 17059 ( ± 2) 17030 ( ± 2) 
2G1;2 D2 17078 ( ± 2) 
Ds 17198 ( ± 2) 
D4 17218 ( ± 3) 
Ds 
D6 17427 ( ± 5) 
D1 17509 ( ± 3) 
Table 5.8: 10 K energy levels (in air cm-1) of the Cs,a hydrogenic centres in 
SrF2 : Nd3+ and CaF2 : Nd3+. 
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SrF2 : NdS+ 
State v- Cs4 Hl H2 
419/2 Zt 0 0 0 
z2 118.9 ( ± 1.6) 72.2 ( ± 1.6) 
Zs 250.6 ( ± 1.8) 165.3 ( ± 1.8} 
z4 732.1? ( ± 1.8} 
Zs 750.4? ( ± 1.8) 631.6 ( ± 1.8) 
765.3? ( ± 1.6) 
4111/2 Yt 1979.1 ( ± 1.6) 
y2 1994.5 ( ± 1.8) 
Ys 2045.6 ( ± 1.8) 
y4 
Ys 2074.1 ( ± 1.6) 
y6 
4Fsf2 Rt 11438.8 ( ± 1.6) 11492.9 ( ± 1.6) 11489.6 ( ± 1.6) 
R2 
2 Huf2 Ct 15928 ( ± 2) 
c2 
Cs 
c4 
Cs 
c6 
4Gsf2, Dt 17026 ( ± 2} 17093 ( ± 2) 17105 ( ± 2) 2G112 D2 17154 ( ± 2) 
Ds 17164 ( ± 2} 
D4 
Ds 
D6 
D1 
Table 5.9: 10 K energy levels (in air em -t) of the v- G.s'f , H- Hl and 
H- H2 centres in Sr F2 : N dS+. 7 Tentative assignment. 
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5.5 Other Hydrogenic Centres 
The fluorescence spectra of two new H- centres were observed in hydro-
genated Sr F2 : N d3+ crystals. The R1 --+ Z1 transitions of these two centres 
are very close to each other at 8701.1 and 8703.5 nm, hence the centres are 
labelled HI and H2. Their extremely weak fluorescence and the absence of 
any absorption lines suggest a very low abundance of these centres in the 
crystals studied. Fig. 5.69 shows the fluorescence spectrum of the combined 
HI and H2. centres and the energy levels are presented in Fig. 5.9. It was im-
possible to resolve the HI centre from the H2 by selective excitation because 
of an overlapping of their energy levels in the excited multiplets, or possibly 
as a result of coupling between these two centres. It was observed that both 
the HI and H2 centres possess bleaching behaviour, and the bleaching of one 
centre subsequently caused the recovery of the other centre. Fig. 5. 70 shows 
the bleaching and recovery behaviour of the HI and H2 centres for a (100) 
orientated crystal. The geometry of the equipment used for this bleaching 
study was the same as that used in the polarisation studies for the C4v sym-
metry centre. The bleaching of the HI centre by the excitation of the energy 
level at 17093 cm-1 could be restored by exciting the energy level of the 
H2. centre at 17105 cm-1• No recovery of the bleached fluorescence was ob-
served when the polarisation of the laser was varied between the two possible 
orthogonal orientations. Fig. 5. 71 shows the bleaching and recovery charac-
teristics of these two centres. The differences in recovery and decay rates of 
the two centres suggest that there is more than one mechanism involved in 
the interconversion between these centres. 
No local mode vibronic lines were observed because of the extremely weak 
fluorescence of the HI and H2 centres. A method of enhancing the abundance 
of these centres is required before more useful data can be obtained. 
5.6 I The A Centre 
The fluorescence spectrum of the A' centre was only observed in CaF2 : N d3+ 
and Sr F2 : N d3+ crystals that had been hydrogenated or oxygenated and is 
presented in Figs. 5. 72 to 5. 75. The wavelength of the R 1 --+ Z1 transition 
is found to be the same for all for hydrogenation treatment with different 
isotopes suggesting a strong possibility of an oxygen charge compensation 
centre. 
The energy levels of the two lowest multiplets in CaF2 : N d3+ verify the 
results of Kariss et al. (1965) but contradict the results for the A centre 
reported by Toledano (1972). The energy separation of the Z2 and Z1 levels 
is 324 cm-1 for CaF2 : Nd3+ and 355 cm-1 for SrF2 : Nd3+. The energy 
levels are presented in Table 5.10 together with the results of Kariss and 
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Figure 5.69: 10 K fluorescence spectrum of the Sr F2 : N d3+ H- Hl and 
H- H2 centres. 
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Figure 5.70: Bleaching and recovering curves of a) the 8669.2 nm H- H1 
line and b) the 8702 nm H- H2 line for the laser excitation at (I) 17105 
cm-1 and (II) 17093 cm-1 • 
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Figure 5.71: Bleaching (I) and recovery (II) plots of the fluorescence for the 
SrF2 : Nd3+ H- Hl (8699.2 nm) and H- H2 {8702 nm) centres. Time 
constants for a) (I) 18.9 ± 2.5 .s, (II) 30.3 ± 10.1 s; b) (I) 55.6 ± 6.3 s, (II) 
14.3 ± 4.4 s. 
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Figure 5. 72: 10 K fluorescence spectrum for the R1 -t Z1,2,3,4,5 transitions of 
the CaF2 : N d3+ A' centre. 
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Figure 5.73: 10 K fluorescence spectrum for the R1 -t Yl,2,3,4,5,6 transitions 
of the CaF2 : N d3+ A' centre. 
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Figure 5. 7 4: 10 K fluorescence spectrum for the R1 --+ Z1,2,3,4,5 transitions of 
the SrF2 : Nd3+ A' centre. 
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Figure 5.75: 10 K fluorescence spectrum for the R1 -+ Y1,2,3,4,5,6 transitions 
of the Sr F2 : N d3+ A' centre. 
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Toledano for comparison. 
In contradiction to Toledano (1972), the Z1 -+ R1 transition was not ob-
served in the optical absorption spectrum of the 4 F3; 2 multiplet in CaF2 : 
N d3+. The relatively strong absorption line observed in the 870 nm region 
belonged to the hydrogenic C 81 centre. This was confirmed by the observa-
tion of isotope shifts for different hydrogenic ions, as shown in Fig. 5.39. 
In the D multiplet, the A' centre was characterised by two very strong 
absorption lines at 17173 and 17224.5 cm-1 for CaF2 : N d3+ and at 17217 and 
17226 cm-1 for SrF2 : Nd3+. Figs. 5.76 and 5.77 show the excitation spectra 
of the A' centre in Sr F2 : N d3+. It was observed that the transmitted laser 
intensity was greatly reduced when the laser was in resonance with either 
one of the two absorption lines, as expected for strong absorption lines. 
The presence of the A' centre in crystals that had short periods of hydro-
genation treatment suggests that it could be a single ion charge compensating 
centre. These results confirm the observations of Kariss and indicate that 
the centre observed by Toledano is not identical to the observed A' centre. 
It was therefore not surprising to observe no intensity variation in the po-
larisation studies of (111) and (100) oriented crystals. A detailed discussion 
of the expected intensity variation in the polarisation study of a trigonal 
symmetry centre can be found in Cockroft (1987). Kask et al. (1966) have 
proposed several models for oxygen charge compensating centres but addi-
tional data, possibly from an optical Zeeman experiment, are needed before 
the configuration of this centre can be confirmed. 
The fluorescence lifetime of the R1 -+ Z1 transition for the A' centre is 
3 (± 10%) ms for CaF2 : Nd3+ and 2.4 (± 10%) ms for SrF2 : Nd3+. The 
CaF2 : Nd3+ result agrees with the fluorescence lifetime of 2.3 ms observed 
by Kariss et al. (1965) at 77 K. The absence of energy upconversion in the 
A' centre could be attributed to the small absorption cross section of this 
centre in the R multiplet. 
5. 7 The M and N p- centres 
5.7.1 Introduction 
The M and N p- centres in CaF2 : N d3+ observed by Voron'ko et al. 
(1966) and Smalley (1971) in their optical absorption studies are normally 
attributed to cluster centres and are determined by EPR (Kask et al. 1967) 
to be orthorhombic in symmetry. The M and N centres were both found 
to be present at a N d3+ ion concentration of 0.05% and the M centre was 
still apparent at 0.02% concentration. Thermal treatment, by heating the 
crystal to 850 °C in a vacuum, caused the disintegration of theN centre and 
a reduction in the abundance of the M centre. This supports the hypothesis 
that the N centre is a more complex cluster centre than the M centre. The 
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Figure 5. 76: 10 K C multiplet excitation spectrum of the Sr F2 N d3+ A' 
centre. 
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Figure 5.77: 10 K D multiplet excitation spectrum of the SrF2 : Nd3+ A' 
centre. 
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absorption spectra of transitions to multiplets of low J value are the simplest 
to analyse, hence the R multiplet was chosen. The results show that the 
energy difference between the R1 and R2 levels is 42.2 (± 3.2) and 39.7 (± 3.2) 
cm-1 for the M and N centres respectively. A model involving two N d3+ 
ions has been proposed for theM centre and an even more complex model 
for the N centre involving four to six N d3+ ions (Osiko 1965, Osiko and 
Shcherbakov 1971), as shown in Fig. 5.78, but so far neither model has been 
confirmed. 
The optical absorption spectrum of Sr F2 : N d3+ shows only one dominant 
single ion centre at low concentrations, namely the C4v symmetry centre. An 
EPR study (Kask and Kornienko 1968) revealed the presence of orthorhombic 
and cubic symmetry centres in Sr F2 : N d3+ but as yet no direct optical 
observation of these centres has been reported. 
5. 7.2 The M centre in CaF2 : N d3+ 
The fluorescence spectrum of the M centre is presented in Fig. 5. 79. The 
assignment of the energy levels of the 4 I multiplets was completed with the 
help of the energy upconversion data (Chapter 8) and is listed in Table 5.11. 
The fluorescence intensity pattern was characterised by the two intense 
electronic transitions, R 1 ---+ Z1 and R1 ---+ Z2 , separated by 35.3 (± 1.6) 
cm-1, and all the expected energy levels of the Z and Y multiplets were 
observed. Figs. 6.15 and 6.16 show that in theM centre the strong infrared 
fluorescence from the R1 energy level was accompanied by an extremely weak 
fluorescence from the C and D levels when the D multiplet was excited. No 
noticeable variation of the fluorescence intensity pattern was found in the 
polarisation studies of the (100) and (111) oriented crystals. 
Excitation spectra as shown in Figs. 5.80 and 5.81 reveal an unusual 
double line pattern on the three 4 G5; 2 energy levels within D multiplet. The 
energy difference between the two peaks of the double line pattern is 1 cm-1 
and it is identical for all three energy levels. This splitting was also observed 
in the corresponding optical absorption spectrum. The excitation spectrum 
of the upconverted fluorescence also shows this pattern but with a slightly 
different intensity distribution. This pattern cannot be explained by the 
lifting of the Kramers' degeneracy of the energy levels since such a splitting 
is not observed in the R or the L multiplets. The results obtained for the 
double rare earth doped crystals, as discussed in Chapter 8, suggest that this 
pattern is due to coupling of the excited energy levels of the two rare earth 
ions within the M centre (i.e. a pair splitting). 
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Figure 5. 78: Schematic diagram of a possible configuration for the M and N 
symmetry centres. The configuration having two N d3+ ions (top) has been 
proposed for the M centre by Osika {1965). 
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Figure 5.79: 10 K fluorescence spectrum for the R1 -+ Z1,2,3,4,5 and Yl,2,S,4,5,6 
transitions of the CaF2 : N d3+ M centre. 
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Figure 5.80: 10 K C multiplet excitation spectrum of the CaF2 : N d3+ M 
centre. 
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Figure 5.81: 10 K D multiplet excitation spectrum of the CaF2 : N d3+ M 
centre. 
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Figure 5.82: 10 K fluorescence spectrum for the R1 -+ ZI,2,3,4,5 and ¥1,2,3,4,5,6 
transitions of the CaF2 : N d3+ N centre. 
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5.7.3 The N centre in CaF2 : N d3+ 
The fluorescence spectra of this centre is presented in Fig. 5.84. The as-
signment of the energy levels of the 4 I multiplets was aided by the energy 
upconversion data and is listed in Table 5.12. 
The fluorescence pattern of theN centre is very similar to that of theM 
centre suggesting a similar symmetry configuration for both of them. The 
comments made above for the M p- centre are equally valid for the N centre, 
except that the energy difference between the z1 and z2 levels is 40.5 (± 1.5) 
cm-1 . 
The excitation spectra in Figs. 5.83 and 5.84 show the double line pat-
tern for the D 1 and D2 energy levels of the D multiplet, whereas the third 
energy level D3 , has a broad line profile. The energy difference between the 
two peaks of the double line pattern is 1 cm-1 for the D 1 and D2 energy 
levels. A similar intensity pattern was observed in the excitation spectrum 
of the upconverted fluorescence as shown in Fig. 5.84. The different intensity 
distribution of these patterns in the excitation spectrum of the infrared fluo-
rescence and the upconverted fluorescence could be attributed to the varying 
efficiency of the upconversion process for each energy level. 
5.7.4 Other double rare earth ion centres in CaF2 
Nd3+ 
The fluorescence spectra of four new two-ion centres were observed in CaF2 : 
N d3+. The similarity of their intensity patterns to the M centre and their 
continued presence after thermal treatment led to them being labelled and 
grouped within the M family as M1 to M 4. However, their presence was 
not observed in any of the optical absorption spectra. Figs. 5.85 and 5.86 are 
a representative example of the fluorescence spectrum of these centres and 
their energy levels are listed in Table 5.14. 
Energy upconversion was observed in the MJ and M2. centres but it was 
not possible to separate the two upconverted fluorescence spectra cleanly. 
This could be attributed to the coincidence of their crystal field components 
in the excited multiplet and the close similarity of these two centres which 
could also lead to cross relaxation in their upconversion processes. Energy 
upconversion is expected for the M3 and M4 centres even though observation 
of this is yet to be obtained. 
5.7.5 Double rare earth ion centres in Sr F 2 : N d3+ 
The fluorescence spectra of three new two-ion centres were observed in Sr F2 : 
N d3+. Their intensity patterns were very similar to that of the M centre 
found in CaF2 : N d3+ which led to them being labelled and associated with 
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Figure 5.83: 10 K C multiplet excitation spectrum of the CaF2 Nd3+ N 
centre. 
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Figure 5.84: 10 K D multiplet excitation spectrum of the C aF2 : N d3+ N 
centre. 
a) monitoring the R1 -t Z1 transition; 
b) monitoring the £ 1 -t Z1 transition. 
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Figure 5.85: 10 K fluorescence spectrum of the CaF2 : Nd3+ M1 and M2 
centres. 
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Figure 5.86: 10 K fluorescence spectrum for the R1 -t Z1,2,3,4,5 and Y1,2,s,4,5,6 
transitions of the CaF2 : Nd3+ M4 p- centre. 
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the two-ion cluster centres found in CaF2 : Nd8+. This demonstrated the 
presence of low symmetry cluster centres in SrF2 : Nd8+ at concentrations 
of 0.05% N dS+ ion and confirmed the EPR results of Kask and Kornienko 
(1968). The presence of these centres was not observed in any of the optical 
absorption spectra of S r F2 : N dS+. Fig. 5.87 is a representative example of 
the fluorescence spectrum of these centres and their energy levels are listed 
in Table 5.13. 
These two-ion centres in Sr F2 : N dS+ are expected to show similar en-
ergy upconversion processes to their counterparts in C aF2 : N dS+ but no 
evidence of this was obtained. The absence of the upconverted fluorescence 
is attributed to the weakness of the fluorescence of these centres and the 
limited sensitivity of the equipment used. 
5. 7.6 Discussion 
The similarity of theM, N and theM.,; (i = 1,2, ... ) centres in CaF2 : N d8+ 
and SrF2 : N d3+ suggests a common underlying symmetry configuration is 
shared by these centres. The results are insufficient to verify the proposed 
model for these centres, or the origin of the double line pattern of the energy 
levels in the D multiplet of the M and N centres. 
Fluorescence lifetime measurements of the R1 -l- Z1 transition of the M 
and N centres gave 92 us (±10%) and 35 us (±10%) at 10 K respectively. 
The proposed model for theM centre (Osiko 1965, Osiko and Shcherbakov 
1971) involves two N dS+ ions whereby the charge compensation is achieved 
by two F- ions in the interstitial positions as shown in Fig. 5. 78. The re-
duced fluorescence decay constant of the R1 --)- Z1 transition between the 
M and the C4v centres could be attributed to the increased non-radiative 
contribution to the relaxation processes. This non-radiative contribution is 
an indication of the coupling between the two N d8+ ions and of the interac-
tion of the N d3+ ions with the lattice phonons in the M centre. Barthem 
et al. (1987) have investigated the energy transfer rate within simple cluster 
centres in LiY F4 : PrS+ and LiY F4 : N d8+ and they attributed the short 
range interaction to superexchange and the long range interaction to electric 
dipole-dipole. A first approximation of the non-radiative relaxation rate can 
be deduced using the phenomenological approach as discussed in the analysis 
of the hydrogenic C4v centres in Chapter 2. The use of the C4v F- centre 
in the phenomenological approach to estimate the non-radiative contribution 
in the relaxation processes of the M centre is justified because the energy 
difference between the fluorescing level and the next lowest energy levels of 
these two centres is very similar. The assumption that the decay constant 
of the R1 --)- Z1 transition of the C4v F- centre is dominated by a radiative 
relaxation process simplifies the calculation as discussed in Chapter 5. Using 
the value of 1.3 ms (±10%) as the C4v F- centre fluorescence decay constant 
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Figure 5.87: 10 K fluorescence spectrum for the R1 ~ Z1,2,3,4,5 and Y1,2,3,4,5,6 
transitions of the Sr F2 : N d3+ Ml p- centre. * unidentified line. 
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of the R1 ----+ Z1 transition, the non-radiative rate of the R1 ----+ Z1 transition 
of theM centre is given by equation 5.16 as : 
R 
- Wo4v 
1M 
10870 - 769 
10100 (± 12%) s-1 
The results of a similar calculation for theN centre and the Mt.' (i = 1,2, ... ) 
centres are presented in Table 5.15. The results obtained for the double rare 
earth doped crystals, as discussed in Chapter 8, show that there is energy 
transfer between the two rare earth ions within the M centre and an increase 
in the coupling between the rare earth ions and the lattice phonons. The 
efficiency of the energy transfer depends on the matching of the energy levels 
of the two rare earth ions within the centre. In the present case where the 
ion pair is N d3+ - N d3+, an effective non-radiative relaxation path could 
be achieved by an energy transfer from the R multiplet to the W multiplet, 
which is approximately half the energy of the R 1 ----+ Zi transitions. The 
increase in the coupling of the rare earth ions to the lattice phonons could 
be related to the interaction between the two rare earth ions and to the 
addition of the second rare earth ion which results in the distortion of the 
local environment of the individual rare earth ions within the centre. Any 
such increase in electron phonon interaction is insensitive to the second rare 
earth ion introduced into the centre (see Chapter 8). 
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State SrF2: Nd3+ CaF2: Nd3+ 1 2 
4 !9/2 z1 0 0 0 0 
z2 354.9 ( ± 1.6) 323.8 ( ± 1.6) 324 85 
Zs 455.4 ( ± 1.8) 443.6 ( ± 1.8) 442 440 
z4 474.8 ( ± 1.8) 477.7 ( ± 1.8) 478 475 
z5 862.5 ( ± 1.6) 943 925 
4 Iu;2 yl 1917.8 ( ± 1.6) 2114.7 ( ± 1.6) 2110 
y2 2302.8 ( ± 2.3) 2303.7 ( ± 1.8) 2303 
Ys 2316.2 ( ± 1.6) 2309.6 ( ± 1.8) 2309 
y4 2346.4 ( ± 1.6) 2343.2 ( ± 1.6) 2340 
y5 2619.6 ( ± 1.6) 2620 
y6 
4Fs;2 R1 11477.1 ( ± 1.6) 11498.2 ( ± 1.6) 11496,9 11398~6/ 
R2 11494,3 
2 Hu;2 c1 15972 ( ± 2) 
c2 16028 ( ± 2) 
Cs 16099 ( ± 2) 
C4 16133 ( ± 2) 
C5 16200 ( ± 2) 
c6 16301 ( ± 2) 
16336 ( ± 2) 
4G5f2, D1 17217 ( ± 2) 17172 ( ± 3) 
2G1j2 D2 17226 ( ± 2) 172lp ( ± 2) 
Ds 17377 ( ± 2) 
D4 
D5 
D6 17510 ( ± 5) 
D1 17554 ( ± 3) 
Table 5.10: 10 K energy levels (in air cm-1) of the A' centre in SrF2 : Nd3+ 
and CaF2 : N d3+. 1. data of Kariss et al. 1965. 2. data of Toledano 1972. 
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State Experimental State Experimental 
4 [9/2 z1 0 4 F1;2, A1 
z2 35.3 ( ± 1.6) 4Ssj2 A2 13583 ( ± 2) 
Zs 150.1 ( ± 1.8) As 
Z4 380.5 ( ± 1.8) A4 
Zs 502.1 ( ± 1.6) As 13700 ( ± 1) 
Ae 13710 ( ± 1) 
4 Iu;2 yl 2026.1 ( ± 1.6) 
y2 2052.5 ( ± 1.8) 2 Hu;2 c1 15992 ( ± 2) 
Ys 2083.3 ( ± 1.8) c2 16004 ( ± 2) 
y4 2139.8 ( ± 1.8) Cs 16013 ( ± 2) 
Ys 2189.4 ( ± 2.3) C4 16042 ( ± 2) 
Ye 2224.6 ( ± 1.8) Cs 16068 ( ± 2) 
Ce 16131 ( ± 2) 
4hsj2 x1 3963 ( ± 1) 
x2 3986 ( ± 1) 4Gs;2, D1 17258 ( ± 1) 
Xs 4027 ( ± 1) 17259 ( ± 1) 
x4 4087 ( ± 1) 2G1j2 D2 17319 ( ± 1) 
Xs 4133 ( ± 1) 17320 ( ± 1) 
Xe Ds 17343 ( ± 1) 
x1 17344 ( ± 1) 
D4 17468 ( ± 3) 
4h5/2 w1 5800 ( ± 1) Ds 17499 ( ± 5) 
w1 5891 ( ± 1) De 17517 ( ± 5) 
Ws D7 17561 ( ± 3) 
W4 
Ws 407/2 E1 19116 ( ± 2) 
We 6284 ( ± 1) E2 
w1 6562 ( ± 1) Es 
Ws 6640 ( ± 1) E4 
4Fs;2 R1 11580.0 ( ± 1.6) 2 pl/2, h 23416 ( ± 3) 
R2 11622.2 ( ± 1.6) 2 Ds;2 [2 
Ri 11574 ( ± 1) Is 
R' 2 11616 ( ± 2) 4Ds;2 L1 28264 ( ± 3) 
4 Fs;2, s1 12530 ( ± 1) L2 28282 ( ± 3) 
2 H9f2 82 12576 ( ± 1) 
Ss 12581 ( ± 1) 
84 12603 ( ± 1) 
Ss 12628 ( ± 1) 
Se 12655 ( ± 1) 
87 12762? ( ± 1) 
Sa 12850? ( ± 1) 
Table 5.11: 10 K energy levels (in air cm-1) of the M F- centre in 
CaF2 : Nd3+. 7 Tentative assignement. 
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State Experimental State Experimental 
4 !9/2 z1 0 4F9f2 B1 14838 ( ± 1) 
z2 40.5 ( ± 1.5) B2 
Zg 145.1 ( ± 1.8) Bg 14894 ( ± 1) 
z4 382.9 ( ± 1.8) B4 14910 ( ± 1) 
z5 544.1 ( ± 1.6) B5 14930 ( ± 1) 
4lnj2 yl 2029.1 ( ± 1.6) 2 Hu;2 c1 15991 ( ± 1) 
y2 2059.2 ( ± 1.8) c2 16019 ( ± 1) 
Yg 2088.3 ( ± 1.8) Cg 16029 ( ± 1) 
y4 2141.4 ( ± 1.6) c4 16056 ( ± 1) 
y5 2222.1 ( ± 2.3) C5 16088 ( ± 1) 
Ye 2261.5 ( ± 1.6) Ce 16161 ( ± 1) 
4h3/2 x1 3959 ( ± 3) 4G5;2, D1 17269 ( ± 1) 
x2 3998 ( ± 2) 17270 ( ± 1) 
Xg 4032 ( ± 3) 2G1;2 D2 17326 ( ± 1) 
x4 4101 ( ± 2) 17327 ( ± 1) 
x5 4144 ( ± 2) Dg 17363 ( ± 1) 
Xe 4146 ( ± 1) D4 17499 ( ± 1) 
x1 4358 ( ± 2) D5 17523 ( ± 1) 
De 17536 ( ± 1) 
4F3/2 R1 11601.2 ( ± 1.6) D1 17614 ( ± 1) 
R2 11640.9 ( ± 1.6) 
Ri 11596 ( ± 1) 4G1;2 E1 19128 ( ± 2) 
R' 2 11636 ( ± 2) E2 
Eg 
4F5;2, s1 12295 ( ± 1) E4 
2 H9f2 82 12337 ( ± 1) 
Sg 12593 ( ± 1) 2 pl/2, h 23448 ( ± 3) 
84 12585 ( ± 1) 2D5/2 !2 
85 12621 ( ± 1) lg 
Se 12649 ( ± 1) 
87 12678 ( ± 2) 4D3/2 L1 28284 ( ± 3) 
Sa 12774 ( ± 2) L2 28312 ( ± 3) 
4F1;2, A1 13477 ( ± 1) 
4S3;2 A2 13481 ( ± 1) 
Ag 13595 ( ± 1) 
A4 13690 ( ± 1) 
A5 13717 ( ± 1) 
Ae 13723 ( ± 1) 
Table 5.12: 10 K energy levels (in air cm-1) of the N F- centre m 
CaF2 : Nd3+. 
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State M1 M2 M3 
419/2 z1 0 0 0 
z2 14.7 ( ± 1.6) 29.4 ( ± 1.6) 67 ( ± 1.6) 
z3 110.0 ( ± 1.6) 125.7 ( ± 1.6) 133.0 ( ± 1.6) 
Z4 219.3 ( ± 1.8) 333.9 ( ± 1.8) 183.7 ( ± 1.6) 
z5 323.9 ( ± 1.8) 347.8 ( ± 1.8) 319.0 ( ± 1.6) 
385.5 ( ± 1.8) 392.9 ( ± 1.8) 329.0 ( ± 1.6) 
389.3 ( ± 1.6) 412.9 ( ± 1.8) 364.2 ( ± 1.8) 
425.3 ( ± 1.8) 
4 In;2 yl 1980.1 ( ± 1.6) 1999.8 ( ± 1.6) 1991.7 ( ± 1.6) 
y2 1997.5 ( ± 1.6) 2021.8 ( ± 1.8) 2022.6 ( ± 1.6) 
y3 2024.9 ( ± 1.6) 2057.2 ( ± 1.6) 2033.5 ( ± 1.8) 
y4 2035.8 ( ± 1.6) 2129.9 ( ± 1.6) 2099.1 ( ± 1.6) 
y5 2079.3 ( ± 1.6) 2164.3 ( ± 1.8) 2129.4 ( ± 1.6) 
Ye 2111.6 ( ± 1.8) 
4F3/2 R1 11568.7 ( ± 1.6) 11567.4 ( ± 1.6) 11547.3 ( ± 1.6) 
R2 
Table 5.13: 10 K energy levels (in air cm-1) of the Ml, M2 and M3 F-
centres in Sr F2 : N d3+. 
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State M1 M2 M3 M4 
4 lg;z z1 0 0 0 0 
z2 30.8 ( ± 1.6) 28.1 ( ± 1.6) 21.4 ( ± 1.6) 18.6 ( ± 1.6) 
Zs 145.4 ( ± 1.8) 149.6 ( 1.8) 
z4 375.7 ( ± 1.6) 38 0.6 ( ± 1.6) 
Zs 466.5 ( ± 1.8) 467.0 ( 1.8) 
486.1 ( ± 1.8) 481.6 ( ± 1.8) 
504.6 ( ± 1.8) 
4 Iu;2 yl 2022.1 ( ± 1.6) 2010.3 ( ± 1.6) 
y2 20566 ( ± 1.8} 2037.4 ( ± 1.8) 
Ys 2064.8 ( ± 1.8) 2042.8 ( ± 1.8) 
y4 2116.0 ( 1.6) 2112.5 ( 1.6) 
Ys 2160.5 ( ± 1.6) 2160.2 ( 1.6) 
2166.7 ( ± 1.8) 
Ye 2201.1 ( ± 1.6) 
4Fsj2 R1 11587.5 ( ± 1.6) 11578.1 ( ± 1.6) 11571.4 ( ± 1.6) 11531.4 ( ± 1.6) 
R2 
Table 5.14: 10 K energy levels (in air cm-1 ) of the M1, M2, M3 and M4 
centres in C aF2 : N d3+. 
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r 
wNR 
CaF2: Nd3+ 
M N M1 M2 
(ms ± 10%) .092 .0348 .52 .45 
(s-1) 10101 27967 1154 1453 
( ± %) 11 11 23 21 
(us ± 10%) 
(s-1) 
( ± %) 
237 262 
3624 3222 
28 30 
fluorescence lifetime 
non-radiative decay rate 
radiative decay rate 
M3 M4 
.58 .49 
955 1272 
26 22 
769 ( ± 10%) (s-1) 
595 ( ± 10%) (s-1) 
CaF2: Nd 3+ p- C4v 
SrF2 : Nd 3+ p- C4v 
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Table 5.15: 10 K non-radiative decay rates for the R1 -+ Z1 transition of 
the Mi p- centres in SrF2 : Nd3+ and CaF2 : Nd3+. 
Chapter 6 
Energy Upconversion 
The complexity of the energy levels present in rare earth ions makes excited 
state interactions a very common process in excited rare earth doped mate-
rials. Ion-Ion interaction is a well established relaxation mechanism in rare 
earth salts. The efficiency of the energy transfer depends on the matching 
of the energy gap of the transitions and the nature of the coupling in the 
electronic system. Most of the earlier experimental work has been concerned 
with the variation of the lifetime of the fluorescence levels as a function of 
the concentration of rare earth ions and subsequently establishing energy 
transfer from one fluorescent ion to another of the same or different kind. 
The theories for resonant energy transfer were developed by Dexter (1953) 
and Forster (1959) for multi-polar coupling and by Inokuti and Hirayama 
(1965) for exchange coupling. The theory for non- resonant energy transfer 
was developed by Miyakawa and Dexter (1970), where the energy mismatch 
between the energy levels of the donor and the acceptor ions is compensated 
for by the creation or destruction of phonons. 
There has been a large amount of experimental research into the energy 
transfer between rare earth ions and much interest has centred on the phe-
nomenon of energy upconversion. The majority of these studies have been 
concerned with evaluating the importance of the energy transfer process in 
optimising particular applications, such as the infrared quantum counter 
(IRQC) and quenching or sensitising fluorescence in solid state laser op-
erations. A comprehensive review of the energy transfer process in rare 
earth doped materials was given by Wright (1976) and Riseberg and We-
ber (1976). Many mechanisms have been proposed to explain the different 
types of upconversion fluorescence behaviour observed for rare earth ions in 
various host materials. The most efficient type of upconversion mechanism 
involves the sequential transfer of two or more excitations from the donor 
ion to another ion, as illustrated in Fig. 6.1. The two processes most com-
monly invoked for the energy upconversion of the RE3+ ions in various host 
materials (Lezama 1986, Vial et al. 1979, Reddy and Venkateswarlu 1983, 
Zalucha et al. 1973, 1974) are the sequential two photon excitation process 
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(STEP) and the energy transfer upconversion process (ETU). The first of 
these processes involves an ion being excited by absorbing a photon and re-
laxing to an intermediate level from which it is further excited to a higher 
energy level by absorbing another photon. The latter process requires the 
transfer of energy from one excited ion in an intermediate level to another 
leaving one in the ground state and the other in a higher excited level. Each 
of the two processes mentioned above requires two incident photons; the first 
process involves a single ion while the second requires two ions. No details of 
energy transfer processes are presented in this thesis; instead the references 
mentioned above may be consulted for a comprehensive analysis. Discus-
sion here is restricted to the most probable mechanisms responsible for the 
upconverted fluorescence observed in CaF2 : Nd3+ and SrF2 : Nd3+. 
The phenomenon of energy upconversion was observed for both the single 
rare earth ion C~w p- centres in CaF2 : N d3+ and Sr F2 : N d3+, and for the 
M and N p- cluster centres in CaF2 : Nd3+. No upconversion was observed 
in any of the hydrogenic centres of SrF2 : Nd3+ or CaF2 : Nd3+ due to· 
insufficient sensitivity of the equipment to record fluorescence signals 104 
times weaker than those of the p- centres. 
6.1 Tetragonal ( C4v) Centre 
Up converted fluorescence from the K (2 P3t2) and L (4 D3t2) multiplets was 
observed in Sr F2 : N d3+ and C aH : N d3+ crystals with a 0.05% N d3+ ion 
dopant concentration when the frequency of the dye laser was resonant with 
particular energy levels of the D multiplet. The upconverted fluorescence 
spectra are presented in Figs. 6.2 and 6.3 and the assigned energy levels are 
listed in Tables 5.1 and 5.2. No fluorescence from the C and D multiplets 
themselves was observed which is consistent with earlier observations for 
the C4v p- centre (see Chapter 5). Fig. 6.4 shows that the upconverted 
fluorescence is associated with a two photon process whereas the infrared 
fluorescence from the R1 level is a single photon process. The upconverted 
fluorescence intensity for the L multiplet was 103 weaker than the direct 
fluorescence for the R multiplet. No upconverted fluorescence was observed 
when the C multiplet was excited. 
The upconverted fluorescence spectrum of the L multiplet in Sr F2 : N d3+ 
showed the presence of the unidentified 165 cm-1 level close to the L 1 -+ Z3 
transition and this further supports its association with the C4v symmetry 
centre. A weak transition was observed to terminate at an energy level 268 
cm-1 above the ground level which is close to the 257.7 cm-1 predicted by 
Freeth (1980) as the position for the Z4 energy level. As this weak transition 
was not observed in the upconverted fluorescence spectrum of the K multiplet 
or in the near infrared fluorescence of the R1 level its assignment is only 
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Figure 6.1: Schematic diagram showing two possible mechanisiru3 for energy 
upconversion processes. a) Sequential two photon excitation process (STEP). 
b) Energy transfer upconversion process (ETU). 
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Figure 6.2: 10 K fluorescence spectrum of the Sr F2 : N d3+ C4v F- centre 
with laser excitation at 17346 (in air em -l) showing fluorescence transitions 
caused by upconversion processes. 
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Figure 6.3: 10 K fluorescence spectrum of the CaF2 : Nd3+ C4v p- centre 
with laser excitation at 17385 (in air cm-1) showing fluorescence transitions 
caused by upconversion processes. 
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Figure 6.4: 10 K fluorescence of the C aF2 : N d3+ C4v p- centre as a function 
of incident laser power for a) the R1 -+ Z1 transition ( 862.3 nm); b) the 
L1 -+ Z2 transition (28106.9 cm-1). 
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tentative. 
The excitation spectrum in Fig. 6.5 shows that identical excitation ener-
gies are needed to obtain the maximum intensities for both the upconverted 
and the infrared fluorescence. The excitation spectrum of the upconversion 
phenomenon also revealed an excitation at 16596 (±3) cm-1• This energy 
difference relative to the ground state would correspond to a level situated 
in the region between the C and D multiplets, but it exactly matches the en-
ergy difference between the L1 and the R1 energy levels. A detailed analysis 
showed that this upconversion excitation was accompanied by a weak infrared 
fluorescence from the R 1 level which was insensitive to the frequency tuning 
of the dye laser. Fig. 6.6 shows the broad phonon side band that caused 
the infrared fluorescence from the R1 level and the upconverted fluorescence 
from the L multiplet when the laser was resonant with the energy difference 
between the L1 and R1 energy levels. This unambiguously identified the R1 
energy level as the intermediate level involved in the upconversion process 
which is further supported by the observed long fluorescence decay lifetime 
for this energy level (see Chapter 5). This observation, coupled with the 
C4v symmetry centre being a single ion centre, strongly supports the STEP 
process as the dominant upconversion mechanism for N d3+ ions. 
The conclusion made above for the C4v F- centre in Sr F2 : N d3+ is 
equally valid for the corresponding centre in C aF2 : N d3+ with the exception 
of the Z4 energy level not being observed in the upconverted fluorescence 
spectrum. The energy difference between the L 1 and R1 levels is 16515 (±3) 
cm-1 (see Fig. 6.6). 
An attempt to obtain the fluorescence decay lifetimes of the upconverted 
energy levels was unsuccessful. Although it would be preferable to investi-
gate the possibility of upconversion with a higher power pulsed laser, the 
present indications favour the STEP process because of the following com-
bined factors; the pulsed dye laser has a pulse width of 500 ps, a maximum 
repetition rate of 20 pulses per minute and the fluorescence decay time con-
stant of the R1 energy level is approximately 1 ms. This implies that there 
are no excited ions in the intermediate R1 level when the next laser pulse 
arrives to complete the upconversion process. This supposition is consistent 
with the proposed STEP process. An attempt to populate the R multi-
plet by focusing light from an appropriate filtered white light source onto 
the crystal was not successful, probably because the light intensity was too 
low. The STEP upconversion process suggests a possible experiment using 
two lasers. A cw laser could be used to populate the R1 level by exciting the 
non-upconverting C multiplet while a pulsed laser could scan the D multiplet 
to make upconverted fluorescence lifetime measurements. An improvement 
might be to use two pulsed dye lasers, so that the time difference between 
the pulses of the two lasers could give useful information about the efficiency 
of the upconversion process and the relaxation rate(s) between the excited 
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Figure 6.5: 10 K D multiplet excitation spectrum of the Sr F2 : N d3+ C4V F-
centre. The slight displacement is due to the offset of the two chart recorder 
pens. 
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Figure 6.6: 10 K excitation spectrum of a) CaF2 : Nd3+; b) SrF2 : Nd3+ 
monitoring the upconverted and direct fluorescence of the C4v F- centre. * 
indicating the coincidence of the laser frequency with the energy separation 
of the L1 and R1 levels. 
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and the intermediate level(s). 
6.2 Polarised Upconverted Fluorescence 
Figs. 6. 7 to 6.10 show representative examples of the polarised intensity pat-
tern of the upconverted C4v F- centre fluorescence spectrum in Sr F2 : N d3+. 
The excitation of the energy level at 17346 cm-1 gives the strongest up-
converted fluorescence as shown in Fig. 5.25, hence the polarisation of the 
upconverted fluorescence was studied by the excitation of this level. The 
polarisation results discussed earlier in Chapter 5 show that the excitation 
of this energy level is dominated by 7r polarisation. This simplified the task 
of unravelling the polarised upconversion intensity pattern since no a polari-
sation was involved in populating the R1 level. The second photon absorbed 
is restricted by equation 5.10 to give : 
(yy) (yx) 
for R1 --+ L --+ Z transitions. For transitions between two energy levels of 
different symmetries, i.e. "17 --+ "f6, a 1:0 ratio is expected for the polarised 
upconverted (yx):(yy) fluorescence intensities. The symmetries of the energy 
levels Z1 and Z5 were identified to be "f6 hence the energy level L1 must have 
a "11 symmetry to produce the polarised intensity pattern of the L1 --+ Z1 and 
Z5 transitions shown in Fig. 6.7. This is further supported by the almost 1:0 
ratio obtained for the (yx):(yy) polarisation ratios for the L 1 --+ R1 and Y2,4,6 
transitions, shown in Figs. 6.8 and 6.9. For transitions between two energy 
levels of the same symmetry, i.e. "17 --+ "17 , a more complex ratio is expected 
since both 7r and a polarisations are allowed. The "f6 symmetry of the K 1 
energy level is deduced from the polarised intensity pattern of the K 1 --+ Z2 
and R 2 transitions as shown in Figs. 6.9 and 6.10. 
The above analysis should yield similar information for the C4v F- centre 
in CaF2 : N d3+, but the polarised intensity patterns, as shown in Figs. 6.11 
and 6.12 do not have clear polarisation ratios. This implies that the initial 
excitation must involve both 7r and a polarisations which gives a complex 
polarised upconversion spectrum. 
A summary of the polarised upconversion results is presented in Tables 
5.1 and 5.2. Complementary and useful information could be acquired if 
a strong upconverted fluorescence could be obtained from excitation of an 
energy level of "17 symmetry. 
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Figure 6. 7: 10 K polarised fluorescence spectrum for the £ 1 -+ Zi transitions 
of the SrF2 : Nd3+ C4v p- centre for a) (yx) and b) (yy) polarisation. 
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Figure 6.8: 10 K polarised fluorescence spectrum for the L 1 ~ Yi and 
K 1 ~ Zi transitions of the Sr F2 : N d3+ C4v F- centre for a) (yx) and 
b) (yy) polarisation. 
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Figure 6.9: 10 K polarised fluorescence spectrum for the L1 -t Ri transitions 
of the SrF2 : Nd3+ C4v F- centre for a) (yx) and b) (yy) polarisation. 
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Figure 6.10: 10 K polarised fluorescence spectrum for the L1 -r Ai and 
K 1 -r Ri transitions of the SrF2 : Nd3+ C4v F- centre for a) (yx) and b) 
(yy) polarisation. 
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Figure 6.11: 10 K polarised fluorescence spectrum for the L 1 ---+ Zi transitions 
of the CaF2 : Nd3+ C4v F- centre for a) (yx) and b) (yy) polarisation. 
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Figure 6.12: 10 K polarised fluorescence spectrum for the L1 --) Yi transitions 
of the CaFz: Nd3+ C4v F- centre for a) (yx) and b) (yy) polarisation. 
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6.3 M and N Centres 
The upconverted fluorescence spectra of the M and N centres in C aF2 : N d3+ 
are presented in Figs. 6.13 and 6.14, and the energy levels are listed in Ta-
bles 5.11 and 5.12. No upconverted fluorescence was observed when the C 
multiplet was excited, but weak fluorescence from the D multiplet and ex-
tremely weak fluorescence from the C multiplet were observed in the upcon-
verted fluorescence spectrum when the D multiplet was excited (Figs. 6.15 
and 6.16). The intensity of the upconverted L multiplet fluorescence of the 
M centre was found to vary quadratically with the input laser power (see 
Fig. 6.17 ) indicating a two photon process . The upconverted fluorescence 
from the L multiplet terminates at two new energy levels, R~ and R;, of the 
R multiplet. The energy differences between the Ri and the R; (i = 1,2) en-
ergy levels are presented in Table 6.1. Extremely weak infrared fluorescence 
from the R~ energy level was observed with an intensity of approximately 102 
weaker than the fluorescence from the R 1 energy level. The R~ -t Z~ transi-
tion was not observed because of extremely weak fluorescence intensity from 
R' levels. The presence of the R' levels was also observed in the upconverted 
fluorescence spectra of theM' centres in CaF2 : N d3+: RE3+ (RE3+ : Ce3+ 
and Gd3+), where extremely weak infrared fluorescence from the R' levels 
was also observed (see Chapter 8). The presence of the R' levels observed 
in these upconverted fluorescence spectra indicates a phonon assisted energy 
transfer process between the rare earth ions within these cluster centres. 
Within the limitations of the present equipment, the excitation spectrum 
shows the infrared fluorescence from the R1 level and the upconverted fluo-
rescence to be excited by identical frequencies. This indicates a single centre 
effect rather than a multiple centre co-operative effect. The origin of the 
double line pattern on the energy levels of the 4G5; 2 multiplet has been dis-
cussed in Chapter 5. The absence of the excitation in the region between the 
C and D multiplets, as observed for the C4v F- centre, and the presence 
of the R' levels suggests the possibility of a combination of an ETU process 
within a single cluster centre. 
No upconverted fluorescence of theM and N centres was observed when 
excited by the pulsed dye laser. It would be desirable to investigate the 
possibility of upconversion with a higher power pulsed laser to verify the 
upconversion process(es) attributed to these centres. 
An energy upconversion process was also observed for the MJ and M2 
centres in CaF2 : N d3+. The upconverted fluorescence of these two centres 
was extremely weak and their spectra cannot be adequately separated from 
each other by selective excitation. This is due to the similarity of the Ml 
and M2 centres resulting in the overlapping of their energy levels within the 
excited D multiplet and because of possible energy transfer between these 
two centres. 
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Figure 6.13: 10 K fluorescence spectrum of the CaF2 : N d3+ M F- centre for 
laser excitation at 17258 (in air cm-1) showing the fluorescence transitions 
caused by upconversion processes. 
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Figure 6.14: 10 K fluorescence spectrum of the CaF2 : N d3+ N p- centre for 
laser excitation at 17269 (in air cm-1) showing the fluorescence transitions 
caused by upconversion processes. 
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Figure 6.15: 10 K D multiplet fluorescence spectrum of the CaF2 : N d3+ a) 
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Figure 6.16: 10 K C multiplet fluorescence spectrum of C aF2 : N d3+ M p-
centre for laser excitation at 17258 (in air cm-1). 
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6.4 Discussion 
A study of energy upconversion in the C4v F- centre in Sr F 2 : N d3+ and 
CaF2 : N d3+ and theM and N centres in CaF2 : N d3+ has aided the assign-
ment of the energy levels for these centres. It also provides an opportunity 
for investigation of the different energy transfer processes involved in energy 
upconversion. 
The results show that the mechanism responsible for the upconversion 
phenomenon of the single ion C4v F- centre is likely to be a STEP process. 
The observation of the R~ and R; energy levels in the multi-ion M and 
N centres suggests a phonon assisted ETU process within a single centre, 
although one cannot discount possible STEP contributions. A possible way 
to distinguish the two processes is by fluorescence lifetime measurements of 
the upconverted fluorescence and a careful analysis of the fluorescence spectra 
of the M and N centres in double rare earth ion doped samples. 
It is necessary to enhance the concentration of the Me: (i = 1,2, .. ) centres 
in Sr F2 : N d3+ and CaF2 : N d3+ before further investigation of the upcon-
version characteristics of these cluster centres can be usefully done. N ev-
ertheless, upconversion has been successfully demonstrated for some N d3+ 
centres, many transitions were observed and further work on optimally doped 
N d3+ crystals would be worthwhile. 
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Ml 
M N Nd3+- Ce3+ Nd3+- Gd3+ Nd3+- Yb3+ 
R2- R1 42 (±3.6) 40 (±3.6) 46 (±4) 35 (±3.6) 39.5 (±2.6) 
I I 
R2- Rl 42 (±3) 40 (±3) 46 (±4) 35 (±4) 
I 
Ri -14 -6 (±3.6) -4 (±3.6) -4 (±4) -8 (±3.6) 
z2- z1 35.3 (±1.6) 40.5 (±1.5) 37 (±1) 33.6 (±1.6) 30 (±1) 
Table 6.1: The energy separation between chosen levels for theM and N F-
centres in CaF : N d3+ and the M 1 p- centres in CaF2 : N d3+ : RE3+. (in 
air cm-1). 
Chapter 7 
Crystal Field and Superposition 
Model Calculations 
7.1 Crystal Field Calculation 
Parameterisation of the N d3+ F- tetragonal centre energy levels has been 
reported by Kiss (1963) and Freeth et al. (1982). The Kiss result is not 
satisfactory because of his choice of a cubic field to fit the centre. Freeth 
et al. (1982), using the intermediate coupling wavefunctions of LaF3 : N d3+ 
(Carnall et al. 1979), have achieved a good overall fit to the Z andY energy 
levels, with a standard deviation of 2.2 cm-1 for Sr F2 : N d3+ and 0.7 cm-1 
for CaF2 : N d3+. Their results predicted the experimentally unobserved Z4 
level to be at 257.7 cm-1 for SrF2 : Nd3+ and 312 cm-1 for CaF2 : Nd3+. 
Also, they observed that the inclusion of intermediate coupling has the effect 
of interchanging the C 4v irreps ( "fe and "(7 ) designation of the two close levels 
Y 2 and Y3 in CaF2 : Nd3+ as compared to SrF2 : Nd3+, which is in agreement 
with their experimental Zeeman data. 
A re-analysis of the C4v centres in SrF2 : Nd3+ and CaF2 : Nd3+ is 
appropriate here because results from the upconverted fluorescence spectra 
positively identified most of the 4 I energy levels as well as those of other 
multiplets, providing sufficient data to calculate the intermediate coupling 
wavefunctions for the C4v F- centres, rather than use those for LaF3 : N d3+. 
The energy levels of the tetragonal centres were analysed using the crystal 
field Hamiltonian derived from the point group basis, as shown in equation 
2.8. Computer programmes were written to calculate the appropriate crys-
tal field matrix elements and the intermediate coupling reduction factors. 
The latter were calculated using the intermediate coupling wavefunctions 
obtained by a computer programme, provided by Dr. C.A. Freeth, which 
diagonalised the combined electrostatic and spin-orbit matrices. This com-
puter programme uses an iterative least squares fitting procedure to calculate 
the Racah parameters E 1, E 2 and E 3 and the spin-orbit parameter, e, to give 
an optimum fit to the known multiplet barycentres. The calculated and ex-
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perimental barycentres and the least squares fitted parameters are presented 
in Table 7.1 while the intermediate coupling reduction factors and wavefunc-
tions are presented in Tables. 7.2, 7.3 and 7.4. These intermediate coupling 
wavefunctions for the C4v F- centres in SrF2 : Nd3+ and CaF2 : Nd3+ were 
used in the crystal field calculations. 
Freeth (1980) has shown that it is essential to include intermediate cou-
pling in the crystal field analyses of the N d3+ C4v centres, even though the 
intermediate coupling wavefunctions showed the four 4 IJ multiplets ( Z, Y, 
X and W) to be almost pure L = 6, S = 3/2 states (see Tables 7.3 and 
7.4). The crystal field analyses which follow were assigned with a spin-orbit 
parameter, Ei, for each multiplet, where i = Z, Y, X and W. The differing 
values show the departure of the multiplet spacing from the Lande interval 
rule indicating the slight breakdown of the Russell-Saunders coupling scheme. 
Crystal field J mixing is significant (Freeth 1980) and must be included 
in the crystal field analyses. This is achieved by including all the matrix 
elements ((LSJIVcFJLSJ')) of the crystal field not diagonal in J in the 
calculation. 
To calculate the magnetic splitting factors, s11 and s..L, the Zeeman and 
crystal field matrices were diagonalised simultaneously. The orbital angu-
lar momentum reduction factor, k, was included in the Zeeman interaction 
Hamiltonian as described in Chapter 2. Calculations (Freeth 1980) have 
shown that the splitting factors are sensitive to the composition of the eigen-
function, hence the measured splitting factors for the ground state have been 
included wherever possible in the crystal field calculations. 
The R multiplet was not included in the final crystal field calculations 
because of its interactions with other close lying multiplets. The inclusion 
of all these interactions would require a crystal field calculation using all the 
364 levels of the 4/3 configuration. 
7.2 C4v Centres in Sr F2 : N d3+ 
A crystal field analysis of the C4v F- centre in Sr F2 : N d3+ and its hydro-
genic analogues were carried out in the manner described above. 
In the C4v F- centre all the known energy levels in the 41 multiplets 
and the g-values of the Z1 level (McMahon) were included in the crystal field 
analysis. An attempt to fit the 164 cm-1 unidentified level was unsuccessful 
and, when the level located at 268 cm-1 (by upconversion) was included as 
Z4 , it deviated from the calculated value by approximately 10 cm-1 • A cal-
culation using the intermediate coupling wavefunctions of the LaF3 : N d3+ 
gave similar results which raises doubts as to the assignment of this level to 
Z4 • When both the levels at 164 cm-1 and 268 cm-1 were excluded from 
the crystal field analysis, a better overall fit between the experimental and 
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the calculated energy levels was obtained, as expected. The least squares fit-
ted crystal field parameters, spin-orbit parameters and the orbital reduction 
parameter that gave the optimum fit to experimental data are presented in 
Table 7.5. The calculated and the observed energy levels are compared in 
Table 7.6. 
The 8(111) splitting factors for the Y levels were calculated using the pa-
rameters in Table 7.7 and are compared with the experimental and calculated 
values of Freeth et al. (1982) using the relationship : 
( 1 ( 2 2) 1/2 8 111) = y'3 8
11 
+ 281. • 
The calculated splitting factors for the Y1 and Y4 levels compare well with 
those calculated by Freeth (1980) (see Table 7.7) and are slightly larger than 
the experimental values (Freeth 1980). 
A crystal field analysis of the T-, n- and s- analogues of the C4v p-
centre were carried out using the intermediate coupling wavefunctions for the 
SrF2 : Nd3+ C4v p- centre as there is no data on theW and X multiplets 
for the hydrogenic C4v centres. The results predict the experimentally un-
observed Z4 level to be at 302.8 cm-1 for T-, 295.8 cm-1 for n- and 295.7 
cm-1 for s-. An attempt to fit the additional line observed in the region 
of the R1 ---t Z5 transition for the n- and s- analogues (see Fig. 5.1) was 
unsuccessful. The least squares fitted parameters that gave the optimum fit 
to experimental data are presented in Table 7.5 while the calculated and the 
observed energy levels are compared in Tables 7.8 to 7.10. The C4v irreps 
designation ( "f6 and "17) of the Y2 and Y3 levels interchanged for the T-, 
n- and s- analogues compared to those of the p-' is consistent with the 
polarisation data as disscused in Chapter 5. 
7.3 C4v Centres in CaF2 : Nd3+ 
A crystal field analysis of the C4v p- and n- centres CaF2 : N d3+ was 
carried out in a similar manner to that described for the corresponding 
SrF2 : Nd3+ C4v centres. The energy levels of the 41 multiplets and the 
g-values for the Z1 level (Bleaney et al. 1956) were included in the crystal 
field analyses and the least squares fitted parameters which gave the optimum 
fit to the experimental data are presented in Table 7.5, while the calculated 
and observed energy levels are compared in Tables 7.11 and 7.12. The results 
predict the experimentally unobserved Z4 level to be at 312.1 cm-1 for p-
and 306.8 cm-1 for n-. The results show the "17 and "f6 designation of the 
close lying Y2 and Y3 levels for both the p- and n- centres are interchanged 
compared to the p- centres in Sr F2 : N d3+. The inclusion of the R levels 
has the same effect as intermediate coupling in causing the interchanging of 
the "f6 and "17 designation of the Y2 and Y3 levels. 
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For the p- centre, the splitting factors for the 4 I multiplets were calcu-
lated for magnetic field strength varying from 1 to 5 tesla and are presented 
in Fig. 7.1. The splitting factors of the Z and Y multiplets exhibit similar 
patterns to those calculated by Freeth (1980) and the values are compared in 
Table 7.7. In the s11 case, where the applied magnetic field is parallel to the 
four-fold axis of the C4v centre, the two Zeeman levels (1~ and 1~) belonging 
to the doubly degenerate Y3 {16 ) level cross over in energy at a magnetic 
field strength of 3 tesla. Recalculations of the splitting factors using Freeth's 
crystal field parameters show that the re-adjusted set of crystal field param-
eters, which was used to obtained a better match of the Y2 and Y3 levels, 
has the effect of shifting the cross over of the two Zeeman levels of Y3 to 
a higher magnetic field. The energy of the Zeeman transitions between the 
Y levels and the Z1 ground level were calculated following the transitions 
rules computed by Freeth (1980) and are presented in Fig. 7.2. The results 
show no improvement on those calculated by Freeth (1980) which indicate 
that inclusion of all the energy levels of the 4 I multiplets cannot exactly fit the 
Zeeman transitions. 
7.4 Superposition Model Calculation for the 
C4v Centres 
Direct information about the distortion of the C4v centres in CaF2 : N d3+ 
appears to be limited to the ENDOR data of Kiro et al. (1971) for the p-
and the H- centres. The ENDOR results show the N d3+ ion is displaced 
by 0.08a0 , where a0 (0.137 nm for CaF2 and 0.145 nm for Sr F2) is one 
quarter of the cubic lattice parameter, from the centre of the cube towards 
the intersitial charge compensation ion, hence causing only a small distortion 
of the C 4v p- centre in C aF2 : N d3+. An even smaller distortion is expected 
for the larger Sr F2 lattice with greater separation of the N d3+ from the 
charge compensating p- ion. Reid and Butler (1982) have calculated the 
values for the co-ordination angles, Oa and Ob, for the CaF2 : N d3+ p- C4v 
centre to be 63° ( ±2°) and 123° (±2°) respectively (see Fig. 2.1). 
A computer programme based on that of Reid (1988) was used to calculate 
the distortion of the C4v centres in CaF2 : N d3+ and Sr F2 : N d3+. Superpo-
sition model calculations require knowledge of the distances between the rare 
earth ion and its surrounding ligands. The ENDOR (Kiro et al. 1971) results 
show the displacement of the N d3+ ion in the C4v centres in CaF2 : N d3+. 
However, no information was presented concerning the likely displacement 
of the p- ions surrounding the N d3+ ion. Hence, the following assumptions 
(following those of Reid 1981) are necessary : for both Sr F2 : N d3+ and 
CaF2 : N d3+ theN d3+ ion is displaced from the centre of the cube by 0.08a0 
towards the interstitial charge compensating ion. The distances between the 
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eight surrounding p- ions are assumed constant. For the p-
ions (see Fig. 2.1) at positions 1 to 4 the distance is ((2 + (1- 0.08) 2 )112)a0 
and for the p-ions at positions 5 to 8 the distance is ((2 + (1 + 0.08) 2 ) 112)a0 , 
The charge compensating p- ion in the interstitial position is at a distance 
(2 - 0.08)a0 from the N d3+ ion; the intrinsic parameters A4 and A6 follow 
a power law (Ro/ R)t", where t 4 = 6.3 (±1.4) and t 6 = 10.1 (±10.1) are the 
values obtained for a cubic symmetry centre (Newman 1978). 
The ratios Bfet! B!ct and B:et! B~ct for various values of the co-ordination 
angles fh and Oa have been calculated. Fig. 7.3 shows the calculated re-
sults for the C4v centre where the ratios Bfetf B!ct and Bfet! B~ct are plotted 
against the angle ()b for various values of Oa. The co-ordination angles for 
the various C4v centres in CaF2 : N d3+ and Sr F2 : N d3+ are calculated 
from their appropriate crystal field parameters and the results are presented 
in Table 7.13. The results are comparable with those of Reid and Butler 
(1982), but the results for SrF2 : Nd3+, CaF2 : Nd3+ and those of Reid 
and Butler gave values for ()b smaller than the cubic value of 125.3°. This 
cannot be the case as it would mean the ligand ions at positions 5 to 8 move 
closer towards the direction of the charge compensating ion (i.e. attraction). 
Reid and Butler (1982) have noted that some of their assumptions could be 
modified to increase this angle; namely decreasing the power dependence or 
increasing the distance between the N d3+ ion and the p- ions in positions 5 
to 8 (see Fig. 2.1). Additional results from ENDOR on the exact position of 
the surrounding ligand ions are needed to improve the present calculations. 
7.5 Discussion 
The superposition model predicted that the ratio B!ct! B~ct is smaller for the 
tetragonal centre than the cubic centre, hence the Oh part of the crystal field 
is not the same as that for the N d3+ ion in a cubic centre. 
Kiro et al. (1969) concluded that (gil - gl..)H- is greater than (gil - gl..)F-
for CaF2 : N d3+ which is indicative of a larger tetragonal distortion in the 
case of the H- centre. The g-values for the p-, n- and H- centres in 
C aF2 : N d3+ and the p- centre in S r F 2 : N d3+ (Bleaney et al. 1956, Kiro 
et al. 1969) show that then- and H- centres in CaF2 : Nd3+ have a larger 
tetragonal distortion than the p- centre in CaF2 : N d3+. These results are in 
agreement with the ratios of the crystal field parameters Bfet! B!ct' B:et! B~ct 
and B!ct! B~ct obtained for the various C4v centres. The co-ordination angles 
derived from the superposition model do not give such a clear indication 
of the distortion for the various C4v centres. The crystal field parameters 
obtained from the energy level calculations gave a good overall fit to the 
energy levels of high energy multiplets (Reid 1988). This gives one confidence 
in using the obtained crystal field wavefunctions for other calculations, such 
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Figure 7.3: Superposition model parameter ratios for C aF2 : N d3+ and 
S r F2 : N d3+ for the case t 4 = 6.3, t6 = 10.1 and for the N d3+ ion displaced 
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as intensity calculations outlined by Wybourne (1965). 
An attempt was made to carry out a crystal field analysis of the M 
centre observed in CaF2 : Nd8+. Following the suggestions of Butler (1987) 
and assuming that the configuration for the M centre as shown in Fig. 5. 78 is · 
correct, a first approximation would be to consider only one of the two N d8+ 
ions and the two charge compensating F- ions. This reduces the symmetry of 
theM centre to C2v as shown in Fig. 7.4. Such a first approximation would 
also have application for the similar M' centres in C aF2 : N d8+ : REB+ 
(which will be presented in Chapter 8). These M' centres have the same 
configuration as that of theM centre (Voron'ko et al. 1968) but with one of 
the two N d8+ ions being substituted by a REB+ ion. 
This first approximation calculation was tried for the M centre, but was 
found to be unsatisfactory, as will be shown below. However, details are 
presented to indicate the relevant steps required in this calculation. The 
basic assumption of the superposition model is that the crystal field effects 
of individual ions are additive and independent of each other. Therefore, the 
interactions of the N d3+ ion with each of the two charge compensating F-
ions can be calculated separately before combining to give the overall effect 
of the centre. Each of the charge compensating F- ions and the N d3+ ion 
form C4v symmetry species with their principal four-fold axis perpendicular 
to each other. Hence : 
and 
HFu = R11 (~) HF' , 
where R11 (1r /2) is a rotation about they axis by 1r /2. Therefore, the combined 
Hamiltonian for the configuration is : 
Htot HF' + HFu 
(~2) Ha4V+R11 HF' 
Ha4V + R11 (;) Ha4v 
__ 2)(4+o+o+orr4+o+o+o 2)(a+o+o+olle+o+o+o 
+~ )(2+2+o+o (ll2+2+o+o V3u2+2+2+o) 
+~ )(4+2+o+o (ll4+2+o+o V3u4+2+2+o) 
+~ )(a+2+o+o (lle+2+o+o + Vslle+2+2+o) 
2B4 [· {7 c(4) . {5 (c(4) + c(4l)] 
oct y lZ 0 y U 4 -4 
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Figure 7.4: Model of a C2V symmetry centre derived from the M centre by 
the removal of one of the two N d3+ ions of the M p- centre. 
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+ 2B6 [ (7 (c(6) + c(6)) - . fi c(6)] 
oct y M 4 -4 y 8 0 
+ ~ B2 [-c(2) - . !I (c(2) + c(2))] 
2 tet 0 y 2 2 -2 
+ ~ B4 [ {5 c(4)- . [7 (c(4) + c(4)) - !I (c(4) + c(4))] 
2 tet y i2 0 y 24 4 -4 y 2 2 -2 
+ ~ B6 [ f[_ c(6) + ~ (c(6) + c(6)) 
2 tet y 8 0 4 4 -4 
+ {15 (c(6) + c(6)) + {33 (c(6) + c~6)) ] v 32 2 -2 v 32 6 6 
This method has the advantage of all the parameters being able to relate to 
those of the known C4v centre and no free parameters are generated. 
The preliminary results gave a least squares energy level fit to fourteen 
levels of the 4h multiplets to 11.8 cm-1, but the crystal field parameter 
Bfet is of opposite sign to that for the C 4v centres, which is not consistent 
with the parameterisation scheme adopted. It is concluded that the effects 
of the second N dB+ ion cannot be neglected and any comprehensive future 
calculation would need to include interactions between the two N d3+ ions 
within theM centre. 
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SrF2: Nd3+ CaF2: Nd3+ 
State Experimental Theory Deviation Experimental Theory Deviation 
(cm-1) (cm-1) 
4F3/2 11366 11299 67 11394 11289 105 
4S3;2 13469 13408 61 13461 13397 64 
2 Hu;2 15825 15872 -47 15847 15899 -52 
4GF5/2 17047 16950 97 17026 16936 90 
2 p1/2 23232 23141 91 23235 23136 99 
4D3/2 27991 28151 -160 27946 28122 -176 
SrF2: Nd3+ CaF2: Nd3+ 
(cm-1) (cm-1) 
Standard Deviation 94.7 105.4 
E1 4948.35 4949.86 
E2 27.22 27.03 
E3 477.39 477.03 
e 991.97 991.12 
Table 7.1: Calculated and experimental free ion energies for the N d3+ ion. 
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SrF2: Nd3+ 
States k=2 k=4 k=6 
419/2319/2 0.9401 0.9468 0.9435 
4 1uf2·4 19/2 -0.9979 -0.9968 -0.9835 
4 1uj2-4 1uf2 0.9802 0.9714 0.9696 
4 113/2• 419/2 0.1637 0.9458 1.0017 
4 h3f2·4 1nf2 -1.0009 -1.0154 -0.9895 
4 hsj2-4 h3/2 1.0140 1.0004 0.9884 
4115/2-419/2 1.0000 0.1157 1.0717 
4 h5/2_4 1nf2 -0.1283 -0.8960 -1.0134 
4h5/2-4113/2 0.9872 1.0093 0.9887 
4 h5/2-4 115/2 1.0369 1.0055 0.9808 
GaF2: Nd3+ 
States k=2 k=4 k=6 
419/2-419/2 0.9405 0.9470 0.9439 
4 1nj2·4 I9f2 -0.9980 -0.9968 -0.9836 
4 1u;2-4 1uf2 0.9803 0.9714 0.9697 
411'3/2-419/2 0.1664 0.9460 1.0017 
4113/2-4 1n;2 -1.0009 -1.0154 -0.9896 
4113/2-4 hs/2 1.0139 1.0004 0.9885 
4 hs12-4 19/2 1.0000 0.1211 1.0712 
4 hs;2-4 1nf2 -0.1304 -0.8963 -1.01331 
4115/2-4 h3/2 0.9872 1.0093 0.9888 
4115j2-4h5/2 1.0367 1.0055 0.9809 
Table 7.2: Intermediate coupling factors for the Nd8+ ion computed from 
the parameters in Table 7.1. 
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Eigenvalues Eigenvectors 
J-l 
- 2 4D 2p 
23136.1 0.2920709 0.9563967 
28746.2 0.9563967 -0.2920709 
J-.1!. 
- 2 4S 4D 4p 2p 2D1 2D2 
11289.2 0.0640467 0.0131023 -0.9636822 0.0718437 -0.2440541 0.0481556 
13396.6 0.9637349 0.0181013 0.0944109 0.2444500 -0.0470927 -0.0007161 
21144.8 -0.2211273 0.1239941 0.2107780 0.6496454 -0.6835504 0.0449511 
26597.2 0.1228222 -0.3313241 0.1229808 -0.6366830 -0.6712272 -0.0640595 
28121.8 0.0554107 0.8424216 0.0445130 -0.3220327 -0.1307767 0.4055446 
33731.4 -0.0077605 -0.4058032 0.0294968 0.0630342 0.0577083 0.9094448 
J-2 
- 2 4D 4p 4G 2D1 2D2 2F1 2F2 
12486.9 -0.0013381 0.9844865 -0.0264017 0.1666214 -0.0055011 -0.0318487 -0.0357794 
16935.9 0.0103738 -0.0332217 -0.9918940 0.0051890 0.0186965 -0.0850824 -0.0855539 
23263.0 0.0549002 -0.1634493 0.0203493 0.9631667 0.2002373 -0.0360611 -0.0277602 
28359.3 -0.9087343 -0.0202842 -0.0308567 0.1324514 -0.3723191 0.0902725 0.0923280 
35444.7 -0.4075606 0.0109390 0.0623874 -0.1586291 0.7808992 -0.2621407 -0.3552436 
40063.6 0.0677261 -0.0493536 0.1001033 0.0408327 -0.4593866 -0.5511766 -0.6829771 
69264.2 -0.0196498 -0.0001665 0.0130433 -0.0120981 0.0080052 -0.7808865 0.6240590 
J=~ 4D 4p 4G 2F1 2F2 2 G1 2 G2 
13516.7 0.0038805 0.9380941 0.0548999 -0.0325842 -0.0425678 -0.2586099 0.2172499 
16813.2 -0.0021601 -0.3100892 0.5487411 0.0146678 0.0161777 -0.5758894 0.5201901 
18931.4 -0.0090330 0.1471072 0.8306690 0.0520110 0.0568569 0.4103457 -0.3375581 
30549.5 0.9934527 -0.0077861 0.0163223 -0.0948470 -0.0598586 0.0120653 0.0001590 
41489.9 0.1041275 0.0446444 -0.0696140 0.5452725 0.8233986 -0.0789459 -0.0279013 
48794.4 -0.0046479 0.0108743 -0.0239139 -0.0408858 0.1128177 0.6505032 0.7494894 
68007.1 -0.0456747 -0.0034081 0.0131829 -0.8294747 0.5480853 -0.0596350 -0.0758046 
J-!l. 
- 2 
4p 4G 4[ 2 G1 2G2 2 H1 2 H2 
0 0.0044401 0.0098363 0.9797915 -0.0220590 0.0199918 0.0683630 -0.1852899 
12149.4 -0.3295128 -0.1511262 0.1750134 0.3583959 -0.3113989 -0.3056381 0.7205005 
14956.3 -0.8620016 0.0284088 -0.0828284 0.1597402 -0.1162282 0.1655872 -0.4275986 
19538.0 -0.2262307 0.8333481 0.0405094 -0.2827261 0.2859272 -0.1478451 0.2629885 
21166.6 0.3111262 0.5251599 -0.0287585 0.5767954 -0.4889211 0.0115314 -0.2339035 
33061.0 0.0031241 0.0738273 0.0070695 -0.0287021 -0.1092263 0.9184007 0.3718546 
47840.6 -0.0191111 0.0233357 -0.0005536 -0.6573417 -0.7459179 -0.0950885 -0.0394531 
J- 11 
- 2 4G 4[ 2 H1 2 H2 2[ 
2145.86 -0.0088533 -0.9931870 -0.0435640 0.1063902 0.0168698 
15899.3 -0.2395617 0.1125648 -0.3962627 0.8774116 -0.0553555 
21811.8 0.9592536 0.0186146 -0.2351788 0.1544424 0.0180119 
28433.5 -0.0798713 0.0188355 -0.3268076 -0.1128470 0.9347343 
34684.0 -0.1264313 -0.0144071 -0.8239938 -0.4268995 -0.3501408 
J- 13 
- 2 
4[ 2[ 2K 
4393.28 0.9967204 -0.0270745 0.0762595 
18636.8 -0.0787683 -0.1085763 0.9909625 
29917.0 -0.0185499 -0.9937194 -0.1103528 
J- 15 
- 2 4[ 2K 2L 
6691.8 0.9903430 0.1381041 -0.0121634 
20889.3 0.1371698 -0.9633335 0.2305928 
29621.9 -0.0201284 0.2300345 0.9729743 
Table 7.3: Energies and eigenvectors for the intermediate coupled states of 
CaF2 : N d3+ using the parameters of Table 7.1. 
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Eigenvalues Eigenvectors 
J-l. 
- 2 4D 'l.p 
28141.2 0.2918567 0.9566145 
28768.6 0.9566145 -0.2918567 
J-§. 
- 2 4S 4D 4F 2p 2D1 2 D2 
11298.7 -0.0642426 -0.0180828 0.9685662 -0.0720845 0.2445879 -0.0474149 
18407.7 0.9685902 0.0181101 0.0947622 0.2448465 -0.0472816 -0.0008798 
21148.0 -0.2214922 0.1224865 0.2111827 0.6488824 -0.6846175 0.0408890 
26591.5 -0.1230236 0.8847944 -0.1228719 0.6862417 0.6692017 0.0718928 
28151.8 0.0558288 0.8413501 0.0454701 -0.8245690 -0.1871048 0.4084885 
88761.6 -0.0075110 -0.4056528 0.0803264 0.0610088 0.0518419 0.9100064 
J=! 4D 4F 4G 2D1 2D2 2F1 2F2 
12497.8 -0.0012556 0.9848801 -0.0264502 0.1672844 -0.0049504 -0.0819268 -0.0858241 
16950.2 0.0108894 -0.0888379 -0.9918774 0.0058968 0.0187447 -0.0851988 -0.0855647 
23225.1 0.0562928 -0.1639879 0.0207478 0.9620665 0.2045112 -0.0868527 -0.0281108 
28389.5 -0.9092967 -0.0205319 -0.0807757 0.1351825 -0.3700699 0.0901580 0.0920313 
85494.1 -0.4060058 0.0110225 0.0627126 -0.1618892 0.7795886 -0.2640764 -0.8570661 
40094.2 0.0688673 -0.0494895 0.1000004 0.0428054 -0.4616290 -0.5511889 -0.6813141 
69296.4 -0.0196548 -0.0001446 0.0129989 -0.0121029 0.0081074 -0.7802450 0.6248602 
J-1 
-2 4D 4F 4G 2Fl 2F2 2 G1 2 G2 
13522.2 0.0088865 0.9363119 0.0559023 -0.0326440 -0.0425714 -0.2619497 0.2206453 
16791.8 -0.0020960 -0.8162245 0.5390805 0.0142682 0.0158053 -0.5786774 0.5235159 
18981.8 -0.0090488 0.1458837 0.8369017 0.0521673 0.0569075 0.4029624 -0.3317207 
80574.4 0.9934308 -0.0078008 0.0168506 -0.0950311 -0.0599224 0.0120617 0.0001603 
41520.7 0.1043846 0.0446576 -0.0696555 0.5461602 0.8227783 -0.0789630 -0.0278897 
48839.7 -0.0046428 0.0109148 -0.0238808 -0.0408503 0.1129777 0.6512911 0.7487832 
68033.1 -0.0456800 -0.0083865 0.0131559 -0.8288659 0.5489814 -0.0597953 -0.0758549 
J-1!. 
- 2 4F 4G 4[ 2G1 2G2 2 H1 2 H2 
0 0.0044690 0.0098651 0.9796610 -0.0221981 0.0201344 0.0687765 -0.1857919 
12120.5 0.3259580 0.1504784 -0.1758451 -0.3585485 0.8121325 0.3071091 -0.7210315 
14959.1 -0.8620129 0.0269330 -0.0825892 0.1626162 -0.1191273 0.1656590 -0.4258041 
19539.9 -0.2323550 0.8264795 0.0407961 -0.2893777 0.2923026 -0.1483626 0.2647390 
21151.1 0.3103207 0.5361689 -0.0283774 0.5715595 -0.4852287 0.0107264 -0.2306001 
33101.5 0.0030071 0.0737976 0.0072041 -0.0294388 -0.1088182 0.9177813 0.3734467 
47885.7 0.0191913 -0.0232790 0.0005544 0.6581944 0.7451493 0.0951941 0.0395000 
J-ll 
- 2 4G 4] 2H1 2H2 2] 
2148.80 -0.0088709 -0.9931448 -0.0438187 0.1066753 0.0168826 
15872.1 -0.2374817 0.1129626 -0.3981386 0.8770990 -0.0550352 
21826.4 0.9697642 0.0184341 -0.2345593 0.1521726 0.0183932 
28440.1 -0.0798005 0.0188313 -0.3248789 -0.1128068 0.9854173 
34726.8 -0.1265239 -0.0144386 -0.8240177 -0.4282941 -0.3483421 
J- 13 
- 2 4] 2] 2K 
4398.51 0.9967031 -0.0271096 0.0764725 
18615.2 -0.0789809 -0.1084109 0.9909637 
29920.9 -0.0185742 -0.9937365 -0.1101946 
J 15 4[ 2K 2L 2 
6698.50 0.9902906 0.1384766 -0.0121965 
20872.0 0.1375594 -0.9635048 0.2296429 
29645.8 -0.0200488 0.2290909 0.9731985 
Table 7.4: Energies and eigenvectors for the intermediate coupled states of 
Sr F 2 : N d3+ using the parameters of Table 7.1. 
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SrF2: Nd3+ 
Parameter F- r- D- H-
Btet -636.5664 -825.9755 -828.5967 -924.2687 - ~-}. ' 
Bfet 740.7437 964.1430 979.2485 835.9038 
Bfet 546.4211 743.9291 759.4352 720.1694 
B~ct -1934.0097 -1724.2582 -1762.7335 -1682.8069 
B~ct -2043.1795 -2042.1504 -1996.2067 -2012.1938 
k 0.9817 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
EY 1023.6424 1020.2525 1023.3460 1022.6380 
Ex 964.4836 964.4716 t 964.4716 t 964.4716 t 
Ew 908.1466 908.1406 t 908.1406 t 908.1406 t 
CaF2: Nd3+ 
Parameter F- D-
Bfet -851.2381 -1252.1435 
Bfet 860.3390 963.1140 
Bfet 662.9399 882.2264 
B~ct -2057.4449 -1846.5618 
B~ct -2399.3914 -2343.5641 
k 0.9826 0.9810 
EY 1020.5949 1021.5759 
Ex 962.2063 962.2063 t 
Ew 905.9414 905.9414 t 
Table 7.5: The final least squares fitted parameters for the F- C4v centres 
in CaF2 : N d3+ and Sr F2 : N d3+. t see text. 
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State Experimental Calculated Deviation 
419/2 z1 '16 0 
z2 '17 60.0 ( ± 1.6) 57.2 2.8 
z3 '17 157.0 ( ± 1.8) 161.5 -4.5 
164.0 ( ± 1.8) 
z4 "'(6 254.2 
Zs '16 637.0 ( ± 1.6) 633.2 3.8 
4 1n;2 y1 '17 2006.0 ( ± 1.6) 2006.3 -0.3 
y2 '16 2044.0 ( ± 1.8) 2044.4 -0.4 
y3 '17 2050.0 ( ± 1.8) 2051.2 -1.2 
y4 '16 2061.0 ( ± 1.6) 2060.7 0.3 
Ys '17 2280.0 ( ± 2.6) 2280.0 0.0 
Ye '16 2366.0 ( ± 1.6) 2364.0 2.0 
4113/2 x1 '17 3942 ( ± 2) 3941.6 0.4 
x2 '16 3984 ( ± 2) 3982.2 1.8 
x3 '16 4009 ( ± 2) 4008.7 0.3 
x4 '17 4015.2 
Xs '17 4207.7 
Xe '17 4348 ( ± 1) 4344.8 3.2 
x1 '16 4365.0 ( ± 1.5) 4370.7 -5.7 
4h5/2 w1 '16 5784 ( ± 2) 5776.1 8.9 
w1 '17 5923 ( ± 2) 5924.2 -1.2 
W3 '16 5946 ( ± 2) 5952.9 -6.9 
w4 '17 6002.3 
Ws "'(6 6271.9 
We '16 6516 ( ± 1) 6518.7 -2.7 
W1 '17 6527 ( ± 2) 6526.0 1.0 
Ws '17 6593 ( ± 2) 6592.1 0.9 
g-value 
419/2 z1 '16 Uii 4.2750 t 4.2743 0.0007 
Ul.. 1.5070 t. 1.5077 -0.0007 
Table 7.6: Energy levels (in air cm-1) and g-values for the C4v F- centre in 
SrF2 : Nd3+. The standard deviation obtained is 3.3 cm-1 . t McMahon. 
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SrF2: Nd3+ 
Observed Calculated 
Energy Level 
y4 2062.0 (± 1.3) 
yl 20060 (± 1.2) 
E nergy L eve 
y6 2461.5 ( ± 1.5) 
Ys 2357 (± 5) 
y4 2104 (± 1.2) 
y3 2095.0 (± 1.3) 
y2 2085.0 (± 1.3) 
yl 2031.2 (± 1.3) 
s(111) Energy Level 
3.3 {± 0.4) 2061.0 (± 1.6) 
2.9 {± 0.4) 2006.0 (± 1.6) 
CaF2: Nd3+ 
Observed 
sn SJ. 
1.6 (± 1.1) 4.8 (± 1.1) 
3.5 (± 0.4) 
0.9 (±0.6) 2.4 (±0.6) 
6.9 (±0.6) 
SJ. su s(111) 
3.65 3.46 3.58 
2.57 4.57 3.37 
E 
Calculated 
L l nergy eve sn 
2+62 {± 2) 1.3 
2354 (± 3) 5.3 
2105 (± 1) 2.3 
2096 (± 1) 0.1 
2086 (± 1) 3.1 
2032 (± 1) 5.9 
SJ. 
5.5 
1.6 
3.9 
3.7 
0.3 
1.7 
210 
Table 7.7: 3 tesla ~eeman splitting of the Y multiplet energy levels of the 
C4v F- centre in Sr F2 : N d3+ and CaF2 : N d3+ crystals. (in air cm-1). 
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State Experimental Calculated Deviation 
4
19/2 z1 'Ia 0 0 
Z2 '11 81.2 ( ±1.8) 81.5 0.3 
z3 '11 172.4 ( ±1.6) 175.1 -2.7 
z4 '/6 302.8 
Zs '/6 651.5 ( ±1.5) 650.0 1.5 
4lnf2 y1 '17 2002.8 ( ±1.2) 2001.5 1.3 
Y2 '17 2669.7 ( ±1.3) 2067.8 1.9 
Ys '/6 2074.2 ( ±1.6) 2072.5 1.7 
y4 'Ia 2090.3 ( ±1.7) 2094.4 -4.1 
Ys '17 2276.8 ( ±2.2) 2283.9 -7.9 
Ya '/6 2388.7 ( ±1.3) 2387.0 1.7 
Table 7.8: Energy levels (in air cm-1) for the C4v r- centre in SrF2 : NdS+. 
The standard deviation obtained is 2.9 cm-1• 
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State Experimental Calculated Deviation 
4 lg;z z1 '16 0 0 
Zz '17 80.3 ( ±1.5) 78.4 1.9 
z3 '17 165.1 ( ±1.5) 168.0 -2.9 
z4 '16 295.8 
z5 '16 643.8 ( ±1.2) 642.5 1.3 
4 In;z y1 '17 2004.6 ( ±1.4) 2002.0 2.6 
Yz '17 2068.8 ( ±1.4) 2068.1 0.7 
y3 '16 2074.2 ( ±1.2) 2069.6 4.6 
y4 '16 2089.4 ( ±1.4) 2094.1 -4.7 
y5 '17 2276.0 ( ±3.0) 2282.9 -6.9 
Y6 '16 2389.6 ( ±1.4) 2386.5 3.1 
Table 7.9: Energy levels (in air cm-1) for the C4v n- centre in SrF2 : Nd3+. 
The standard deviation obtained is 3.8 cm-1• 
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State Experimental Calculated Deviation 
419/2 z1 '16 0 0 
z2 '17 79.4 ( ±1.5) 79.6 -0.6 
Za '17 186.1 ( ±1.5) 183.9 2.2 
z4 '16 295.7 
z5 '16 642.8 ( ±1.2) 643.8 -1.0 
4lnj2 y1 '17 2005.7 ( ±1.4) 2003.3 2.4 
y2 '17 2071.2 ( ±1.4) 2073.9 -2.7 
Ya '16 2076.0 ( ±1.2) 2076.6 -0.6 
y4 '16 2092.3 ( ±1.4) 2091.5 0.8 
y5 '17 2279.9 ( ±3.0) 2285.1 -5.1 
Y6 '16 2391.6 ( ±1.4) 2386.5 5.1 
Table 7.10: Energy levels (in air cm-1) for the C4v H- centre in Sr F2 : N d3+. 
The standard deviation obtained is 2.8 cm-1. 
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State Experimental Calculated Deviation 
419/2 z1 "/6 0 0 
z2 "/7 82 ( ± 1) 80.2 1.8 
Zs "/7 198 ( ± 2) 204.1 -5.1 
Z4 "/6 315.3 
z5 "/6 746 ( ± 3) 741.1 4.9 
4 1nj2 yl "/7 2032 ( ± 1) 2029.7 2.3 
y2 "/7 2086 ( ± 1) 2085.8 0.2 
Ys "/6 2096 ( ± 1) 2097.4 -1.4 
y4 "/6 2105 ( ± 1) 2103.9 0.1 
y5 "/7 2354 ( ± 3) 2355.5 -1.5 
Y6 "/6 2462 ( ± 2) 2461.4 0.6 
4h3/2 x1 "17 3960 ( ± 1) 3956.1 3.9 
x2 "/6 4022 ( ± 1) 4018.1 3.9 
Xs "/6 4045 ( ± 3) 4048.6 -3.6 
x4 "/7 4055.2 
x5 "/7 4264.8 
x6 "/7 4442? ( ± 3) 4438.7 3.3 
X1 "/6 4465 ( ± 1) 4468.4 -4.4 
4h5/2 w1 "/6 5764 ( ± 1) 5755.3 8.7 
w1 "/7 5952 ( ± 1) 5942.6 9.4 
Ws "/6 5974? ( ± 3) 5979.3 -5.3 
w4 "/7 6036? ( ± 3) 6039.4 -3.4 
w5 "/6 6325.8 
w6 "/6 6632 ( ± 1) 6632.1 -0.1 
w1 "17 6639 ( ± 1) 6639.9 0.9 
Ws "/7 6719.5 
g-value 
419/2 Z1 "/6 gll 4.4120 t 4.4114 0.0006 
gl.. 1.3010 t 1.3014 -0.0004 
Table 7.11: Energy levels (in air cm-1) and g-values for the C4v F- centre 
in CaF2 : Nd3+. The standard deviation obtained is 2.7 cm-1• t Bleaney et 
al. (1956). ? Tentative assignment. 
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State Experimental Calculated Deviation 
4!9/2 Zt 16 0 0 
z2 17 110.0 ( ± 1.5) 111.2 -1.2 
Zs 17 234.0 ( ± 1.5) 231.4 2.6 
z4 16 360.0 
z5 /6 762.7 ( ± 1.2) 762.6 0.1 
4 ltt/2 Yt 17 2023.5 ( ± 2.5) 2023.2 0.3 
y2 17 2119.8 ( ± 1.2) 2122.3 -2.5 
Ya 16 2129.1 ( ± 1.1) 2137.0 -7.9 
y4 16 2148.9 ( ± 2.3) 2143.8 5.1 
Ys 17 2371.9 ( ± 2.3) 2373.7 -1.8 
Y6 16 2500.1 ( ± 1.2) 2501.0 -0.9 
g-value 
4!9/2 Zt 16 911 4.8000 t 4.8001 -0.0001 
91. 0.9670 t 0.9673 -0.0003 
Table 7.12: Energy levels (in air cm-1) and g-values for the C4v n- centre 
in CaF2 : Nd8+. The standard deviation obtained is 3.1 cm-1. t Bleaney et 
al. (1956). 
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SrF2: Nd3+ 
Ratio F- T- n- H-
Bfet/ B:ct -0.383 -0.559 -0.555 -0.5 
BFetf B~ct -0.267 -0.364 -0.380 0.36 
B:ct/ B~ct 0.947 0.844 0.883 0.84 
Ba 63 (± 1) 66 (± 1) 65 (± 1) 63 (± 1) 
()b 125.0 (± 1.5) 124.0 (±1.5) 123.0 (± 1.5) 121.0 (± 1.5) 
CaF2: Nd3+ 
Ratio F- n-
Bfetf B;ct -0.418 -0.522 
BFetf B~ct -0.276 -0.376 
B:ct/ B~ct 0.857 0.788 
Ba 64 (± 1) 63 (± 2) 
()b 126 (± 1) 120.5 (± 1.5) 
Table 7.13: The co-ordination angles (Oa, Ob) calculated from the ratios of 
the final least squares fitted parameters for the C4v centres in CaF2 : N d3+ 
and SrF2 : Nd3+. 
Chapter 8 
Double rare earth ion doped CaF2 
8.1 Introduction 
The M and N centres in CaF2 : Nd3+ were shown in Chapter 5 to be 
multi-ion cluster centres and it would be of interest to investigate the energy 
transfer processes between the rare earth ions within these centres. Voron'ko 
et al. (1968) have shown that theN d3+ ions in CaF2 : N d3+ crystal can form 
cluster centres with other rare earth ions. They also showed the presence of 
two new lines at 864.1 nm and 865.8 nm whose position remained identical on 
varying the second rare earth ion in C aF2 : N d3+ : RE3+, starting with Gd3+ 
and proceeding towards the heavier ions of the lanthanide series. Bagdasarov 
et al. (1965) have established that these two lines belong to the same Y1 
centre which also appears in CaF2 : N d3+ crystals after exposure to gamma 
irradiation treatment. The formation of the Y1 centre was attributed to 
the migration of the interstitial fluorine ions. Voron'ko et al. (1971) have 
investigated CaF2 : Yb3+ crystals co-doped with a small concentration of 
N d3+ ions and they observed a change in the concentration of the Yb3+ 
impurity defects with the removal of the Yb3+ C4v centres and formation 
of the N d3+ Y centres. The Y centre was attributed to a tetragonal C4v 
centre capturing another p- ion. Voron'ko et al. (1968) have attributed the 
formation of the complex centres in the C aF2 : N d3+ : RE3+ crystals to the 
N d3+ ions being partially replaced by another RE3+ ion in the M and N 
centres and have denoted these centres M' and N' respectively. They have 
also established that the magnitude of the shift in frequency between the 
M and M' centres in the R multiplet increases linearly with the increasing 
difference between the ionic radii. However, this dependence is not shown by 
the last two ions, Yb3+ and Lu3+, in the lanthanide series. They concluded 
that the frequency shift is not solely dependent on the charge and radius of 
the ion. Kask and Kornienko (1968) found from their EPR results that the 
symmetry of the N d3+ - RE3+ centres and the M centre is different because 
of the difference in the direction of the principal g- tensor axes. The change 
in symmetry of the crystalline field at the site of the N d3+ ion originates, 
217 
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possibly, from a shift of one of the two F- ions found in the immediate 
surroundings of the N d3+ and RES+ ions. However, they argued that the 
method of formation of these centres is identical to the M centre because 
of the similar behaviour in the temperature dependence of their fluorescence 
decay times. 
The energy upconversion results of the M and N centres suggests the 
possibility of phonon assisted ETU processes within a single centre, hence 
investigation of these types of centres in double doped rare earth ions should 
yield information about the energy transfer processes between the rare earth 
ions within these centres. The second rare earth ions chosen to be co-
doped with the C aF2 : N d3+ were C eS+, Gd3+ and Y b3+ for the following 
reasons : 1) Voron'ko et al. (1968) have observed the M' centres in the 
CaF2 : N d3+ : RES+ crystals double doped with these rare earth ions; 2) 
none of these three ions have energy levels overlapping theN d3+ energy levels 
in the region of interest and 3) the Yb3+ ion has only one excited multiplet, 
2 F5; 2, at approximately 10000 cm-1 which is slightly lower in energy than 
the fluorescing R multiplet of the N dS+ ion. 
The CaF2 : N d3+ : RES+ crystals were grown under the same conditions 
and by the same method as the CaF2 : Nd3+ and SrF2 : Nd3+ crystals. The 
concentration of the second rare earth ion was set to 0.1% molar concen-
tration while the concentration of the N d3+ ion was either 0.02% or 0.05%. 
A concentration of 0.1% was chosen for the second rare earth ion to give a 
greater probability of obtaining mixed N d3+ - RES+ cluster centres. The 
CaF2 : N d3+ : RES+ with 0.02% N d3+ was chosen for minimum formation of 
more complex cluster centres while the 0.05% samples served as a standard 
for comparing with the single rare earth ion doped CaF2 : N d3+ crystals. 
The shorthand notation of N d3+ - RES+ will be used henceforth to 
denote C aF2 : N d3+ : RES+ crystals. 
8.2 Optical absorption 
The optical absorption spectra of the N d3+ R multiplet in the N dS+ - C eS+, 
N d3+ - Gd3+ and N d3+ - Yb3+ crystals are presented in Fig. 8.1. These 
spectra show the frequency shifts of the M' centre from the M centre in 
the R multiplet and the presence of the 864.1 nm line in the N dS+ - Yb3+ 
spectrum, which was assigned to the Y1 centre (Bagdasarov et al. 1965). 
The presence of the 869.5 nm line and the A' centre in the N d3+ - Ce3+ 
(not shown in Fig. 8.1) and Nd3+ - Yb3+ absorption spectra suggests the 
presence of oxygen impurity in these crystals, most probably a result of 
impurities in the Y bF3 and C eF3 used. This was confirmed by the growth 
of subsequent crystals, with a small amount (~ 1%) of PbF2 in the crystal 
melt, which were free of these centres. The optical absorption results show 
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that the energy difference between the R1 and R2 levels of the M' centres 
in Nd3+- Ce3+, Nd3+- Gd3+ and Nd3+- Yb3+ is 46 (±4), 34.6 (±3.2) 
and 29.5 (± 2.6) cm-1 respectively, as compared to the corresponding energy 
difference of 42.2 (± 3.2) cm-1 for theM centre inN d3+ - N d3+. 
The absorption spectrum for the 2 F5; 2 multiplet of the Yb3+ ion in the 
N d3+- Yb3+ crystals, Fig. 8.2, shows the presence of tetragonal, cubic, trigo-
nal and a number of rhombic centres (Kirton and Mclaughlan 1967). As the 
trigonal centre lines observed were removed by the addition of the PbF2 to 
the crystal melt, they are attributed, like the A' centre, to the oxygen com-
pensating centres. In C aF2 : N d3+ : Yb3+, a redistribution of intensity of the 
absorption lines for the 2 F5; 2 multiplet of the Yb3+ ion was observed. Because 
of the N d3+ concentration chosen, the N d3+ R multiplet spectra (Fig. 8.1) 
showed distinct lines of the M' centre, which is formed from N d3+ - Yb3+ 
pairs, whereas the Yb3+ 2 F5; 2 multiplet spectra (Fig. 8.2) showed no addi-
tional lines that could be attributed to theM' centre. 
8.3 Laser selective excitation 
The fluorescence spectra of theM' centres in theN d3+ - Ce3+, N d3+ - Gd3+ 
and N dS+ - Yb3+ centres are presented in Figs. 8.3 to 8.6. The fluorescence 
intensity pattern of these centres resembles the M centre and the energy 
difference between the z1 and z2 levels is 37 (± 1), 33.6 (± 1.6) and 30 (± 1) 
cm-1 for the M' centres of N d3+ - Ce3+ N d3+ - Gd3+ and N d3+ - Yb3+ 
' 
crystals respectively. In the N d3+ - Yb3+ crystals, the fluorescence of the 
M' centre from the N d3+ R multiplet was accompanied by the fluorescence 
of a rhombic centre from the Yb3+ 2 F5; 2 multiplet, as shown in Fig. 8.6. This 
clearly demonstrates the co-existence of two different rare earth ions in the 
M' centre. The fluorescence spectrum of the M' centre of N d3+ - Yb3+ 
reveals the presence of two extra lines 863.8 and 865.8 nm, belonging to 
another centre, which was impossible to separate from the M' centre by 
selective excitation, as it had an overlapping absorption line. 
Energy upconversion was observed for theM' centres in the double rare 
earth doped crystals. The upconverted fluorescence spectrum of the M' 
centre is presented in Figs. 8.8 to 8.10 and the energy levels are listed in 
Tables. 8.1 to 8.3. The visual appearance of the upconverted fluorescence 
of the M' centre in both N d3+ - Ce3+ and N d3+ - Gd3+ was violet blue, 
similar to the M centre, whereas the M' centre in N d3+ - Yb3+ gave a bright 
green colour which is attributable to a redistribution of the upconverted 
fluorescence intensity to give emission from a lower level than in the other 
three cases. The presence of the R' levels was observed in the upconverted 
fluorescence spectra of theM' centres in N d3+ - Ce3+ and N d3+ - Gd3+ 
crystals. This was discussed in Chapter 6 along with the results of the M and 
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Figure 8.1: 10 K R multiplet absorption spectrum of CaF2 : N d3+ : RE3+ 
crystals where RE3+: Ce3+, Gd3+ and Yb3+. 
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Figure 8,2: 10 K absorption spectrum of the 2 F 5; 2 multiplet transition of the 
Yb3+ ion measured for the following crystals : 
a) CaF2 : 0.01%Yb3+ (+PbF3 ~ 1%) 
b) CaF2 : 0.02%Nd3+: 0.01%Yb3+ (+PbF3 ~ 1%) 
c) CaF2 : 0.01 %Yb3+ 
d) CaF2 : 0.02%Nd3+: 0.01%Yb3+ 
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Figure 8.3: 10 K fluorescence spectrum for the R1 _,. Zi transitions of the 
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Figure 8.4: 10 K fluorescence spectrum for the R1 -+ Yi transitions of the 
C aF2 : N d3+ : C e3+ M' p- centre. 
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Figure 8.6: 10 K fluorescence spectrum for the R 1 -t Zi transitions of the 
CaF2 : N d3+ : Yb3+ M' p- centre. * unidentified line. 
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Figure 8. 7: 10 K fluorescence spectrum of the 2 F5; 2 multiplet transitions of 
the Yb3+ ion for the CaF2 : N d3+ : Yb3+ M' F- centre. 
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N centres and the relevant results are compared in Table. 6.1. No conclusion 
can be drawn from these results other than indicating a phonon assisted 
energy transfer process between the rare earth ions within these centres. 
This energy transfer process appears to be insensitive to the nature of the 
second ion. No upconverted fluorescence was observed when the crystals 
were excited by the pulsed dye laser. 
The excitation spectrum of the M' centres, in Figs. 8.11 to 8.16, does 
not show the double line pattern for the 4 G5; 2 energy levels within the D 
multiplet as observed in the M and N centres. This supports the earlier 
proposal (Chapter 5) that the double line patterns observed in the M and 
N centres are the result of ion pair splitting of identical excited energy levels 
of the two rare earth ions within the same centre. 
The fluorescence decay times of the R1 ----t Z1 transition was measured as 
0.61 ms (±10%), 0.59 ms (±10%) and 83.1 us (±10%) for theM' centre in 
N d3+ - C e3+, N d3+ - Gd3+ and N d3+ - Y b3+ respectively. The similar 
decay times for theM' centre inN d3+ - Ce3+ and N d3+ - Gd3+ suggests the 
coupling between the N d3+ ion and the RE3+ ion is similar for these centres. 
The unusually short decay lifetime of the M' centre in N d3+ - Y b3+ is 
attributed to efficient energy transfer between the N d3+ ion and the Y b3+ 
ion within this centre due to the close match of two of their energy levels. 
The 2 F5; 2 multiplet of the Yb3+ ion lies close to, and is lower in energy 
than the emitting R multiplet of the N d3+ ion providing an efficient non-
radiative relaxation channel to de-excite the R multiplet of the N d3+ ion. 
The non- radiative contribution to the relaxation process of the M' centre 
can be estimated by following the procedures discussed in Chapter 5 for 
the M and N centres. The calculated results are listed in Table 8.4 and 
they show that the dominant interaction in the non-radiative contribution is 
between the rare earth ions which in turn depends upon on the matching of 
the energy levels of the two ions within this centre. These results show that 
the electron-phonon interaction between the rare earth ions and the lattice 
phonons is only changed slightly by alteration of the second rare earth ion 
in the centre. 
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Figure 8.8: 10 K fluorescence spectrum of the CaF2 : N d3+ : Ce3+ M' p-
centre showing the fluorescence transitions caused by upconversion processes. 
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Figure 8.9: 10 K fluorescence spectrum of the CaF2 : N d3+ : Gd3+ M' p-
centre showing the fluorescence transitions caused by upconversion processes. 
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Figure 8.10: 10 K fluorescence spectrum of the CaF2 : N d3+ : Yb3+ M' p-
centre showing the fluorescence transitions caused by upconversion processes. 
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Figure 8.11: 10 K C multiplet excitation spectrum of the CaF2 : N d3+ : Ce3+ 
M' F- centre. 
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Figure 8.12: 10 K D multiplet excitation spectrum of the CaF2 : N d3+ : Ce3+ 
M' F- centre. 
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Figure 8.13: 10 K C multiplet excitation spectrum of the CaF2 : N d3+ : Gd3+ 
M' F- centre. 
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Figure 8.14: 10 K D multiplet excitation spectrum of the CaF2 : N d3+ : Gd3+ 
M' F- centre. 
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Figure 8.15: 10 K D multiplet excitation spectrum of the CaF2 : N d3+ : Yb3+ 
M' F- centre monitoring the 8631.8 nm line of the N d3+ R multiplet. 
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Figure 8.16: 10 K D multiplet excitation spectrum of the CaF2 : N d3+ : Yb3+ 
M' F- centre monitoring the 9765 nm line of the Yb3+ 2 F5; 2 multiplet. 
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8.4 Conclusion 
The results show that the configuration of the M' centre observed in CaF2 : 
N d3+ : RE3+ is similar to the M centre observed in CaF2 : N d3+ : RE3+ 
and C aF2 : N d3+ crystals and that there are interactions between the two 
rare earth ions within these centres (RE3+ : Ce3+, Gd3+ and Yb3+). 
Energy upconversion was observed in the M' centre of the investigated 
C aF2 : N d3+ : RE3+ crystals and the results indicate a phonon assisted 
energy transfer process between the rare earth ions within these centres. 
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State Experimental State Experimental 
419/2 Zt 0 4F1;2, A1 13462 ( ± 1) 
z2 37 ( ± 1) 4Ssj2 A2 13584 ( ± 1) 
Zs 150 ( ± 1) As 
Z4 380 ( ± 1) A4 
Zs 503 ( ± 1) As 13698 ( ± 1) 
As 13703 ( ± 1) 
4 In/2 y1 2025 ( 1) 
y2 2052 ( ± 1) 4F9/2 B1 14825 ( ± 2) 
Ys 2082 ( ± 2) B2 
y4 2141 ( ± 1) Bs 14885 ( ± 1) 
Ys 2189 ( ± 2) B4 14895 ( ± 1) 
Ye 2224 ( ± 1) Bs 14910 ( 1) 
4113/2 x1 3964 ( ± 1) 2Hnj2 c1 15989 ( ± 2} 
x2 3987 ( ± 1) c2 16001 ( ± 2) 
Xs 4029 ( ± 1) Cs 16005 ( ± 2) 
x4 4089 ( ± 1) c4 16040 ( ± 3) 
Xs 4137 ( ± 3) Cs 16065 ( ± 3) 
Xe 4211 ( ± 1) Cs 16130 ( ± 2) 
X1 4323 ( ± 2) 
4G5/2, Dt 17260 ( ± 1) 
4115/2 w1 5804 ( ± 1) 2G1j2 D2 17320 ( ± 2) 
w1 5836 ( ± 1) Ds 17346 ( ± 2) 
Ws 5876 ( ± 1) D4 17471 ( ± 2) 
w4 5932 '/ ( 1} Ds 17496 ( ± 2) 
Ws De 17512 ( ± 2) 
We 6286 '/ ( ± 2) D1 17563 ( ± 2) 
w1 6564 ( ± 1) 
Ws 6642 ( ± 1) 4G112 Et 19118 ( ± 2) 
E2 
4Fs;2 Rt 11578 ( ± 2) Es 
R2 11624 ( ± 2) E4 
Ri 11574 ( ± 2) 
R' 2 11620 ( ± 2) 2Ptj2 It 23418 ( ± 2) 
4Fnj2, 81 12561 ( ± 1) 4Ds;2 Lt 28266 ( ± 2) 
2 H9J2 82 12583 ( ± 1) L2 28283 ( ± 2) 
Ss 12605 ( ± 1} 
84 12630 ( ± 1} 
Ss 12637 ( ± 1) 
Se 12659 ( ± 1) 
87 12765 ( ± 2) 
Sa 12853 ( ± 2) 
Table 8.1: 10 K energy levels (in air cm-1) of the M' F- centre in 
GaF2 : Nd3+: Ge3+. 7 Tentative assignment. 
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State Experimental State Experimental 
419/2 Zt 0 4F1;2, At 13459 ( 1} 
Z2 33.6 ( ± 1.6) 483/2 A2 13583 ( ± 1) 
Zs 147.2 ( ± 1.3) As 
Z4 381.6 ( ± 2.3) A4 
Zs 505.7 ( 1.6) As 13694 ( ± 1} 
As 13699 ( ± 1} 
4 Iu;2 Yt 2026.1 ( 1.6) 
Y2 2051.6? ( 3.4) 4F9/2 Bt 14827 ( ± 1) 
Ys 2080.6 ( ± 1.8) Bz 14855 ( ± 1) 
y4 2137.2 ( ± 1.8) Bs 14882 ( ± 1) 
Ys 2188.6 ( ± 1.6) B4 14894 ( ± 1) 
Ya 2223.8 ( ± 1.8) Bs 14902 ( 1} 
4hs;2 X1 3962 ( ± 1) 2Hu;z C1 15998 ( ± 2) 
Xz 3986 ( ± 1) Cz 
Xg 4022 ( ± 1) Cs 16018 ( ± 2) 
X4 4086 ( ± 1) C4 16048 ( ± 2) 
Xs 4130 ( ± 1) Cs 16074 ( ± 2) 
X a 4209 ( ± 1) Ca 16138 ( 2) 
X1 4321 ( ± 1) 
4Gof2, Dt 17269 ( ± 2) 
4hs;z Wt 5799 ( ± 1) 2G7/2 Dz 17313 ( ± 2} 
Wt 5890 ( ± 1) Dg 17342 ( 2) 
Ws 5902 ( ± 1) D4 17477 ( 2} 
w4 5927? ( ± 1) Ds 17507 ( ± 5) 
Ws Da 17527 ( 5) 
Wa 6282? ( ± 1) D7 17573 ( ± 2) 
W7 6564 ( ± 1) 
Ws 6641 ( ± 1) 4G1;2 Et 19117 ( ± 3} 
Ez 
4F3f2 Rt 11583.6 ( ± 1.6) Es 
Rz 11618.2 ( ± 1.6) E4 
Ri 11576 ( ± 2) 
R' 11611 ( ± 2) 2 Ptf2, h 23407? ( ± 3) 2 2Ds;z lz 23416? ( ± 3} 
4 F5;2, 81 12258 ( ± 1) Is 
2 H9;2 Sz 12579 ( ± 1) 
Ss 12604 ( ± 1) 2Psj2 Kt 26297 ( 3) 
84 12628 ( ± 1) 
Ss 12651 ( ± 1) 4Ds;z Lt 28266 ( ± 3) 
Sa 12732 ( ± 1) Lz 28284 ( ± 3) 
87 12760 ( ± 1} 
Ss 12849 ( ± 1) 
Table 8.2: 10 K energy levels (in air cm-1) of the M' F- centre in 
C aF2 : N d3+ : Gd3+. 7 Tentative assignment. 
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State 
419/2 z1 
z2 
z3 
z4 
Zs 
4 Iu;2 yl 
y2 
y3 
y4 
Ys 
y6 
4h3/2 x1 
x1 
x3 
x4 
Xs 
x6 
x1 
4h5/2 w1 
w2 
w3 
w4 
Ws 
w6 
W1 
4F3/2 R1 
R2 
Experimental State 
0 
30 
136 
388 
500 
2027 
2048 
2065 
2135 
2185 
2222 
3965 
3988 
4012 
4086 
4128 
4209 
4327 
5915 
5931? 
5965? 
5991? 
6040? 
6284 
6553 
11584 
11613.5 
4F9/2 B1 
( ± 1) B2 
( ± 1) B3 
( ± 2) B4 
( ± 2) Bs 
( ± 1) 2 Hn;2 c1 
( ± 1) c2 
( ± 1) 03 
( ± 1) c4 
( ± 1) Cs 
( ± 2) c6 
( ± 1) 4Gs;2, D1 
( ± 1) 2G112 D2 
( ± 6) D3 
( ± 2) D4 
( ± 1) Ds 
( ± 1) D6 
( ± 2) D1 
( ± 2) 4G112 E1 ( ± 3) E2 
( ± 2) E3 
( ± 2) E4 
( ± 2) 
( ± 2) 4D9f2, G1 
( ± 1) 2 D3/2 G2 
G3 
( ± 1) G4 
( ± 1.6) 
2P3/2 K1 
K2 
4D3/2 L1 
L2 
Yb3+ multiplet 
State Experimental 
2 Fs;2 0 
52.2 ( ± 1.6) 
98.1 ( ± 1.6) 
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Experimental 
14844 ( ± 2) 
14852 ( ± 2) 
15987 ( ± 2) 
16003 ( ± 2) 
17254 ( ± 2) 
19115 ( ± 2) 
21123 ( ± 2) 
21137 ( ± 2) 
23417 ( ± 2) 
23422 ( ± 2) 
28252 ( ± 2) 
28276 ( ± 2) 
Table 8.3: 10 K energy levels (in air cm-1) of the M' p- centre in 
CaF2 : N d3+ : Yb3+. 7 Tentative assignment. 
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M' 
M N Nd3+- Ce3+ Nd3+ Gd3+ Nd3+- Yb3+ 
r (ms) .092 .0348 .61 .59 .0831 
(±%) 10 10 10 10 10 
WNR (s-1) 10101 27967 870 926 11265 
(±%) 11 11 28 18 11 
r fluorescence lifetime 
WNR non-radiative decay rate 
W R radiative decay rate 
769 (± 10%) (s-1) CaF2: Nd 3+ F- C4v 
Table 8.4: 10 K non-radiative decay rates for the R1 ---+ Z1 transition of the 
M' F- centres in C aF2 : N d3+ : RE3+. 
Chapter 9 
Conclusion 
Laser selective excitation techniques have successfully identified energy levels 
of several N d3+ centres in Sr F2 (18) and CaF2 (11), and energy levels of a 
mixed Nd3+ - RE3+ centre in double rare earth doped CaF2 (where RE3+ 
: Ce3+, Gd3+ and Yb3+). 
The energy levels of the 4 I and other multiplets for the tetragonal F-
centre in CaF2 : N d3+ and Sr F2 : N d3+ and the M and N F- centres 
in CaF2 : N d3+ were unambiguously identified. For the F- centres energy 
upconversion processes involving the R multiplet as the intermediate level 
were observed. The upconversion mechanism for the tetragonal centre is 
dominated by a sequential two photon excitation process (STEP), whereas 
in the case of theM and N centres the mechanism is dominated by a phonon-
assisted energy transfer upconversion process (ETU). 
The hydrogenic charge compensating centres in CaF2 : N d3+ and Sr F2 : 
N d3+ were also studied. The hydro genic nature of these charge compensating 
centres was confirmed by the observation of isotope shifts and by observation 
of vibronic transitions which involved the local mode vibrational frequencies 
of the hydrogenic ions. Some of the multiple charge compensating hydro-
genic centres exhibit bleaching behaviour which can be either recoverable or 
non-recoverable. These effects are attributed to the migration of hydrogenic 
ions adjacent to the rare earth ion. Two new H- charge compensating cen-
tres, Hl and H2, exhibit bleaching behaviour whereby the bleaching of one 
centre can subsequently cause the recovery of the other centre. The differ-
ence in recovery and decay rates of the two centres suggests that there is 
more than one mechanism involved in the interconversion process between 
the two hydrogen centres. A line of a single new photoproduct centre was 
also observed for the 0 84 n- centre in SrF2 : Nd3+. 
For the tetragonal F- centre and its hydrogenic analogues in both C aF2 : 
N d3+ and Sr F2 : N d3+, the C4v irreducible representation of some of the 
energy levels were identified by polarisation studies of the laser selective 
excitation spectra. 
A single oxygen charge compensating centre was observed in hydrogenated 
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CaF2 : Nd3+ and SrF2 : Nd3+. Polarisation results show that the symmetry 
of this centre is neither tetragonal nor trigonal but is of lower symmetry. 
It was established that the M' centres observed in CaF2 : N d3+ : REB+ 
(where RES+ : Ce3+, Gd3+ and Yb3+) have a configuration similar to the 
M centre observed in C aF2 : N d3+. The M' centres also display energy 
upconversion processes similar to those of the M centre. It was determined 
that the non-radiative relaxation processes for these two rare earth ion centres 
are, principally, energy transfer processes between the rare earth ions within 
the centre. 
Crystal field analyses have been carried out for the tetragonal centres 
observed in both CaF2 : Nd3+ and SrF2 : Nd3+ and confirmed the C4v 
irreps designation of some of the energy levels assigned by the polarisation 
results. 
A simplified superposition model was used to analyse the ion positions 
in the C4v centres. The superposition model calculations gave the correct 
signs for the crystal field parameters and predicted that the ratio B!ct! B~at is 
smaller for the tetragonal centre than for the cubic centre. The co-ordination 
angles, Oa and fh, derived from the superposition model did not give a clear 
indication of the distortion for the various C4v centres; the values calculated 
for ()b in particular are not physically reasonable. 
In summary, laser selective excitation studies have been successfully ap-
plied to the N d3+ ion in C aF2 and Sr F2 for the first time and yielded the 
energy levels of 8 F- and 2 hydrogenic centres in C aF2 : N d3+ and 4 new 
F- and 6 hydrogenic centres for 8 r F 2 : N d3+. These results form the basis 
for further investigations paralleling those done for the Er3+ case (Cockroft 
1987}. 
Appendix A 
Computerising the Data Acquisition 
system 
Past experience has shown that a personal computer can be incorporated 
into many experiments to automate the data acquisition procedures and 
to produce a close to 'real time' display of the experimental data either 
graphically or numerically. 
The choice of computer depends on a number of constraints, namely the 
computing power required to provide 'real time' analysis of the experimental 
data and the ease of interfacing it with other devices. The cost of the com-
puter and its associated hardware can also be a decisive factor. In the context 
of Raman Spectroscopy and Laser Selective Excitation no complicated 'real 
time' data processing is required and the anticipated speed in data acquisi-
tion is not less than one second per data point, this being the usual photon 
counting integration time constant. An Apple He desk top computer with 
twin disc drive was chosen as a dedicated machine for the data acquisition 
system. It meets the requirements mentioned above and interfacing the Ap-
ple computer to other devices was made particularly easy by the provision of 
seven auxiliary expansion slots and by the availability of much inexpensive 
hardware produced by numerous manufacturers. 
The underlying concept of the present approach is to make the Apple 
computer the central 'general manager' of the data acquisition system. Com-
munications between various devices are made through the computer so that 
it has control of the whole system, as illustrated in Fig. A.l. 
The type of communication link between the Apple computer and various 
devices depends on the interfacing ability of the existing equipment and 
the speed required. Fig. A.2 shows the relative cost and sophistication of 
different types of computer interfaces commonly used. In the present case 
a bidirectional communication link between the Apple computer and the 
Spex. Compudrive (CD2A) is established through a Super Serial Card (SSC) 
at 4800 baud. It was decided to make full use of the CD2A's intelligence 
to control the spectrometer while the computer would only programme the 
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Figure A.l: Schematic diagram showing the general layout of the apparatus 
and the communication links between various devices of the data acquisition 
system. 
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CD2A and receive the status of the spectrometer from it. Both the plotter 
and the printer are also linked to the Apple computer via a SSC at 9600 
baud. Data transfer between the photon counter (PAR model1112) and the 
Apple computer can be via either a Peripheral Interface Adapter (PIA) or 
a Versatile Interface Adapter (VIA). The VIA was chosen for its ability to 
enable remote programming of the photon counter. See Table A.1 for a brief 
list of the relevant specifications of each device. 
Data are updated in groups of ten and are permanently stored on 5.25 inch 
floppy discs. The plotter and the printer are updated every 10 data points 
to give a close to 'real time' display of the spectrum and the data values. 
The printer output became a back-up when a plotting and peak finding 
programme was made available. Data for each spectrum and its relevant 
experimental parameters are permanently stored on 5.25 inch floppy discs in 
sequential access text files. They are stored in a compact form to maximise 
storage space on the floppy disc, with a trade off of a slight reduction in the 
speed of retrieving data from the disc and plotting. 
Under Applesoft, a sequential text file (TXT) consists of one or more 
records separated from each other by carriage return characters (hexadecimal 
$OD, high order hexadecimal $8D or decimal 13). The end of a text file is 
signalled by the End of File (EOF) position stored in the directory entry for 
the file. Usually, only valid ASCII (American Standard Code for Information 
Interchange) characters are allowed in a TXT file in order for them to be 
accessible to Basic programmes. Each character (text) or digit (numerics) 
occupies a byte in the file and is stored as an ASCII character equivalent in 
hexadecimal notation. For example, Applesoft takes five bytes of disc space 
to store the number 25342 and the ASCII characters equivalent in high order 
hexadecimal notation are B2, B5, B3, B4 and B2. This is not very efficient 
use of disc space. In the present case, the output of the photoncounter is 
in BCD (Binary Coded Decimal) format with three significant figures plus a 
number giving the power of ten (exponent, E), e.g. 2.53E5. If the number 
2.53E5 is to be stored on disc, it will take six bytes of disc space in the format 
of 253000. The last three digits have no significant value except for locating 
the decimal point, which can be specified by a byte giving that position 
(the exponent, E). Since each digit is in BCD format which only occupies 
a nibble (four bits or half a byte), each byte can store two BCD digits. 
Therefore, the four digits (three significant figures and the exponent) can be 
stored in just two bytes, which is a great saving of disc space especially for 
large value numbers. Fig. A.3 gives a clearer illustration of how the present 
approach compacts and stores data. In Applesoft's TXT file the carriage 
return character is used to separate records, so care is required to handle 
the coincidence of data having 13 amongst their digits. In Basic, a GET A$ 
command is used to retrieve data from the disc in order to overcome this 
minor problem. 
IEEE488 
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Figure A.2: Diagram showing the relative cost and sophistication of various 
common computer interface links. 
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Computer Apple lie 
- 64 K byte RAM. 
- 80 column card. 
- twin disc drive. 
future options - extra memory; 
- double high resolution graphic; 
- Basic compiler. 
Plotter HP7475A 
- accept A3 and A4 paper. 
- 6 pens. 
- 0.025 m.m. resolution. 
- 0.1 m.m. repeatability. 
- versatile graphic language. 
- 1 K buffer. 
- programmable pen speed. 
Printer C.Itoh 8510B 
- printing rate 120 cps . 
- 2 K buffer. 
Table A.1: Specifications of the Apple computer, Plotter and Printer. 
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Past experience has shown that the executional speed of the Basic lan-
guage is adequate when used in a dedicated control system where extremely 
high speed is not essential. The Basic language has the advantages of ease 
of programme development and maintenance as well as being easy to learn 
and understand. The original concept was to have packages of machine lan-
guage sub- routines to handle various interface I/ 0 protocols and the Basic 
programme to handle the communication with the operator. At present the 
entire programme is written in Basic and seems to handle all the functions 
with reasonable speed and ease. The programme is written in the Apple's 
ProDos operating system and a brief summary of its disc structure is given in 
Table A.2. The programme is designed to give appropriate interactive con-
trol between the operator and all the connected devices. It checks all inputs 
for valid entry and has error handling facilities for most circumstances. 
Programming is an evolving process where continuing improvements and 
modifications to meet needs are a necessity. Specific possible future develop-
ments include interfacing assembly language sub-routines to the Basic pro-
gramme for more efficient I/0; a filter routine to extract weak signals from 
an exceptionally noisy background; incorporation of interrupt capabilities to 
maximise the computer flexibility; and a faster data decoding and plotting 
routine. Any future developments must conform to the data format and the 
compact storage structure for compatibility. 
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Figure A.3: An example illustrating the method used to compact the data 
for storing on floppy discs. 
Apple ProDos 
Disc structure is a hybrid of Dos 3.3 and Apple Pascal. 
From Pascal - basic layout of the disc using the same 
physical logical sector order. 
- 2 sector block of 512 bytes. 
- 2 block load section. 
- 4 block directory and files stored in block order. 
From Dos 3.3 - the concept of sector use bit maps. 
- track/sector list. 
From the standpoint of combined speed of disc access and 
efficient use of space, ProDos surpasses its predecessors. 
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Table A.2: Extract from CALL-A.P.P.L.E. (Feb.1985) by S.C.K.Hunter. 
Appendix B 
Analysis of the Signal strength in the 
Fluorescence Lifetime measurements 
This appendix gives a brief analysis of the signal strength in the pulsed 
laser pumped fluorescence experiments and the methods used in determining 
the fluorescence decay time constant. This summaxy was written in close 
consultation with Mr. C.H. Rowe who designed the circuit to implement the 
integral method. 
It is common practice to use fast pulse amplifiers on the output of a pho-
tomultiplier to monitor and quantify the fluorescence decay pulse appearing 
on the anode of the detector. 
With high peak fluorescence intensities there are few difficulties with this 
approach. Superimposed noise on the decay function may be integrated out 
by coherently adding the signal plus noise on successive decay pulses. This is 
the function of the box car averager. For N successive pulses, this procedure 
will improve the signal to noise, sjn, ratio by JN. That is, 100 successive 
pulses will improve s/n by a factor of 10. 
In the case of low level signals, where the signal is better described as a 
succession of clearly resolved photon pulses, the fluorescence decay function 
becomes a frequency modulated pulse train with the highest pulse density 
at the start of the measuring interval. In this case, the s/n ratio varies in 
proportion to jii;, where Np is the total number of photon counts in the 
measured interval. As each photon event is nominally independent of the 
others the distribution obeys stochastic (random) or Poissonian statistics. 
There is thus a finite probability that two photon events will coincide within 
a specified time interval, and the photon pulses will 'stack', that is added in 
amplitude. 
While the above method is well understood and applied readily, it does 
have the disadvantages of requiring good impedence matching and an inabil-
ity to discriminate against induced noise especially at low signal levels unless 
a well designed discriminator is incorporated into the design. 
The signal input of the box car averager system presently used was found 
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to be charge sensitive, i.e. responded to the total area underneath each 
photon pulse. An ordinary fast pulse amplifier increases the amplitude of 
each photon pulse but the total area underneath each pulse is relatively un-
changed. This, together with the low fluorescence intensity measured could 
be the reason for the extremely weak signal which was observed. A slight 
improvement was achieved when the fast pulse amplifier was replaced by a 
photon counting amplifier built by the electronics workshop of this depart-
ment. This amplifier had a discriminator to offset the dark current and could 
amplify and shape each photon pulse to an uniform width and height, as il-
lustrated in Fig. B.l. This increases the total area underneath each photon 
pulse, but has the potential disadvantage of-pulse 'stacking' especially for 
strong fluorescence signals. The low fluorescence intensity (small number 
of photons) together with the inability of the present design, to discrimi-
nate large induced noise from the solenoid of the temperature controller of 
the liquid nitrogen cooled photomultiplier makes this method unsuitable for 
the present situation. A well designed 'window' discriminator would greatly 
improve the performance of this method. 
In the present context of measuring the fluorescence decay lifetime of an 
excited energy level, the decay is assumed to be an exponential function. 
It is well known that both the mathematical integral and the differential of 
a common first order exponential function are themselves exponential, the 
time constant remaining unaffected by such manipulation. 
In the context of a photomultiplier detector, it is a device in which a 
charge is dumped onto a well-insulated electrode (the anode) which has a 
small but finite capacitance. The geometry of the dynode-anode structure is 
such that a considerable change in potential of the anode, will not affect the 
charge collecting function, i.e. the system has a very high effective source 
impedence. Thus, if a capacitor is placed in the anode circuit, it will act 
as a precision charge integrator. This precision charge integrator may be 
reset after a specified time interval prior to the next laser pulse, hence the 
resetable integrator. 
Amongst a number of practical advantages of this technique is the re-
jection of induced noise as it should integrate to zero, and the lack of re-
quirement for impedence matching as the reflected signal due to impedence 
mismatch should also integrate to zero. The disadvantage of this method is 
that the long term steady value, or the 'base line', is not reliably determined 
since it is dependent on the fluorescence intensity, which is in turn dependent 
on the intensity of each laser pulse. 
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Figure B.l: Schematic diagram of the photon counting amplifier evaluated 
for the fluorescence lifetime measurements. 
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B.l Data Reduction Methods 
There are a variety of analytical procedures available to allow the determina-
tion of the time constant of the exponential decay function. The algorithm 
usually requires the assumption of the type of exponential function being 
fitted, i.e. single or multiple exponential decay function(s). In the present 
analysis, a single time constant is assumed for the exponential decay function 
of the form: 
y Ae(-k.t) (B.l) 
where 
k = (r)-1 , 
and r is the fluorescence decay time. It is important to ensure that the 
long term value or the base line is reliably determined or that the algorithm 
is such that the 'base line' value is eliminated in the reduction procedures. 
This is essential when the integral method is used. It was observed that the 
data reduction routine provided by the software package SR265 is relatively 
sensitive to the long term value of the exponential function being fitted, as 
illustrated by Fig. B.2, where a 33% change in the derived time constant re-
sulted from just a 1.25% change in the base line value. Clearly this algorithm 
is unacceptable as it stands. 
Theoretically, a simple exponential decay function can be uniquely deter-
mined by just three points. For example, let tt, t 2 and t3 be times a fixed 
interval x apart, where : 
then equation B.l can be solved as 3 simultaneous equations to give: 
k = _ 1 ln ( Ys - Y2) 
X Y2 Yl 
(B.2) 
This algorithm is very susceptible to noise and does not use most of the 
available data but facilitates a means of determining the time constant of a 
very long lifetime decay (Harris et al. 1983). Another way to eliminate the 
problem of the base line is to construct an exponential function independent 
of the base line. This can be achieved by dividing the original exponen-
tial function into two halves and subtracting one half from the other, as 
illustrated in Fig. B.3. Although this method can eliminate the 'base line' 
problem, it introduces noise onto the data and effectively reduces the number 
of data points by half. Additionally, it will work only for a simple exponential 
function. 
X=S psecldlv v~ .18/dlv 
Original fluorescence decay 
'base line1 shifted by -4.0 
x~s psecldiv Y= .18/div 
Y = A *exp( -B*(X- 1. 95)) 
A= .418 B= .B296E-81 /psec 
1 
T = B = 12 us. 
1base line1 shifted by -3.95 
X=S vsec/div V= .18/div 
V = A *exp( -B*<X- 1.95)) 
A= .446 B= .6265£-81 /vsec 
T 1 B = 16 us. 
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Figure B.2: Diagram illustrating the sensitivity of the exponential data re-
duction routine of the SR265 software package to the asymptote value set 
for an exponential function. 
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0 riginal fluorescence y= H exp ( -( k. t)) + constant 
y 
Ai Ha exp (-(k.t)) +constant 
Bi = Hb exp (-(k.t)) +constant 
~--------------------------~time 
y 
independence of 'base line' 
. . 
. ' . 
~----------------------------1 time 
Figure B.3: Schematic diagram illustrating one of the methods that can elim-
inate the problem caused by the uncertain asymptote value of an exponential 
function. 
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Ideally, a least squares fit of the exponential function to the data should 
give a more satisfactory result. However, this was not attempted in the 
time available because of difficulties in gaining access to the experimental 
data files produced by the SR265 programme. A compromise was achieved 
by averaging the results obtained using the first two methods mentioned 
above and comparing them with the estimated decay time constant observed 
directly on a single pulse oscilloscope trace. The ±10% uncertainty quoted 
for the decay time constants is typical of the type of scatter achieved by these 
methods. 
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